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INTRODUCTION

Project IMPACT was'begun in November, 1979 by the Mdntgomery
County Intermediate Unit following the award of a Title IV-C
grant from the State Deparment of EduOation. The primary goal
of the project was,'as stated in its acronym, to Implement(ing)
Mainstreaming Progtams through Active Cooperative Training., The
,secondary goal of the project was to evaluate the effectiveness
of the cooperative training and planning model via adpre and post-
test research design. The purpose of this technical report is to
i'resent and discuss the research and evaluation component of Pro-
ject Details regarding the evolution'of the planning model,
the scop of the training and the outcomes of school participatipn
cal be found in th4 Project IMPACT Procedural Manual.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

A brief overview of Project IMPACT is presented here as a
framework for discussion of the research and evaluation comlionent.

When the Project commenced in November, 1979,*the first ob-
jective to be addreesed was that of identifying taEget and control
schools. Superintendents from four of the twenty-two school dis-
tricts in the county were asked to recomMend a target school in
their diqtrict. A target school was defined as a school which
coun modt likely benefit from direct work related to mainstreap-
thg.issues. The principals at the target schools were then invited
to participate in the Project and were advised of the Project's
scope as well as the importance of their active participation. The
participation of any school was a voluntary decision by the princi-
pal.

Once the target schools had been confirmed, they_were each
matched to a control school of similat character within their school
dietrict. The control schools participated in the pre and, post-test
proceAures of data collection but ,did not receive any service from
IMPACT staff and did not partici'ate in any of'the Project activities.
Target and control schools for t e 1979-1981 cycle of the Project are'
listed below:

School District

Upper Merion
Cheltenham
Perkiomen Valley
Colonial

Target Scho
,

Candlebrook
Cedarbrook X
Pollegeviiie
Ridge Park

,lem.

'Traipe'Elem.

,112'

Control School

erigePort Elem.
Elkins Park Middle,
Kulp Elementary ,

Plymouth Elein.

Once the target schools had en identified, the IMPACT staff
. began working toward their goal ofcfmproving mainstreaming practices

through cooperative planning and trLining.
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The Project acOomplished four primary goals: '11) mainstream-
ing needs were identified in each parti'cipatimg school; -2) each
school established,a Mainstreaming Planning Committee (MPC); 3)1*N
under the.anspices of Project I,MPACT, each MPCpartiEipateddin
fi-9e days of work sessions to prioritize needs and develop stra-
tegies for addressing them; 4) the MPCs continued to work On
their Own to implement-the strategies which they had p'lanned.

The IMPACT staff developed and administered needs assessment
and attitude survey instruments to discover the primary areas of
concern related to mainstreaming. The instruments,and administra-
tidn procedures will be described in gmtater detail imAthe section
of this report entitled DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES AND INSTR NTA-
TION.

-
After. administering the needs assessments and attitude surveys,

Project IMPACT staff asked the school principals to set up MPCs in
accordance with the pre-established IMPACT guidelines.

The Mainstreamag PlanAing Committee.(MPC) was conceived as a
mea s of ensuring maximum communication among special education
tea hers,.regular education teachers, administrators, and parents
of oth regular and special education stud-ents. Within each school;
pr ncipals mere asked to nominate a. committee that was comprised
mi imally of: two (2),regular educatioesteachers, two (2) speeial
ed cation teachers, a guidance counselor, other special area per-
s nnel (i.e., reading specialist, librarians etc.), two (2) parents,
of regular education students, and'two (2) parents of handicapped
students. The principal was also a committee member. Most com-
mittees numbered around fourteen (14) members.

The four parent members added an unnsual dimension to,the
committee structure. Parents can affect any,new school program
positively or negatively by virtue of their support. It was hoped
that, having been an integral.part of developing mainstreaming plans,
the parents would be supportive of school efforta.

Each MPC was provided with a facilitator from the Intermediate
Unit whose function,was to: 1) assist the group to identify'the
issues,lnd plan strategies for change; 2). Fork-through any group
process problems that arose; 3) keep the group on task; and 4) pro-
vide information and resources as needed.

The iunction.of the MPC was to analyze the mainstreating needs
within- their schobl'And delineate'a plan fOr addressing those needs.
The committee wls responsible for making decisions regarding main-,
streating practices within knowh administrative procedures and 'con-

,

straints.
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All MPCs participated in an initial four-day workshop and.a'
/-one-day follow-up session at the beginning of the secondlreaor. The

initial-workshops presented hasic information about P.L. 94-142,
, special education and mainstreaming. They also provided MPCs with

a,structured approach for gnalyzing mainsereaming needs and gen-
,eratingstrategies for addiessing the needs. The,content of the
-workshops is 'described in greater detail in the Project IMPACT
Guide to Mainstreaming-Planning Committees.

After th workalops, the committees continued to plan and
problem soivd on their own. The principals were .responsible,for
.implementing any procedureadesigned by the committee. In-service
programs,.0.a4ned by ,the committee, were held for other teachers in

P the schodls.
A

The committees continued to meet'and4prohlem solve for eight-
'een montihs. They addressed mainstreaming needs related to proce-
dures, in-service and curriculum. A degcription of the accomplish-
ments of each MPC can be found-in Appendix I.

.>

At the end of eighteen months, the Needs Assessment and Main-
, streaming gurvey were administered to'both target and control
schools as a post-eest.
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DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES'AND INSTRUI4ENTAION

The following types of data were collected at the start-up
of the project and again after eighteen months of wbrking with
the project: ,

1. Individual qchool needs in relatibn to mainstreaming
p'rocedures, in-service training, curriculum_modifica-
tion and mainstreaming managebent were measured by a -

written needs assessment instrument which.,was c?mpleted
by a4 school persolmel.,

2. Attitudes of teachers
towards mainstreaming
strmpent.

3. Attitudes of administ
sonne 4. rowards mains
interView.

Needs Assessment

After having. surVeyed 44:0erous needs- assesstent instr
which 'were already'avairableroject IMPACT..staff determine
that 'no single existing instrOMent could meet the 4nique spe
cations of the project approa4. Consequently, the staff deS
its .own instrument ,to assess e*sh school's individual mainstre4
ing needs. The. weeds Assessmetwas comprised of-items to whic
.subjects responded on a fbur-pbilkt Likert scale ranging from hi
ly necessary '(1) -to highly unriece*sary (4).

When a factor, analysis leas per'_ormed on the Needs Assessment
items, they fell into four sub-scale

(special and regular educati'on)
were assessed via a 4urvey in-

ith.rs, parents support per-
aming were asseiia personal,

6

10
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.\ 'Sub-scale I contained the following -fourNktems relate
diirriculum considerations of mainstreaming:

t

\1. ,Need to' clarify, alternatives for presenting the dis-
trict's regular curriculum, to,accomoaate individual
needs of mainstreamed atudents (e.g., social studies
curriculum to a stuaent with Written language diffi-
culties).

2. Iceed to provide easy accessillity to any available
instructional materials, and/or AV equipment in the
district, that could be used to assist.mainstreamed
'students.

3. Need to obtain instructional materials and/or AV
' equipment to assist mainstreamed.students.

4/ Need for volunteer services to assist mainstieamed
students.

Sub-scale II contained the following three items regarding
school management itsues related to mainstreaming:

1. Need to, clarify evaluatian and grading guidelines
for reportiAg progress of mainstreamed-students.

1( Need for an gasy record-kdepf.ng system of each stu-:
dent's mainstreaming program.

. Need to clarify the role of various staff members
in reportin mainstreamed students' progress to
their parents. ve.

.

11



1., Need to clarify procedural guidelines for.placing a 0
student int° a classroom for mainstreaming.

2. Need.to clarify procedures for keeping track of a
mainstreamed student's activities.

3. Need to clarify prOcedural guidelines for removing
student.from d class where he/she has been main-

4streamed (-

4,, Need for the staff to-meet as a whole to discuss
mainstreaving concerns.

5. Need for opportunities for a classroom teacher and a
special education tencher to meet and discuss pro-
gramming for specifiC mainstreimed students.

Sub-scale IV contained the following two items regarding in-
service training:

Sub-scale III contained the following five items addressing
mainstreaming procedures:

0

4

. Need for staff in-service programs to develop skills
for working with mainstreamed students.

,

2. Need to'present workshops on the school's mainstream-
ing pradtices for parents of both regular education
and special education students. 0

Because theoiteis did fati into these discrete categories,
much of.the data analysis'discussed in this report will.be broken-
out by sub-scale.

4

An item amd test analysis was run on the Needs Assessment
for both pre an4 post-test samples to determine instrument reli-
ability. The overall reliability of the Needs Assessment '(all
items' combined) was .90 for the pre-test and .95 for the post-
test. The following chart-displays reliability coefficients for
the sub-scales.



RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Sub-Scale Alpha Coefficient

Pre-Test* Post-Test**
Curriculum

Management

Proceddres

In-service

Allatems

. 79

.81

. 81

.66'

.90

n=88

. 84

.89

. 88

. 73

. 95

.11=102

All indicaticn i.e. are that the Needs Assessment was a reliable
instrument and appro riate for use within this study. The limi-
tations of the use of the% instrument are acicnowledged as thefollowing:

1. Since the initial 'data collection did not provide for
the coding of respondents' identities, it was not possi-
ble to match pre and post-test responses. A matching
procedure would have lent greaeler credibility to any
indications of pre versus posc-test change.

2. In administering the instrumentst it became apparen
that there was some ambiguity regarding the directions.
The Needs Assessment did not specify that responses
should be given based on'the teacher's eurrent school.
Some people may have answered the questions based upon
their perceptions of mainstreaming in general rather
than in their building.

Both of these limitations were addressed in the revised 'ver-
sion of-the Needs Assessment whia was used with the second groupof schools to enter the project. The results of these data willbe discussed in a.separate report.

Nainstreaming ez,
In order to determine the egree'to which school personnel

felt acceptance towards issues r lating to mainstreaming, Project
IMPACT staff developed the Mains reaming Survey. This instrument
was comprised of 25 items. Teac ers were askpd to rate their de-
gree of agreement with each statement related tO mainstreaming on
a Likert scale of 1 (strongly agree) to 4 (strongly disagree).

13



Three forms of the Mainstreaming Survey were developed.
Minor wording differences were designed to accommodate tire
various classes of'respondents. Form A was administered to all

-- regular education teachers, Form B was administered to all spe-
cial education teacherk, and Form C was administered to special
area'teachers (art, music, physical education etc.) Because of
the small number of respondents to Forms B and C, however, only
data from Form A could be statistically analyzed.

A factor nnalysis of items on the Mainstreaming Survey Form
ACtound"the instrument to contain six discrete sub-scales. Sub-
scale I contained 'the following two items relating to communica-
tion in the mainstreaming process:

1. I feel comfortable communicating with the spe-
cial education.teacher about a particular main-
streamed student's needs.

2.. I feel comfortable communicating with my build-
ing administrator about a particular main-
streamed student's needs.

Sub-scale II contained the following two items rsgarding
curriculum concerns:

1. I feel comfortable utilizing alternative teach-
, ing teckniques with mainstreamed students.

2. I feel comfortable modifying curriculum materi-
als for mainstreamed students.

1 4

4

f

8
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The following five items addressirig knowledge 4out main-streaming and special education were in Sub-scale III:

1. I fell knowledgeable 'about strategies for,
scheduling my time, so that I can attend to
the individual needs of the mainstreamed
students, as well as the needs of the whole
group.

2. I feel knowledgeable abbut various options
for organizing the physical environmemt. in
my..classroom to'accommodate mainstreamed
students'i needs.

I feel knowledgeable about available re-
source serxices that can provide me with in-
formation regarding mainstr'eamed students'
needs.

4. I feel knowledgeable about state and feder-
al legislation relating to mainstreaming..

5. I feel knowledgeable about procedures for
dealing-with mainstreamed students who have
associated health problems.

Attitudes toward the handicapped and mainstreaming were
assessed by the four items of Sub-scale IV:

1. I feerthat handicapped students should be
given, the opportunity to participate in the
regular classroom whenever possible.

-2. I feel that regular students will benefit
from their contact with mainstreamed stu-
dents.

3. I feel that handibapped students will bene-
fit from their contact with regular students.

4. I feel that experience with mainstreamed.stu-
dents will help (or has helped) me to teach
my regular students more effectively.



SUb-scale V; comprised of t'4e folldWing three iten6, act-
dressed the teaaher's comfort/discomfort in dealing with
physically handicapped. stUdents.

I feel comfortable having a mainstreamed child
with the following handicap(s) in my class:

a. a physical handicap
b. a hearing impairment
c. a viseal impairment

The,final zub-scalef relating to student and classroom
management, contained the folloWing five items:

1. I.feel comfortable managing the be4avior
of mainstreamed students in my classibom.

2. I feel Comfortable evaluating the-academic
performance af ainstreamed students in my
classroom.

3. I feel comfortable discussing mainstreamed
students' classroom progress with their
parents.

4. I feel comfoitable having a mainstreamed
child with the following handicap(s) de:
my class:

a. 4 learning disability
b. an emotional disturbance

5. I feel comfortable teaching a 'class that
includes several mainstreamed students.

Since survey items did fall into such discrete groups,
most of the data analysis will be discussed in terms of sub-
scales rather than the overall instrument.

i 6
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An item and test analysis was run for the Mainstreaming
Survey for both pre and post-test samples to determive relia-
bility of the instrument. Reliability coefficients,of the
sub-scalA ranged from .86 to .94 on the pre-test and from
.74 to .94 on the post-test. The following chart dis.plays
reliability coefficients for the subscales.

RELIABILITY COEFFICEINTS

Sub -§cale

OP MAINSTREAMING SURVEY

Alpha Coefficient

Pre-Test Post-Test

Communication .86

CurriCulum .94

Knowledge .84

Attitudes .88

Physical Handicaps7 .91

Management .88

N=66

. 76

.94

.15

. 92

. 74

.86

N=56

+a.

All indications are thatAthe Mainstreaming Survey was a
reliable instrument and appropriate for use Within this
study. .As with the Needs Assessment, there was no provision
,for matching pre and post-test responses. This is a limita-
tion of the-instrument in that it diminished the stTength of
pre versus post-test change.

Statistical Design
-

The pre and pcAt-,test data from the Needs Assessment and
Mainstreaming Survey were analyzed by sub-scale, individual
schools, target schools as a group, and control schools as a
group.

Thelpbject of the research and evaluation of Project
IMPACT was to determine whether or not there had been change
from pre-test to post-test. Assuming that chang.e could be
measured via the needs assessment and survey instruments, it
was assumed that target schools would show less need and more
positive attitudes towards mainstreaming on the post-test

17



measures. In order to statistkcally validate this hypothesis,
the following.analyses were conducted:

descriptive statistics
pre-test comparisons'and by school using Chi Square
and Analysis ,of Variance (ANOVA)
pre-post test comparison by target group using Chi
Square and ANOVA
pre-post test comparison of eafh individual school
'using Chi Square and ANOVA.

The above analyses were run independently for Needs
Assessment and Mainstreaming Survey data. nie results of
the data analyses'are described in the following section.

Mb

12
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RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION OF NEEDS,ASSESSMENT DATA ANALYSIS

Descriptive Statistics

The mean reJponsev standard deviation and variance ibtatis-
tics for the needi assessment data are displAyed in the follow-
ifig tables. It should be noted that a rating of 1 meant that
the item was highly necessary whtle 4 meant highly unnecessary.
Therefore, when scores became higher, it denotes a decr.ase in
needs.

Table I shows the pre and post-test comparison for target
schools on the four sub-scales of the Needs Assessment.

TABLE 1

PRE-PQST-TEST,COMPARISON OF TARGET SCHOOL pERFORMANCE

DEVIATION

ON MAINSTREAMINd NEEDS ASSESSMENT: ,

MEAN, VARIANCE AND STANDARD DEVIATION

Pre-Test Pust-test

Subscale Mean Variance SD Mean
,

Variance SD

,

Curriculum, 1.85 .33 .58

) 1th
2.01 .39 .62

Management 1.73 .30 . .55r-.:) 2.11 .57 .75

PrOcedures 1.69 .26 .,51 2.05
t.

.46 .68

Inservice 1.67 .30 .55 2.03 .45 .67

.All.scales 1..72 .19 .,44 2.06 .36 .59

N = 101 N=120

13

13
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Table 2:presents the same comparison, for each individual
itewon the Needs Assessment.

TABLE *2

PRE-POST-(TEST COMPARISON OF TARGET SCHOOL

PERFORMANCE ON MAINSTREAMING NEEDS ASSESSMENT:

MEAN, VARIANCE AND STANDARD DEVIATION

Pre-Test Post-Test

Question Mean Variance SD Question Mean Variance SD
t

1 1.49 .31 .56 1 2.07 .67 .82

2 1.87 .50 .71 2 2.13 .61 .79

3 1.52 .37 .61_ 3 2.28 '.86 .74

4 1.61 .45 .67 4 2.23 .81 .90

5 1.65 .35 .59 5 2.23
I
.76 .87

o 1.66 .45. . '7 6 2.21 .80 .90

1.55 .37 .61 7 2.00 .62 .79

1.92 .56 .75
.

8 2.10 .58 .76

9 1.89 .62 .79 9 2.23 .51 1 .71

10 1.65 . 7, .61 10 2.23 .78 .88

11 1.68 .42
i

.65 11 2.41 .81 .90

12 1.84 .44 .66 12 '2.44 .73 .86

13 2.04 r-.58 .76

_

13 2.39 .53 7,3

14 1.96 '.62 .79 14 2.26 .70 .84

15 : 1.54 :31 .56. 15 2.08 .69 .83

N=101 a.

_

N=120.,

14



From a Cgrsory lookat the4escrfpilye data, Wwould ap-
pear -there -was movement toward a.les4jit-degreeof, need
on the'post-test among target schools.

Table 3 displays the comparison between target and 'con-
shown ontrol schools on the post-test.

an item by item basis.

TABLE 3

TARGET VS. CONTROL SCHOOL PERFORMANC

ON MA14-BTREAMING NEEDS ASSESSMENT POST-TEST:

MEAN, VARIANCE AND STANDARD DEVIATION

The compari#04 are

Target Control

question Mean Varl'ance SD Questton Mean
0

Varianis SD

1. 2.07
i

v

.67

.

.82 1 1.86 . 2

r-

.72

2.13 /61, .79/4-- 2 2. 4 .46

3 2.28 .86 .74 3 2.00 .54 73

4 2.23 .81 .90 4 1.79 .55

5 (f.34 .76 .87 5 1.81 .44 .

6 2.21 .80 .90 1.83 .46 --,s, .68

7 2.00 .62 .79 7 1,74 ,44 . 6

8 2.10 .58 .76 ' 1,..78 .49
, ,

.70

9 2.23 .51 -.71 9 1.95 .54 .74

10 2.23 .78 . 8° 10 1.86 .44 .67

11 2.41 .81 .90
-

11 1.81 .40 .63

12 2.44 .73 .86
4

12 1.90 .52 .72

13 2.39 . 3 .73 13 1.88 .61 .78

14 2.26 .70 .84 14 2.21 .55 .74

15 2.08 .69 .83 15 1.71 .42 .65

N=120 .N=58

10......, 21
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--Again, on the basis of a cursoeY comparison of the de-
scriptive statistics, it seems that, at the conclusioe of the
project, target schools perceived fewer mainstreaming needs ,

than control schools. -

P
Descriptive stai'fstics for each target school cah be

found in Appendix II
411

6

AMP

Pre test Comparisons

t k

In-orde-r to determine If there we're any significant dif-
ferences among.target sChools at' the Outbet of the Project,'
responsea'on the pre-test were compazed. A Chi Square- Test was
used to detarmine whether or not differences existed on an item
by item,basts. 'Respnnaes on Pach subscald wise analysed using
'analysis of varkance with a multiple.range test to determine
probable sources of significant differenCes.

I

ReSults of the,item by item Chi squalre analysisshow that
th'ete were significant differences (p<:05) among schools nn
the following itemsr

#1 - inservice programs
#9 - obtain instructional materials
#10 - clarify evaluation procedures
#11 - record-keeping system.

This would indicate that there were some diffe ences among
the target group at the outset of the project. Such differances
can most probably be attributed to-administrative dif rences
(e.g., how many inservice programs have teachers already attended
or what kind of record-keeping the principal requires)-among
schools and school districts.

The results of the analyses of variance based upon the Needi
AAssesstent subscales are shown in Table 4,
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TAIILE 4

3RE-TEST FOR TARGET SCHOOLS:

ONE WAI ANALYSIS OF VARIANCEION

SUBSCAtES I, II, III, IV AND ALL SCALES

ICA

17

Source of Variation SS df MS F V-Prob.

Subscale I - '' Between groups 3.4109
,

3 1.1370 3.706 .0142*
Curricular' Issues

Wi;hin groups 29.7562 97 .3068

scale II - Between groups
M nagement:Issues

Within groups

3.5241 1.17474'.339 .0065*

26.258. 97
,

.2707
.

Between groupsIIISubscale -
Procedural Issues

Within groups

.80a4 .2678 1.041 .3770

2169439 97
,

.2572

Subscale Between groupsIV -
Inservice Issues (L.--1Within groups

2.9225 3 .9742 3.462 .0193*

27.2952 97 .2814

11 scales Between groups

Within groups

1.8673 3 .6224 3.471 .0191*

17.3962
I

97

2 3

*ptc_ .02



There appear to be significant'differeaces (pK.02) among
the schools on the subacalece relating to curricular, manage-
ment and inservice issues'. These are the subscales from which
items 1:9, 10, and 11 (identified.aa different by Chi Square)

. come. The variable performance of schools on.these items con-
tributed signilicantly to the ANOVA findings.i ,

In order to determine if any particulir school was re-'
sponsibleofor the significant subscale differences, multiple
range and Scheffe tests were performed. The results are seen
in Table.5. 4-

TABLE 5

PRE-TEST FOR TARGET SCHOOLS:
, 1

RESULTS OF MULTIPLE RANGE TEST TOR

° SUBSALES I, Ir., III, IIVAN6 ALL'SCALES

Subscale ,,,Isten-Homogenous Subsets*.

,

Curricular Issues ' CandlebrobkiRidge Park Elem.

II - Management
,

Issues Candlebrook/Cedarbrook
.

III

.

- Procedural Issues

c

Noha

IV - Inservice
-.

Issues -Candlebrook/Collegeville-Trappe

All Scales , None

*5u6sets of groups whose .highest and lowest means differ
by more than the shortest significant range for a sub-
set of.that size..

"-e"
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, This table shows'.for each sUbsdale, the two .Schoola
that.cannot be placed in a'homogenots subset because they-create feeo great a disparity in mean score and variance.
In essence,-they are ehe "odd men out."

Since Candlebrook Elementary School appears non-
homogenous in'all three su'bscales for which significant
differen es were found, 4t cdn probably be stated thatCandlekro s.least like the other schools in terms of
cts perceptioni of mainstreaming needs. .Any discdssion asto why Candlebrook emerged as difterent from the other
schools would be purely speculative. .Many factors includ=

amount of experience with mainstreaming, administrative
<policies, types of.students being mainstreamed, and amount ofsupport available to teachers could all be factors in the
reSults.

hDespite the fact that some differences in perception
of mainstreaming needs, did emerge among schools at the ouk-\ sei of theproject, it should be noted that Wthe differences
were primarily on only four items, which, in turn, affected
overall subscales and 2) all fOur target schools did indicateneeds in relation to mainstreaming. This,'in fact, is perhapsthe most significant outcome of the pre-test ehta; all the
schools that were involved in Project IMPACT activities wereabLa-. Ito identify specific4needs which were addressed as a re-sult of project intervention.

Post-Test Comparison of Target Vs. Control Schools

The major idtent of the research and evaluation componeWC
of IMPACT was to determine whether or not target schools per-ceived fewer mainstreamingoneeds (after working with the MPC)
than the control schools who did not have this type of inter-vention. The' data presented in Table-6 indicate that -target
schoo1s did show significantly lower mainstreaming needs than
controlischools overall. A breakdown by subscales showed
that tairget schools perceived fewer needs than controls inthe areas of curriculum management and procedures. Managementand procedures were the issues that the Mainstreaming Planning
Committees a'ddressed in greatest depth. The results, therefore,
-are in keeping with expectations that ihe project would have anaffect in reducing prodedural and management problems in re-lation to mainstreaming.

Curriculum, however, was not addressed in any depth by the
schools (mainly because of the massive undertaking involved in
curriculum modificalien). The fact that target.schools per-
ceived less of a post-test need than controls may actually be
indicative of a-more accepting attitude towards mainstreaming.
If procedures for mainstreaming were now in operation and, as
in most of the target schools, coinaunication between regular
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TABLE 6 \

RESJILTS OF T-TESTS FOR SIGNIFICAHT

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TARGET AND CONTROL SCHOOLS

oii
> -

MAINSTR4AMING NEEDS 4SSESSMENT

Curriculum

Mean SD T -Value
2-Tail

Probability

Target 2.17 :64 .

Control 1.83
,p

.56

-Management

Target Z.36 .83
Control 1;86 .58

Procedures

Target 2.23 .74.
Control 1:87 .56

Inservice

Target 2.10 .72
Control 1.95 .61

All Scales

Target 2.23 .64
Control 1.88 .48

Target N62
Control N = 5a

.003*
3.09

.007*
3.81

%003*
2.99

1.22 .224".

2.48

*p :S. .003
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and special'education was betteri perhaps curricular issues
seemed less burdensome and, therefore, less of a need.

There were no significant differences between target
schools and controls on the'subscales relating to inservice
training even though most target schools did address train-
ing needs. A possible explanation is that both target and
control schools had exposure to new inservice programs'
throughout the year. Although MPCs in three of the four
schools planned and implemented at least one inservice pro-
gram, control schools most likely had access to other train-
ing sessions conducted by the school district, intermediate
unit or local university. In fact, one MPC planned an 1.2i--
service program which was attended by all elementary and
middle schools in the district (including the control).
Typically, inservice has been the way of encouraging teachers
to adopt new ideas; all schools, whether target or control,
are bound to have had some inservice related to mainstreaming,
therefore differences in needs between the two groups were
minimized. ,

It is exciting to note, however, that in the areas of
procedures, curriculum and management--areas (unlike inservice)
which were unique to the IMPACT approach--there were clear,
positive effects of the project. Schools may have had other
opportunities for inservice training, but not for a problem-
solving process for developing mainstreaming procedures and
management techniques..

Pre-Post Test Comparison of Target Schools

When t.1rget schools were compared, as a group, across pre
and post-test data, the results clearly indicate significant de-clirffaii in mainstreaming needs in the areas of curriculum manage-
ment; Iprocedures and inservice. The results of the T-Test
analyses of pre and post-test data for target schools, as a group,are found in Table 7.
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TABLE 7

RESULTS OF.T-TESTS FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES

BETWEEN.PRE AND POST-TEST PERFORMANUE OF TARGET

SCHOOLS ON MAINSTREAMING NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Subscale Mean SD T-Value
2-Tail

Probability

Curriculum

Pre-Test 1.84 .58
Post-Test 2.17 .64 + -3.39 .001*

Management

Pre-Test 1.73 .55 .000*
Post-Test 2.36 .83 -5.24

Procedures

Pre-Test 1.69 .51 .000*
Post-Test 2.23 .72 -5.08

Inservice

Pre-Test 1.67 .55 .000*
Post-Test 2.10 .72 -3.91

All Scales

Pre-Test 1.72 .44 .000*
Post-Test 2.23 .64 -5.47

Pre-Test N = 101

PoSeLTest N = 62 *p < .001
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Each target school was also examined individually to de-
termine pre-post-test differences. Table 8 presents the sig-
nificance levels of pre and post-test differences for eachschool by subscals.

TABLE. 8

PRE-AND POST-TEST DIFFERENCEA IN PERFORMANaE ON

MAINSTREAMING NEEDS ASSESSMENT FOR

.INDIVIDUAL TAIOET SCROOLS .

, Candlebrook
_ .

Cedarbrook
_

Ridge Park
legevi-Col lle7
Trappe

2-Tail Probability.

Curriculum .084 .010** .075

_

.037*

Management 033* .033** .0214! .000***

Procedures .157 ..012* .021 .0001'**

Inservice . .037* .001** .022* .322

All Scales .046* .000*** .003**. .000***
,

*P 5.1.05
**p <:.0l

***p <:.00l
. .

.

. It is interesting to note that, although curriculum issues
were not addressed by the committees, two schools showed signif-.
icant declines in needs. The fact that mainstreaming was pro-
gresaing more smoothly (as indicated`by the principals via exitinterviews) in the schools may have diminished the perceived
needs for curriculum adjustment. Perhaps curriculum issues areerected as barriers against mainstreaming ("I can't possibly
teach that child what I teach the others"). When communication
between regular and,special education teachers becomes more open
and teachers no longer see mainstreaming as "dumping", perhaps
there are less needs to preserve curriculum issues as defenses.
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All schools perceived significantly fewer needs relating
to management on the,post-test. This finding is in keecing
with the fact that the committees spent a great deal of time
in solving management problems:

All schools, except Candlebrook, showed a significant de-
cline in needs related to mainstreaming procedures. It is
difficult to explain the results at Candlebrook since its com-
mittee did work out a set of mainstreaming proceduresewhich
were implemented by the principal. It should be noted, however,
that on the analysis of just pre-test data, Candlebrook did ap-
pear to be somewhat different from the other schools at the out-
set of the project. This difference may have affected final
outcomes. It should be noted that, although Candlebrook did
demonstrate significant pre-post test differences on Management,
Inservice and All Scales, the level of significance of the dif-
ferences was lower 0 .05Y than for some of the other schools
(p Apl). It would appear, on the basis of the data,
therefore, that project effectiveneso at Candlebrook was a
little lower than at the other scho4ls. An interview with the
principal, however, indicated that the improvement in communi-
cation and attitudes cduld.not be measured by pencil and paper
surveys.

In the area of Inservice, all schools except Collegeville-
Trappe showed significant declines in need. The committee at
Collegeville-Trappe was very committed to planning inserviee
training for the faculty, but due to budget constraints within
the school district, was unable to provide any. Consequently,
it is not surprising that this still appeared as a need for the
school.

It is apparent, from looking at the combined results from
all scales, that the target schools did experience significant
declines in mainstreaming needs throughout the time that they
were working with-Project IMPACT.
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RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION OF

MAINSTREAMING SURVEY, FORM.A, DATA ANJLLYSIS

Descriptive Statistics

The mean response, standard deviation and variance
statistics for Form A of the Maiiistreaming Survey are dis-played in ihe following tables. Form A was completed by°
regular education teachers. As described in the instrumen-
tation.section, the mainstreaming survey presented attitudi-
nal questions to which teachers responded on a scale of 1-4.Point 1 on the Scale indicated strong agreement with the item
and poin,t 4 indicated strong disagreement with the item.
Given the wording of the items, a movement from a higher scoreto a lower score denotes movement toward a more positive atti-
tude regarding mainstreaming.

Table 9 shows the pre and post-test comparison for target
schools on each item of the Mainstreaming Survey, Form A. From
a cursory look at the Alescriptive data,. it Would appwar that
there was movement toward more positive attitudes on the post-
test among target schools.

Table 10 displays the comparison between target and con-trol schools on the-post-test. The comparisons are on an itemby item basis. Again, on the basis of a cursory comparison of
the descriptive statistics, it seems that,'at ehe conclusion
of the project, target school faculties held more positive atti-tudes toward mainstreaming than control schools.

31
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TABLE 9

PRE-6ppST TEST COMPARISON OF TARGET SCHOOLS

PERFORMANCE ON,MAINSTREAMING SURVEY, E_ORM

MEAN, VARIANCE AND STANDARD DEVIATION'

Pre-Test Post-Test

Ques.# Mean Variance SD Ques.# Mean Variance SD--
1 1.54 .56 .75 1 1.40 .25 .50
2 1.46 .40 .63 2 1.51 .37 .61
3 2.23 .49 .70 3 1.97 .54 .74
4 2.29 .53 .73 4 2.08 .65 .81
5 2.63 .58 .76 5 2.26 .58 .76
6 2.19 .59 .77 6 2.24 .52 .72
7 2.80 .39 .63 7 2.34 .61 .78
8 2.00 .63, .79 8 1.74 .47 .69
9 1.98 .49 .70 9 1.65 .35 :59

10. 2.4 .42 .65 10 1.97 .60 .77
11 2.16 .75 / .56 11 1.91 .45 .67
12 2.53 .64 .80 12 2.09 .65 :81
13 3.09 .46 .62 13 2.43 .70 .84'
14 3.04 .55 .74 14 2.51 .65 .80
15A 2.02 .36 .60 15A 1.87 .50 .70

B 2.39 .66 .81 B 2.24 .58 .76
C 2.62 .66 .81 C 2.46 , .53 .73
D 2.29 .69 .83 to 2.06 .29 .54
E 2.28 .55 .74 E 1.97 .33 .58

16 2:06 .42 .65 16 1.83 .54 .74
17 2.14 .55 .74 17 1.83 .54 .74
18 1.96 .27 .52 18 1.70 .38 .62
19 2.59 .65 .80 19 2.09 .61 .78
20 2.44 .76 .87 20 2.00 .55 .74

N = 59 N = 38

32
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TABLE 10'

TARGET VS. CONTROL SCHOOL PERFORMANCE ON THE

MAINSTREAMING SURVEY.POST-.TEST:

MEAR4 VARIANCE AND STANDARD DEVIATION

Target Control

Item # Mean Variance SD Item # Mean Variance SD

1 1.40 .25 .50* 1 1.61 .29 .54
2 1.51 .37 .61 2 1.66 .33 .57
3 1.97 .54 .74 .3 2.15 .54 .74
4 2.08 .65 .81 4 2.29 159 .77'
5 2.26 .58- .76 5 2.48 .55 .74
6 2.24 .52 .72 6 2.51 .53 .72
7 / 2.84 .61 .78 7 2.61 .58 .76
8 1.74 .47 .69 8 2.04 .54 .74
9 1.65 .35 .59 9 1.84 .32 .56

10 1.97 .60 . .77 10 2.16 .52 .72
11 1.91 .45 .67 _11 2.15 .44 .66
12 2.09 .65 .81 12 2.35 .49 .70
13 2.43 .70 .84 15 2.81 .60 .78
14 2.51 .65 .80 14 2.79 .55 .74
15A 1.87 ,.50 .70 15A 2.15 .48 .69

B 2.44 .58 .76 B 2.44 .48 .69
C 2.46 .53 .73 C . 2.77 .56 .75
D 2.06 .29 .54 D 2.12 .34 .58
E 1.97 .33 .58 E 2.09 .30 .55

16 1.83 .54 .74 16 1.88 .44 .66
17 1.83 .54 .74 17 1.96 .44 .67
18 1.70 .38 .62 18 1.88 .34 .58
19 2.09 .61 .78 19 2.38 .59 .77
20 2.00 .55 .74 20 2.44 .66 .81

N = 38
.

N = 45
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Pre-Test Comparisons

In order o determine if there were any significant dif-
ferences among target and control schools at the outset of the

-project, responses on the pre-test were compared. Responses
on each subscale of the Mainstreaming Survey were analyzed us-'
ing-analysis of variance with multiple range test to determilp
probable sources of significant differences. Tlie results of
this data analysis are shown on Table 11.

TABLE 11

PRE-TEST FOR TARGET AND CONTROL SCHOOLS:

ONE WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON

SUBSCALES It II, III, IV, V AND VI

Source of
Variation SS df MS

1

F F-Prob.

Subscale I - Between groups 4.8624 ,7 .6946 1.510. .1715
Communication Within groups 49.6893 108 .4601

Subscale /I - Bet(een groups 6.4005 7 .9144 1.669 .1245
Curriculum Within groups .58.0441 106 .5480

,

Subscale III- Between groups 4.7453 7 .6779 2.398 .0254*
Knowledge Within groups 31.0994 110 .2827

Subscale IV - Between groups 4.8035 7 .6862 2.008 .0602
Attitude Within groups 37.9251 111 .3417

,

Subdcale V - Between groups 4.7853 7 .6836 1.656 .1278
Physicil .

Handicaps Within groups 44.1751 107 .4129

Subscale VI - Between groups 10.4434 7 1.4919 5.867 .0000*
Management Within groups 28.2268 111 .2543

P< .05*

34
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There appear to be significant differences (p!5 .05)
among target and control schools on the subscales relatimg
to 1) knowledge about special education laws and procedures
and 2) management issues relating to mainstreaming. In Or-
der to determine if any particular school was responsible
for the subscale differences, multiple range and Schiffe pro-
cedures were performed. The results are seem in Table 12.

TABLE 12

PRE-TEST FOR TARGET SCHOOLS:

RESULTS OF MULCIPLE RANGE. TEST FOR SUBSCALES

III and VI OF MAINSTREAMING SURVEY

Subscale Non7Homogenous Subsets*

III - Knowledge Candlebrook (Target)

Cedarbrook (Target)

Collegeville-
Trappe (Target)

Ridge Park (Target)
VI - Management Cedarbrook .(Target)

Ridge Park (Target)

Kulp (Control)

Plyto4th (Control)

*Subsets of groups whose highest and 1owes0 means differ
by more than the shortest significant range for a subset of
that size.

Table 12 shows the schools that cannot be placed in a sub-
set With the other .schools .because they create too great a dis-
parity in mean score and variance.

It is interesting to note that on the Knowledge subscale,
all four target schools differ from the control schools. .This,
however, indicates nothing regarding the nature of the differ-
ence. It does not necessarily mean that all four target schools

.



scored higher or lower than controls, just that there were
differences in the response patterns. The Intermediate ;Unit
his been very active in conducting inservice relatini to
pecial education, so it is possible that some faculties
within the group had been exposed to training in the knowledge
issues. This would resul.; in pre-,test differences.

.
,

Differences among schools on the management.subscale may
reflect differences in administrative policies and procedures
regarding mainstreaming: Again, the data analysis does not
indicate which groups scored higher or lower.

Overall, there were significant pre-test differences be-
tween target and control groups on only two out of sixsubscales
'on the survey. On the scales meas,uring feelings toward Communi-
cation, Curriculum, Attitudei and Phyical Handicaps, both tar-
get and control groups responded in A similar manner. It can be
adsumed, thprefore, that target and control schools were general-
ly homogenous at the 'outset of the project.

--.,

0

,
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Post,-Test Comparison of Target Vs. Control Schools

AS.with the Mainstreaming Needs Assessment, the-major thrust
of the data analysis on the Mainstreaming Survey ,was.to determine
whether working with IMPACT effected any significanttattitudinal
changes in targetschoOls. As mentioned earlier, change in a.
positive direction was reflected by S lowering of scores in the
survey.

Table 13 shows the results of T-Test comparisons between
target and control school performance on the post-test.

-TABLE 13

RESULTS OF T-TEST,Fdit SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
4

BETWeEN TARGET AND CONTROL.SCHOOLS ON

MAINSTREAMING SURVEY

Subscale
4

Mean T-Value 2-Tail
Probability.

Communication
Target 1.46 -3.05 003**

, Control 1.78

Curriculum
Target

., Control
2.03
2.39

(-2.26 ..027*

Knowledge -

Target 2.36
- Control 2.87 -4.57 .000**

Attitude
Target 1.83 -2.82 .006**

- Control 2.17

Physical
Handicaps

Target 2.00 -2.82 .018*
Control 2.26

Management
Target 1.20 -5.2.1 .000**
Control 2.53

N Target - 38 *P 4C .05
. ,

N Control = 45

37
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Significant differences (p < .05 amd pq< .01) were found
between target and control groups on all subscales of the Main-
streaming Survey. It would appear, therefore, that participa-
tion in Project IMPACT did lead to improved attitudes toward
mainstreaming.

Although the-objective data (i.e., performance on the
mainstreaming survey) do indicate improvements in scores for

,target'schools, it is .difficult to know wHether the instrument
Iruly measured feelings and attitudes.. Projective testsoare
superior to surveys in assessing the affective domain. It is
known, however, that teachers in target schoo1s reported greater
comfort in such areas as: communicating with special education
teachers, communicating with the principal, modifying classroom ,
techniques,and dealiv with specific handicapping conditions.
If teachers showed a higher degree of.comfort in the areas
assessed by the mainstreaming survey," it would seem that they
must approach mainstreaming with a more open mind and greater
willingness to Oarticipate in the process. From an educational
standpoint, this can iteikagarded as the most pbsiti,ire outcome
of IMPACT.

Mainstreaming has been a highly 'emotional issue for teachers.
Negativ.e opinions and attitudes abounded. It was the feeling of
IMPACT.staff that many of these negative views Could be amelio-
rated brimproving teacher communication, placement procedures,,
knoOledge base, and classroom management.' It would appear that
the strategy was effeckive.

38
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Belationships
-

Between Experiences and Attitudes

It is well known that,past experiences influence present
attitudes. .'t'or exaDnile, people who have had positiveexperi-

.,e4ces with one or:two members of a particultr,ethniC group
,tend to generalize their pOsitive feelings to the group at
14tgo. Similarly, negative experiences produce negative atti-
tndes. Lack of knowledge or:experience, with a group often
results in negative leelings, because people:tend to fear and
dtslike the unknown.- Since'attitudes were.surveyed as part of
the ImgAdT dafh collection, the staff thought that it would be
interesting to assess the effects of e'perience On attitudes .

tOWard mainStreaming.

EaCh.item o. thiA4ainstreaming Survey (pre-test) was cross-
tatulated with four experiential variables: 1) number ckf years'
teaching experience, 2). number of years!, experience withmain-

. streaming, 3) nnmber of,inserviceprograms atte ded, and 4)
grade level ofourrent teaching aesignment.

, Table 14.-dieplays he items snd experience variables for
whioh significsnt relationship's ekisted. It is not surprising
that experience with mainstreaming wag related to mainstreaming.
attitudes. However, the relationship existed for only six of
he26 items tested. Inservice programs seem p3 have been ef-
fective in helping teachers become-more comfortable with some
aspects of thainstreaming. The greater the\number,of,inservice
programs 4ttended, the greater the degree of comfort with the
items Shown in Table 14. It is also interesting to.note that
the jgrade Level. taught influenced teachers' outlooks towardCertain issues.

The results of this data analysis were interesting. How-
ever, the effects of experience on attitude, while sigdifiiaRt
in some areas, were not so extensive as to warrant further ill-
vestigation of the overall data.

A
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TABLE 14

RELATIONSB/PS BETWEEN SELECTED BACK6ROUND VARI -BUS AN

) PRE-TEST PERFORMANCE ON MAINSTREAMINT SURVEY TORM A

14`

I em.t

# Years
Teaching
Experience

4 Years Ex-
periddce with
Mainstreaming

Numbet 1 d9
Ins.ervice
Programs

Grade
Level

.ComfortableNlith
Special Ed. Tchr.

(

P < .01

Knowledge of 6'
SchedUling

. p -11. .02 P LS ,05
%

-

Knowledge of
'.Environment

P < ,05 P < .05
k

Behavior
Management

P -.5. .001

'

P'..Z p.05
y

EValuation . . P.11.01

Legislation ' P "C .05

Health , P < .01

Comfortable
with .ED

p 4: .01 P < .05, )?..05

Comfortable
with PH ") .

,

,

,) .=--- .

t

Comfortable
*with HI

P < .01
V

(/-
.

.

.

,

Teaching Main-
,

stream Students
.

P < .01
,

i

IN*205
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CONCLUSION OF TECHNICAL REPORT

The research and eValuation component of Project IMPACT
set out to determine the effectiveness.of its cooperative plan-ning model. Pre and post-test data were collected using in-struments which were developed by project staff. The Needs,
Assessment measured school needs in relation to mainstreamingwhi%e the Mainstreaming Survey assessed attitudes. Dataanalyses were conducted to determine pre and post-test dif-ferences between target and control schools.

On the basis of the-data, schools which ,participated in
Project IMPACT perceived fewer needs at the concluSion of the
project than control schools. The Mainstreaming Planning Com-
mittees worked hard to 'address the needs identified on the
pre-test adminiStration of the Needs Assessment.

-All too often, the results of committee work stay in thecommittee. The IMPACT modei, however, was designed to promote
and facilitate change within the entire school, not just thecommittee. The fact that each school as a whole (in addition
to the committee itself) perceived a decline in need is in-dicative of the fact that committee decisions were implementedand communicated on a school-wide basis.

The effects of Project IMPACT also.extended into teacherattitudes towards mainstreaming. Post-test data showed that
teachers at the target schools felt more comfortable witA is-sues relating to mainstreaming than teachers at the control
schools. bile of the major outcomes of IMPACr'and the MPCs
was that the whele subject of mainstreaming'became a focal
point of school activity. Procedures were.implemented, communi-
cation sessions were held and training was conducted. Teacherswere given a lot of exposure to a topic which had hitherto.been
surrounded by a lot of myths (e.g., all handicapped studentswill be mainstreamed and special education eliminated). Omcethe myths Were dispelled and once'mainstreaming began function-
ing more smoothly, teachers began to feel more comfortable withtheir roles.

The positive effects of having faculties work cooperative-
ly with parentk and administrators to address mainstreaming
issues can not be denied. The question might still be asked,
however, as to why a federally funded project was necessary.
Why Couldn't schools have organized their own committees? Now
that the IMPACT model has been validated; it is hoped that
schools will pick up on it independently. The Project IMPACT
Procedural Manual Is designed to facilitate this. The major
impediment to a schBol working through the process independent-
ly, however, is time and organization. The school princip'als



and district a4ministrators commented repeatedly that without
the time (inservice days) and organization (structured format,
facilitators, outside resources) provided by IMPACT, the com-
mittees could never have accomplished what they did. The com,-
mittees worked very hard but IMPACT provided necessary support
without which the committees would have been extremely frus-1
trated and much less productive.

ILI
It 'is extremely rewarding to have the objective data sup-

port the effectiveness of the pr6ject. While statistics are
important, the real outcomes of the project lie with the com-
mittees themselves. What did they accomplish?

The case studies which follow in Appendix I are the true
data; they reflect what actually occiirred at the individual
schools.

41t
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CASE STUDIES OF PROJECT IMPACT



SCHOOL A

RIDGE PARR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Committee MemberS

William H. Wilson
Principal

Joseph Emsley
Maria Doran
Linda Hoffman-
Joseph O'Malley
RObert Sullivan
Mary Vogelsang
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Norman Dominick
Gladys Firing
Dolores Weiss
Mariorie Mervin
Ken Sheinen
Mary Beth Bouquard
Judith Steiker, Pupil

Personnel
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SCHOOL A

Demographic Data

School A is a Suburban elementary school with a total
population of 337. At ,the.time of the study, there were 53
learninvdisabIed stUdentsand 8 educable mentally retarded
students enrolled in classes at the:school. -All handicapped
student's- Were mainstreamed for art:, mosic.and physical edu-
cation.. Approximately 25 learning disabled students Were
mainstreamed for at least one aCadetic subject, while no
educable mentally retarded;.studentswere mainstreamed for
academic subjects. A total of 8 regular education faculty
members were working with the mainstreamed students.

Reeds Assessment

Prior to an introduction of Pioject IMPACT, all faculty
members including regular education teachers, special educa-
tion teachers and special area teachers were asked to com-
plete a needs assessment.

The results of'the'needs assessment were summarized as
follows:

Five (5) items from the Project IMPACT Needs Assessment
appeared to be necessary considerations at School A.
One hundred percent (100%) of the 22 respondents indi-
cated need for:

a. staff inservice programs
b. clarification of alternatives for presenting the

'district's curriculum to accommodate individual
needs of students

c. clarification of grading guidelin,e0, for main-
streamed students4 and

d. opportunities for the special education teacher
and the regular education teacher to meet to dis-
cuss mainstreamed students. Ninety-fi've percent
(95) of-respondents wanted to clarify procedural
guidelines for placing a student in the main-
stream.

A complete tally of a i responses can be found on pages50 and 51.



The mainstreaming committee discussed each of the areas
of need reflected In the needs assessment at the Proj.ect
IMPACT workshop. Through a piocess of discussion and prior-
itizing, the committee defined the scope of its focue. In
order of priority, the committee decided to address.the follow-
ing mainstreaming needs:

1. Need for the staff to-meet as a whole to discuss
mainstreaming concerns.

2. Need to clarify the responiibilities of various
staff members ,in iegard to school mainstreaming
practices.

3. Need to clarify procedural guidelines for placing a
student into a classroom for tainstreaming.

4. Need to clarify procedural guidelines for changing a
student's mainstreaming prograt.

5. Need, to clarify evaluation and .grading guidelines for
reporting progressoof mainstreamed students.

6. Need for an easy record keeping system to keep track
of each student's mainstreamiifg program.

7. Need to clarify the Ale of vdrious staff members in
reporting mainstreamed student's progress to their
parents.

. Need for the classroom teacher and the special educa-
tion teacher to meet and discuss programming for
specific mainstreamed students. (Written communi-
cation forms need to be devised.)

Committee.Decisions and Activities

One of the needs identified via the needs assessment
was a need for a clarification 'of staff responsibilities in
relation to mainstreaming. The following chart was developed
by the committee and diGtributed to all staff members.

Sc.hool A
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CLARIFY RESPONSIBILITIES OF SCiOOL

STAFF IN RELATION TO-

MAINSTREAMING PRACTICES

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER
Discusses the mainstreamed child with:

1

REGU4R
EDUCATION
TEAC ER

PRINCItAL

INTERMEDIATE
UNIT READING

INSTRUCTIONAL TEACHER
ADVISOR (evaluation)

(in I.U. classes)

SPECIAL AREA SUBJECTS

SPEC AL EDUCATION AiT TEACHER, GYM TEACHERTEACHER! .. 11" ,MUSIC TEACHER
Two-way communication

about mainstreamed students

Psychologist - is involved with suggesting mainstreaming proce-
dures when a new student is identified and placed
into a special education classroom.

Principal - has a defined role in each tf Ridge Park's main-
streaming procedures. He also described main-
streaming procedures in a general way to the
nurse,., bus driver, custodial staff and secretaries

Pupil Personnel Director - communiCated with district and I.U.
special education teacher about mainstreamed ,stu-
dents and receives information on a "district
form" fkom the teathers about mainstreamed stu-
dents' programs.

4 7
School A

,
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. After staff responsibilities were defined, the committee
turned its attention to developing procedural guidelines or
placing a child in the maiUstream.

PROCEDURES FOR PLACiNG A CHILD IN THE .MAINSTREAM

I. SpeCial education teacher assesses the,student'S progress
in the special education classroom to judge th'e student's
readiness for mainstreaming.

2. Special education-teacher contacts building principal to
disucss-the paSSOility ol meinsteaming the student.

a
-

3. Special.educaticin 'acher, regular education teacher and
principal meet to discuss the academic detands of the re-
gular classroom th t the mainstreamed student might enXer.

*4 Special educatiOit t acher and regular education'teacher
evaluate the studen 's academic and behavidral capabili-
ties in terms of-th regular class students' capabilities,
and meet to determi e if mainstreaming is leasible. The
classroom teacher At thistime demonstrates materials the
student would be sing.' _The special education teaCher and
the regular educa ion teacher fill out the Project AIDE
CoMmunication Form before this meeting,

5. If the mainstreaming situation appears to be feasible, a
starting date is decided upon at this meeting.

6. The special education teacher and the regular education
teacher meet with the parents to inform them about the
potential mainstreaming situation.

7. The special education teacher formally
tion of'the student's mainstreaming pr
form kept in thestudent's folder.

ecords initia-
gram'on a reco

8. The special education teacher and e r
teacher meet with the student and pr p
academic and behavioral expectation of

9. :The regular educ-ation teacher prepares
the inclusion of the new mainstreamed

egu r educaiion
are hi /her for the
the re ular classroom.

hi er students for
tddent.

The following form was adopted to fa tate this informa-
tie!). exchange. The form is to be com ted before placing
the child in the regular classroom. Page 1 is completed
by the special education teacher, and page 2, by the regu-
lar education teacher.

4
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STUDENT S NAME; DATE; SPECIAL ED..TEACHER:

Determine the learning styles, tannin; characteristics and behavioral characteris-
Aice the student dieplays.

'ot Can

Can

Can

Can

Can

Learning Styles

Uork in abarge group

wdrk independently

wnrk in small groups

work in a dyad

work an a one-to-one basis with teacher

Learning Characteristics

Follows oral directions

Follows written directions

retains information on a short-term basis

Retains information on a long-term basis

Displays task commitment

Maintains attention

Behavioral Characteristics

Sits in seathemains in appropriate position dur-
ing classroom activities

Paracipates in group discussion appropriately

Adheres to classroom rules

Remains on task

Socializes appropriately with peers

Acts on feedback from teacher

Organize* time and material*

templetes assignments with minimal assistance

Works independently

Responds appropriately to authority

Others

4
Developed by Project AIDE
1-16-80 db.'

Almost Some of Most of
Never the Time the Tice

11.

e

Learning Modes
%

(Rank these Learning Modes in the order of WIWI the student
learns best. However, if a Learning Mode is especiall dif-
ficulefor a student, also asterisk (*) it.)

Learns through information presented

Learns tfirough information presented

Learns through information presented

Learns through concrete experience%

Motivational iegi

Orally

visually

through movement and touch

grades

Social reinforcement (peers)

Verbal reinforcement (teachers

Privileges

4.4+4,+44

IMII.
Checkmarks

Tokens
a

Tangibles

Initruciional Strategies Proven Successful

(e.g.4 lots of repetitions, -contracts, demonstrationjk

0* I

Instructional Levels

Instructional Area

Level

Text

instructional Are*

Level

Text

Based upnn the information gathered, what modifications need to be made to
meet the student's needs?

rodification(s)

50
4



ANALYSIS OF REGULAR EDUCATION CLASSROOM

M = Most of the Time F = Frequently. S = Seldom H Hardly Even

Instructional.Practices Fre. of
Prac. Additional Considerations

1. Information/instruction presented
through:

a. printed information (books,
chalkboard, etc.)

b. verbal presentations

c. classroom discussions

d. demonstrations

2. Information/skills reinforced
through:

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

reading

listening

observing

speaking

writing

3. Learning/competence demonstrated.
through:

a. writing

b. speaking

c. doing

4. Instruction provided in:

a. large gratips

b. small groups

c. buddy/tutorial with peers

d. instructor/tutorial

e. student self-directea/correc-

ted (i.e.,program instruction)

5. Participation required is:

a. passive

b. active
(
(student - teacher)

a
c. interactive (student student)

Developed by Project AIDE
1-16-80 dlut _

1. Number of instructional levels
within class?

2. Number of Special education stu7
dents currently mainstreamed in
the class?

3. Class size?

4. On a scale from 1-4, (little [1] to
very [4]), rate how knowledgeable
you are about the following kinds
of students. ,

a. Learning Disabled

b. Emotiónally Disturbed .

c. Educable.Mentally Retarded

5. Skills repired within the regular
classroom for the instruction area of:



Once a child has,been placed in the mainstream, the com-
mittee felt it important that there ,continue to be communica-
tion between. regular and special education teachers. ,The.
following procedureS were-developed to facilitate ongoing
communications...

ONGOING MAINSTREAMING.PROCEDURES

1. The regular eduCation teacher and the special education
teacher meet at least once a month to discuss.the main-
streamed studentvs progress. A communication ferm,(being
prepared) is filled out by the regular education teacher
and the special education teacher.at this meeting.

2. Each marking period, the special education teacher and the
regular education teacher meet to discuss the student's
report card grade.

3. The regular education teacher and the special education
teacher decide which one will be communicating the main-
streamed*student's progress to the parents. If both teach-
era want to be present at conferences, dates are arranged
(!ith both teachers to meet with the parents.

4. Th special education teacher meets weekly with the main-
treamed student to assess his/he'r teelings about the
events in the regular classroom.

At the end of the year, the special °education teacher and
he regular education teacher meet to discuss the student's
annual pregress and the best possible situation for the

.

following year.

The committee also developed other procedures to support
the mainstreaming process including: 1) procedures for chang-
ing a mainstreamed student's program, 2) grading guidelines,
a) record keeping system, and 4) evaluation system.

52
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PROCEDVRES FOR CHAtGINO A $AINSTREAMEU'STUDENT'S PROGRAK.

d.
/ 1. Special education teacher and regular education teacher

meet to discues mutual concerns about a mainstreamed
itudent'soprogress.

2. .4 second meeting is called to discuss thwappropriateness
of the suggested changes in the student's-mainstreaming
.program. The meeting 'must include the special education
teacher,-the regulai'eduetion teacher, the principal
and the Intermediate Unit" Instrlictional Advisor

-,classes).

3. 1:1arente will be infarted bY apProOriate peretenel of any'.
chingesmade in the etudent't mainetreemIng program..

ORADI.RG GUIDRLINES

1. The regular education teaCher uses OA same.instrument of
reporting ae-used for special education.

2. ,Uee regular claws grading. eYetem.

School-A
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EASY REC'ORD KEEItING SYSTEM FOR KEEPING TRACK OF A MAINSTREAMED STUDENT'S PROGRESS

(I

Record of Mainstreaming Activity Sheet will b'e initiated and maintained by the
special education teacher fer each student that is mainstreamed. This form
w 11 be kept in the child's permanent record folder. Every special education

ild will receive a form of this kind.

Grade Level of
Classroom Into

Schawl Which Student
. Year IS Mainstreamed

RECORD OF MAINSTREAMING ACTIVITIES

Amount of Time
In That

Classroom Each,Week
(state in minutes)Subject

Regular
End of the

Teacher tear Comments

54



EVALUATING A MAINSTREAMED- STUDENTYS PROGRESS

.IN TEE REGULAR CLASSROOM
o

The special education teacher and the regular clasSrpom
teacher Will be meeting once a month to discuss each main-
streamed student,ls progress in the regular classroom. It was
suggested by your committee, that a form similar to the one
belowcoUld be filled outs during this meeting. The information
on this form could then be uSed 1) for communicating the stu-
dent's regular class progress to parents, 2) as a guideline
for determining,the student's report card grade, and (3) as a
"progress record" of the student's performance in the main-
stream. This form was developed by your committee as a "first
,drafei and may be revised before actual usage.

MAINSTREAMING PROGRESS REPORT

Student's Name 'Subject'

Grade tevel Homeroom Teacher

Regular Education Teacher

Date ,Skills/Concepts Performance -Adjustment

School A
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In addition to designing and implementing_the previously
described mainstreaming procedures, the committee also ar-
-ranged.for a number of inservice programs related to charac-
teristics of exceptional children and the availability of
special instructional materials.

Evaluation

The committee at School A clearly accomplished a great
deal. All of the needs originally identified were addressed.
An exit interview with the principal revealed that while main-
streaming procedures used to be "hit or miss", the new proce-
dures and forms are now being implemented conscientiously.
Time has been set aside for monthly meetings between regular
and special education teachers. The principal felt that Pro-
ject IMPACT was extremely profitable, and that it provided a
structure by which the committee could accomplish its objec-
tives. The greatest benefit of IMPACT and the committee's
work, however, was felt to be the effect on teacher morale.
According the the principal, "classroom teachers are now more
comfortable. They know what to do and what to expect."

Summary

The mainstreaming committee at School A identified via a
needs assessment instrument, a number of needs related to
mainstreaming procedures and inservice.

The committee developed and implemented a comprehensive
set of procedural guidelines inc.luding: .1) staff responsibi-
li es, 2) procedures for mainstreaming, 3) procedures for
ch ging mainstreamed student's program, 4) grading guide-
lines, 5) record keeping, and 6) evaluation.

In addition, several inservice programs were organized.

The committee adciressed each of the identified fieeds dur-
,

ing its two years of operation. The principal of the school
deemed their work highly successful'and of continuing value.

School Ai



RIDGE PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

22 Respondents

Highly Necessarir k.....

15. Need for opportunities fbr a classroom teacher

and a special education teacher to meet and

discuss programming for specific mainstreamed

students.

3. Need to clarify the responsibilities of various

staff members in regard to school mainstreaming

practices (i.e., the guidance counselor's role,

the vice-principal's role, etc.).

1. Need for staff inaervice programs'to develop

skills for working with mainstreamed students.

4. Need to clarify procedural guidelines for gee-
ing a student into a classroom for mainstream-

ing.

7. Need to clarify alternatives for presenting the

district's regular curriculum,to accommodate
individual' needs of mainstreamed students (e.g.,

ways of presenting the existing social studies

curriculum to, a student with written language

difficulties).

Necessary

2. Need to present workshops on.the school's main-

streaming practices for parents of both regular

education and special education students.

6. Need to clarify procedural guidelines for re-

movinva student from a classroom where he/she

has been mainstreamed.

9. Need to obtain instructional materials and/or

AV equipment.to'assist mainstreamed students.

10. Need to clarify evaluation and grading guide-

lines for reporting progress of mainst'kefimed

students.

53

Nwther of
Respondents

X of 'fatal
Respondents

12 55%

11 50%

10 -45%

10 45%

;0 45%

14 64%

13 59%

13 591%

13 59%

School A



RIDGE PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

22 Respondents
7

Nuabor of Z of Total
Necessary Respondents Respondente

1. Need for staff inservice"programs to develop 12 55%
skills for working with mainstreamed students.

5. Need to clarify procedures for keeping track 12 557.

of a mainstreamed student's activities.

7. Need to clarify alternatives for presenting 12 55%
the district's regular curriculum to'accom-
modate individual needs of mainstreamed
students (e.g., ways of.presenting the exist-
ing social studies curriculum to a student
with written language difficulties.

Unnecessary

13. Need for volunteer services to assist main-
streamed students.

14. Need for the staff to meet as a whole to
discuss mainstreaming concerns.

8. Need to provide easy accessibility to any
available instructional materials and/or AV
equipment in the district that could be used
,to assist mainstreamed students. '4r)

Need to obtain instructional materials and/or
*AV equipment to assist mainstreamed students.

12. Need to clarify the role of various staff mem- 6

bers in reporting mainstreamed students' pro-
gress to their parents.

8 .36%

8 36%

7 32%

7

53

qehriell A

32%

27%
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SCHOOL B

COLLEGEVILLE-TRAPPE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Committee Members

Richard DevAney
Princival

Alice Rodeuberger
Susan Hess
Sandra Marchese
Janet Huskin
Kathy Hedrick.

Peggy Pastva
Sue Drauschak
Mary Panetta
Dominick Manderachi
Lelia Hinckley
Kathy Shontz
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SCHOOL B

Demographic Data

School E is a suburban elementary school with a total
population of 461. At the time of the study0 there were
12 learning disabled.students. enrolled in classes at the
school. There were also 10 students enrolled in learning
and adjustment. classes. All of these students were main-
streamed for art, mUsic and physical education. In addi-
tion, all learning disabled and seven learning and adjust-
ment students were mainstreamed for at least one academic

. subject.

Needs Assessment

Prictr to the introduction of Project IMPACT, all faculty
members including regular-education teachers, special educa-
tion teachers and special area teachers were asked to com-
plete a needs assessment. The results of the needs assess-
ment were summarized as follows:

Eight (8) items from the Project IMPACT Needs Assessment
appeared to be necessary considerations at School B. One
hundred perceAt (100%) of the 20 respondents indicated a
need for: (a) opportunities for the classroom teacher and
the special eaucation teacher to ideet to discuse programming
of mainstreamed studenV, and (b) clarification of proce-
dures for keeping track of mainstreamed students' activities.
Ninetr-five percent (95%) of the participants indicated a
need to clarify: (a) staff members' responsibilities in re-
gard to mainstreaming practices, and (b) procedural guide-
lines for removing a student from a classroom where he/she
has been mainstreamed. Ninety percent (90%) of this staff
expressed some need for: (a) staff inservice programs, (b)
grading guidelines for mainstreamed students, (c) a record-
keeping system to keep track of students mainstreaming
activities, and (d) a clarification of roles of various staff
members in reporting.. mainstreamed students' progress to their
parents.

For/a complete tally of resp,onses, see pages 63, 64 and 65.

The mainstrdaming committee discussed each of the areas
of need at the Project IMPACT workshop. Through a process of
discussion and prioritizing, it was decided that the ex-
pressed needs could best be addressed by developing a compre-
hensive set of mainstreaming procedures.
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Committee'Decisions and Activities

The mainstreaming procedures developed
the following areas of concern: 1) pre-mai
uation, 2) pre-placement communication, 3)
sibilities ollowing placement, 4) prqcedur
ing mainstre med students, and 5) evaluati
mainstreamed tudents.

ddress each of
streaiing eval-
ngoing respon-
s for withdraw-
and grading of

The following are the mainstreaming procedures which
have been implemented at School B:

PROCEDURES FOR MAINSTREAMING*

0

1. Pre-mainstreaming Evaluation
)

A. Special education teacher.will:

1. Evaluate student's academic skills.

a. Reading - administer IRI
b. Math - administer placement test
c. Other academic areas - recommendation

through informal assessment.

2. Evaluate student's social skills (listening
skills, work habits, group interaction, etc.).

a. Recommendation
b. Observation

3. Make decision whether placement is feasible.

4. Fill out Student Profile Sheet.

II. Pre-Plaeement Communication

A. Special education teacher will:

1. Communi,cate with regular education teachers
concerning:

a. scheduling
b. teaching techniques of regular education

teacher
c. class or group characteristics
d. ,special education student (Student Profile

Sheet)
e. purpose for mainstreamliii-

*Suppori staff (art) musici, library, physical education) will
be notified by principal regarding assignment of special
education students to class.

62
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2. Communicate,wich printipsl toncerning:

a. scheduling.
b. teaching styles of individual clastroom,

teacher.
c. characteristics of special education

student.
4. purpoie for mainstreaming.

3. Communicate with reading speCialiSt when
applicable.

y- -4. Participate in decision for Placement and provide
Student Profill'kSheet to regular education teacher,

5. Notify parentS concerning placement.

6. Prepare the child for academie end behaVioral ex-
pectations in,the regular classroom.

.

7. Introduce mainstreamed student to regular educa-
tion teacher and classrooM students:

R. Regular edutation,teac will: \

1. Meei with 'special edueation teacher to discuss
the academie demands that the/mainstreamed stu-
dent will encounter in the'regular educatiOn
classroom.

2. Discuss s,,e eduling, teaching techniques,. class/group
characteri tics, and curriculum content.with special
education t ether'.

3. Communicate oncerns with principal, if necessary.

4. Participate decision fot placement.

5. - Prepare his/ Or students for the inclusion of/ the
new mainstr amed student.

6. Requisitioi any needed materials for mainstreamed
students a d provide the required materials to the
speciSi e.cYucatiàn teacher.

1.
specialist will:

1.

Confer with special education teacher regarding
results of IRI to determine proper placement,
when applicable.

2. Confer with special education teache concerning
characteristics of the various read* groups.

3. Provide to regular education teacher those read-
ing materials that are most appropriate to the
needs of the special education student.

6 3
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D.t. Principal will:-

1: Meet with special education teacher tO discuss
scheduling, teaching styles of.regular'educa-
tion staff, characteristics of special educa-
tion student and purpose for mainstreaming.

2. Resolve any problems that may arise.

3. Parttltipate in decision for placement.

E. Guidance counselor will be available to confer with
parties involved concerning the placement of the
mainstreamed child.

F. Parents will liarticipate in decision for placement
of mainstreamed students.

III. Ongoing Responsibilities Following Placemenr

A. Special education teacher will:

1. Meet with regular education teacher periodically,
at least monthly, to discuss .student's progress.,1..
Also, to discuss and revise Student Profile Sheet.

2. Communicate with parents concerning student's
progress in the regular education classroom.

3. Meet with the mainstrbamed student to assess
his/her feelings about the events in the regular
classroom.

4. Be availah4A to all school personnel to help
develop effective strategies for dealing with
the behavioral academic needs of the mainstreamed
student.

5. Alert ippropriate school personnel concerning any
recent events which may affect child's performance
or. behavior.

6. Meet with regular education teacher to discuss
method of reporting/recording 'pupil progress to
parents. '

7. Maintain. the Record of Mainstreaming Activities
for individual child. 1

. Meet at the.end of the year with the regular edu-
cation teacher to discuss the student's annual
progre. ss and recommendations for the following
year.

6 4
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Regular education teacher and support personnel
(art, music, physical education 'library) will:
1. Meet with Special education teacher periodically,

at least monthly, to discuss student's progress.
2. Be available for conference with Special educe-,

*tion teacher and/or parents concerning the main-
streamed child%

Meet with mainstreamed Student to assess his/her
feelings about events in the regular classroom.

4. Relp develo0 and implement effective strategies
for dealing with the mainstreamed student.

Meet with special education teacher to discuss
method of reporting/recording pupil prOgress to
parents.

6. Immediately bring problems and outstanding
achievements to the attention of the special
education teacher.

7. Meet at the end of'the year with the special
education teacher to discuss the student's annual
progress .and the best possible situation for the

( following sear.

8. Confer with principal concerning unresolired prob-
lems, if necessary.

9. °Notify reading specialist of any changes in the
reading program of the mainstreamed students.

C. Reading specialist will be available kor conference
with any school personnel concerning the ongoing pro-
gram of the mainstreamed child.

D. Principal will be available to address unresolved
prOblems.

E. Guidance counselor will be available to parties in-
volved to discuss ongoing program of mainstreamed
students.

F. Pallents will:

1. Promptly notify, special education teacher (if I.U.
class, social worker) of.any concerns and problems
involved with student's program.

2. Notify special education teacher,of any recent
events which may, affect child's performance/
behavior.

3. Provide academic and emotional support to child.

$chool 13
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. Be available for conference.

5. Discuss student's feelings
the regular classroom.

IV. Procedures for Withdrawing M nstreamed Student

A. Withdrawal prOCeduree may be inAiated by either re-
gular education teacher, special education teacher,
or support-gersonnel when mainstreaming has been in-
effective and various strategies to make it effective

a
have failed.

o

B. A conference will be held with school personnel to
document reasons for withdrawal. Such documentation
may include:

1. samples of classwork

2. anecdotal records

3. teacher observation.

C. A decision will be made by the-special education
teacher and regular education teacher. If a problem
arises, the principal will intervene. (I.U. classes
wi11 involve Mental Health Team.)

concerning events in

-

D. After decision has been made to withdraw student, the
special education teacher will notify parents, stu-
dent, and principal.

E. The special education teacher will set up a conference
if requested.

V. Evaluation and Grading of Mainstreamed Students

A. Special education and regular education teacheis will
communicate in order, to mutually eStablish guidelines
and methods for grading each mainstreamed student.

B. Regular education: teacher will be responsible for cout7.

pleting maAnqtreamed student's-report card, including
grade and a..short narrative.

Tire following Student Profile'Sheet and Record of Main-
streaming Activities were developed to facilitate the main-

streaming process.

ichool B
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4

STUDENT, PROFILE SHEET

Student Name:

Special Education Teacher:
Date:

Deter earning styles, learning characteristics end behavioralcharacteristics the'student displays. (Check those areas which areapplicable.)

Learning Styles

Can work in a large group.

Can work indePendently.

Can work in small_groups.

Can work in a dyad.

Can work on a one-to-one
basis with teacher.

Learning Characteristics

Follows oral directions.

Folloitten directions.

Retains information on a
short-term basis.

Retains information on a
long-term basis.

Displays task committment.

Maintains attention.

Behavioral Characteristics

Slcts in seat/remains in appro..:
priate position during class-
room activities.

Participates in ger,6up dis="
cussion appropri tely.

Aiiheres to classroom rules.

Remains on task.

Socializes appropriately
with peers.

Acts on feedback from teacher.

Organizes time and materials.

Completes assignments with
minimal assistance.

Works independently.

Responds appropriately to
authority.

Other

59
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STUDENT PROTILE SHEET

Page 2

Child learns well through the following modes:

Learns well -through information presented orally.

Learns well through information presented visually.

Learis well through concrete experience.

Motivational Needs:

Grades

Social reinforcement (peers)

Verbal reinforcement (teachers)

Privileges

Checkmarks

Tokens

Tangibles (animal cards, stickers, certificates,
candy)

Instructional-Levels':

Instructional Area:

InstructiOnal Level/Text: A

Instructional Area:

Instructional I.,vel/Text:

Specific Instructional Strategies Proven Successful:

(e.g., likes to use tape recorder, needs verbal reinforcement from
teacher daily, weekly, e.tc.)

6 3

Developed by Project AIDE
Adapted 43y Collegeville-Trappe Elem. School

School B
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Student:

RECORD OF MAINSTREAMING ACTIVITIES
# ,

(To be completed at the end of the year)

Special Ed. Teacher; Date:

Month/Year
Mainstream- *

ing Begins

Regular Ed.
Teacher/Grade
Level Subject

Average Grade
Wec14. in Mst.
Subject.

t
End of the Year Comments

.

,

-

dr

.

Regular Ed. Teacher:

'Student made.: Average progress within the group.
Below average progress. within the
group.

Student worked: Up to his/her potential.
Below his/her potential.

,Student's work
'habits were: Excellent Fair Poor.--

Student socializes appropriately with peers. YES
NO

Teacher recommends: Mainstreaming continue.
Placement be re-evaluated.

t

Other comments:

Special Ed. Teacher:

Teacher recommends: Mainstreaming continue.
.

Placement be re-evaluated.

Other comments:

mH1,4t



EV&LUAiION AND CONCLUSION .

The committee at School B deVised'and implmented a
set of mainstreaming procedures which addressed all the
needs identified by:the 'needs Assessment instrument.. An
exit interView with the principal indicated that,the proce
dures were -functibning effectively.. ProjeCt IMPACT was seen
as being most helpful in providing the-timeawlstructurt
for addressing mainstreaming concerns. ,Morale within,the
sChool appears to have improved grdatly, particularly aS a
result of increased communication between regular aild special
education teachers.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

. In addition to developing a d implementing mainstreaming

Iprocedures, the.committee is in he process of preparing 4
'Parent hahdboak: The handbook is ddsigned to promote the
awareneSs of regular education student's and parents to the
nature andi needs of mainstreamed students. The handbook will
be distributed to all parents and is expected to be completed
by August, 1981.

.
.

. .

The committee:had hoped to plan an inservice program dur-
. ing the 1980-1981 schoOl year. ,Due to other school district

prioritieS, howevpr, no time was available in the school in-
service calendar'.

4(a-

7
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COLLEGEVILLE-TRAPPE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

20 Respondents

Necessar7

3. Need to clarify the responsibilities of various
staff members in regard to school mainstreaming
practices (i.e., the guidance counselor's role,

4 the vice-principal's role, etc.).

15. Need for opportunities for a classroom teacher
and a special education teacher to meet and
discuss programming for specific mainstreamed
students.

1. Need for staff inservice programs to develop
skills for working with mainstreamed students.

5. Need to clarify procedures for keeping track of
a mainstreamed student's activities. .

7. Need to clarify alternatives for presenting the
district's regular curriculum to accommodate
individual needs of mainstreamed students (e.g.,
ways of presenting the existing social studies
curriculum to a student with written language
difficulties.

9. Need to obtain instructional materials and/or
AV equipment to assist mainstreamed students.

U. Need for an easy record-keeping system of each
student's mainstreaming program.

72

63

;lumber of
Respondents

of Total
Respondents

45%

9 45%

8 40%

7 35%

7 35%

35%

7 35%

School B
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.COLLEGEVILLETRAPPE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

NEEDS ASSESSMENT 1

20 Respondents

Necessary

2. Need to present workshops on the school's main-
streaming practices for parents of both regular
education and special education students.

5. Need to clarify.procedures for keeping track of
a mainstreamed student's activities.

6. Need to clarify procedural guidelines for re-
moving a student frot a classroom where he/she
has been mainstreamed.

10. Need to clarify evaluation and grading guidelines
fot reporting progress of mainstreamed students.

12. Need to clarify the role of various staff members
in reporting mainstreamed students' progress to
their parents.

Unnedessary

14. Need for the staff to meet as a whole d discuss
mainstreaming concerns.

13. Need for volunteer services to assist main-
streamed students.

4. Need to clarify procedural guidelines for plac-
ing a student into a classroom for mainstreaming:

8. Need to provide easy accessibility to aay avail-
able instructional materials and/or AV equipment
in the district thIt'could be used to' assist
mainstreamed students.

2. Need to present workshops on the school's main-
streaming practices for parents of both regular.

,education and special education students.

7. Need to'clarify alternatives for presenting the
district's regular curriculum to accommodate
individual needs of mainstreamed students (e.g,
ways of presenting the existing social Studies

curriculum to a student with written language

difficulties.

73

Number of
Respondents

Z of Total
Respondents

13 65%

13 65%

13 657.

.65%

13 65%

6 30%

5 25%

4 20%
.

4 20%

6

3 15%

3 15%



COLLEGEVILLE-TRAPPE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
4

4.

Highly Unnecessary

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

20 Respondents

2. Need to present workshops on the school's main-
streaming practices for parents of both regular
education and special education students.

6. Need to clarify procedural guidelines for remov-
ing a student from a classroom where he/she has
been mainstreamed.

8. Need to provide easy accessibility to any avail-
able instructional materials alid/or AV equipment
in the district that could be uted to assist
mainsvreamed students.

9. Need to obtain instructional materials and/or AV
equipment to assist mainstreamed students.

Number of
Respondents

% of Total
Respondents

1 5%

1 5%

1 57.

1 5%

School B
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SeHOOL C

CANDLEEROOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
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Rita Spina
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Patti Jackson
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MaridiDeHaven
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Janet Heckman

Committee Members
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Mrs. James Spencer
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Thelma Kemplin
Linda Rodebaugh
Gail Schmerling
LSu-san Cole
Dale Massimo
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Jane Serfass
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Demowraphic Data

0School C is A suburban elementary school with a total
population of 353. At the time of 4ene study, there were 21
learning disabled students enrolled in classes at the school.
All of these students were mainstreamed for Skt, music andvphysical education. In ad4ition, six students were main-
streamed for other academic subjecls. A total of seven regu-
lar education faculty weretworking with mainstreamed students.

Needs Assessment

Prior to the introduction of Project IMPACT, all faculty
members including regular education tehchers, special educa-
tiOn-teachers and special area teachers,were aiked to complete
a needs assessment instrument. The results of 'the needs
agsessment 'Were summarized as followh.

'3*

Ten (10) items from the'Project /MPACT Needs Assessment
appeared to be necessary considerations "atSchool C. One hun-
dred percent (1007.) of the 23 respondeni'i indicated a need for
staff inservice'programs. Ninety-six percent (967.) of the
staff expressed a need to clarify the role of various staff
members in reporting mainstreamed studentsr progress to their
parents. Ninety-one percent (917.) conveyed varying degrees of
need in relation to: (a) clarifying,staff member roles in re-
lationship tomainstreaming, (b) clarifying procedural guide-
lines for placing a student into a classroom for mainstreaming,
(c) clarifying procedures for keeping track of a mainstreamed
student's activities, (d) clarifying alternatives for present-
ing the district's curriculum-.to mainstreamed students, (e)
clarifying evaluation and grading guidelines for reporting pro-
gress of mainstreamed students, (f) developing a record-keeping
system for mainstreamed students, (g) initiating a time for the
staff to meet as a whole'to discuss mainstreaming concerns, and,
(h) providing opportunities,for classroom teachers and special,
education teachers to meet about mainstreamed students' programs.
For a complete tallf of responses, see pages 74 and 75.

he mainstreaming committee discussed each of the areas Of
neeji at the Project IMPACT workshop. 'Through a pro'Cess'of dis-
c ssion and prioritizling, the committee defined ,its objectives
t be:

S's1. to develop comprehensive mainstreaming procedures which
address staff roles, communication, tracking and
evaluation.



2. to plan and implement inservice programs in order to
heighten teachers' awareness of the characteristics
and needs of handicapped.students.

Committee Decisions and Activities'

The following pjrocedures were developed for use in main-
streaming:

1. Special e ucation teacher cothpletes Placement Checklist
for Mainstreaming.

2. Special educatiOn teadher meets with principal.

3. Special educatioii teacher, principal, regular elemen-
tary education teacher, and all specialists involved
meet (right of refusal),

4. larents are notified.

5. Placement of child.. - "4.
6. Periodic review (bi-mcinthly dIr as needed) with feed-

back to the principal.

Begin mainstreaming record via Mainstreaming Tracking
J. Sheet.

Completion of steps 1-05 above should be accomplished'with-
in one week. The forms referred-to in the mainitreaming pro-
.cedures, Placement Checklist and Mainstreaming Tracking Sheet,
are reproduced on the following pages.

77
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PLACEMENT_pIECRLIST FOR NSTREAMING

Child's Name: Age:

Date of Checklist Initiation: . Sp. Ed. Teacher:

, I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.,

8.

Social:
,

Emotional:

Academici,(test3given):

Medical:

/

Environmental Needsv

Schedule:

)

Comments:

Recommendation for Placement:

7 a
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-Methods for orting the,progress of mainstreated
students and fo1f remoVing a mainstreamed Student from the
regiilar class were also deve/nped.

REPORTING PROGRESS OF MA.INSTREAMV STUDENTS

1. Regular education teachers and specialists will. submit
a separate report (utilizing the regular report card)
to the special education teacher to include with the
Intermediate Unit report card. Each child will be eval-
uated on the basis of his/her own ability.

2. Joint (regular education teacher, special 'education
teacher and specialists) conferences will be scheduled
upon request by any of the parties involved.

3. Individual conferences may be'scheduled. at any time. All
conferences should be recorded on the mainstreaming re-
cord. Telephone conta ts should also be recorded.

REMOVING A MAINSTREAMED STUDENT

1. Regular edudation teacher and speciil education teacher
meet.

2: Teachers and principal meet.

3. Parents. contatted.

In order to disseminate information about the new main-
streaming procedures to the rest-tf t faculty,a Mainstream-
ing Fact Sheet was also prepared aris reproduc d on the
following page.

81
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During the second year.of Project:IMPACT, School C added
a new resource room.class. Since, by- definition,-resource-
'room studerlUs are in the mainstream at.least .50% of the time,
t.4c committee pr*posed some guidelines for recordkeeping and
communications.

RESOURCE ROOM FACT SHEET

I. Re'cord-Keeping

1. An IEP is on file in the principal's office. Read it.

2. The classroom teacher is responsible for giving grades.

3. The Resource Room teacher will provide a narrative.

4. A student will not be graded if a subject ts missed.

5. A Resource Room Tracking Sheet should be kept in the
front office files at all times and filled out at least
three times each year by both the regular classroom
teacher and the special education teacher.

II. Communications

I. The Resource Room teacher is availablop for conferences
with parents and/or teachers upon request by teachers
and/or parents.

2. On-going commuhication between the teacher and Resource
Room teachers to coordinate progress, subject matter,
and assignments isPessential.

3. In case of a field trip, Resource Room teacher must be
notified.

4. During achievement testing, everyone should be notified.

III. School Policy

1. A student Blest be identified formally by the psychalo-

.
gical department as a specinl 'educa.tfon studeni before
being assigned to the Resource Room.

2. Resource, Room children should not miss special events
in their classrooms such as assemblies and guest
speakers../

=3. All children; without exception, must attend weekly
classes in art, music% physicaa education, and library.

8 7,

Schoal C



School C met its objective relating to teacher inservice
by arranging for four workshops. Speakers were drawn from a
number of areas, and Project IMPACT staff were actively in-volved in locating resource persons 'and assisting in workshop
planning. The following topics were addressed at the inser-
vice meetings:

sensitivity to and identification of exceptional
children

_

classroom techniques 'for the mainstreaming of ex-
ceptional children

73

orientation to the, local material; recource center

behavioral management techniques

diagnosis of speech:and language disorders.

The fact that School C planried and implemented four inser-
vice programs indicates a great committment to the mainstreaming
process. Not only waa there an extensive amount of time involved
in planning, there was also a great deal of effort expended in
obtaining monies to reimbur e teachers for the after-school meat-ints.

Evaluation and? Summary

The.committee'at School C addressed all Of the major needs
identified by the needs assessment. They established procedures
for mainsfreaming and prepared fact sheets on mainstreaming and
resource room programs.- They also planned four .tea.cberinser-.,
vice Workshops.

ei An exit interview with the principal indicated that the
staff nom seep more organized and more aware of the special
child. Everyone is involved in mainstreaming procedures -- not
just the special educatiron teacher. The principal felt that Pio- ,
ject IMPACT was most- valuable in providinethe time and proces
by whicb to begin addressing mainstreaming needs.- IMPACT's.role
in helping to plan,the school workshops was also greatly appre-
ciated. Overall, Project IMPACT was judged as highly successfdl.

So.)
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CANDLEBROOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

2-3 Respondents

Highly Necessary

2. Need for staffDipservice program to
develop skills for wtrking with main-
streamed students.

i10. Need to clarify evaluation and grading
guidelines for reporting progress of
mainstreamed students.

7. Need to clarify alternatives for pre-
senting the'district's regular curricu-
lum to accommodate indiliidual needs of
mainstreamea' students (e.g., ways of
presenting the existing social studies
curriculum to a student with written
language difficulties).

11. Need for an easy reCord-keeping system
of each'student's mainstreaming program.

3. Need to clarify the responsiblities of

various staff members in regard to
school mainstreaming practices (i.e.,

the guidance c'ounselor's role, the vice-
principal's role, etc.).

Necessary
D

3. Need to clarify procedures for keeping
track of a mainstreamed student's

6

8. Need to, provide easy accessibility to
available instructional material and/or
Ay equipment in the district that could
be used to assist mainstreamed students.

13. Need for volunteer services to assist
mainstreamed sydents.

14. NRed for the staff to Meet as a whole to
discuss mainstreaming concerns.

8,4

Number of
Respondents

Z of Total
Respondents

19 837.

18 78%

17 74%

17 74%

16 70%

10 43%

10 43%

10 43%

39%

School C
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CANDLEBROOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

23 Resplandents

Necessary (continued)

12. Need to clarify the role of various staff
members in reporting mainstreamed students'
progress to their parents.

2. Need to present workshops on the school's
mainstreaming practices for parents of
both regular education and special educa-
tion students...

Number of % of Total
Respondents- Respondents

8 36%

8 36%

Unnecessary

2. Need to present workshops on the school's . 3 13%
mainstreaming practices for parents of both
regular education and special education
students.

4

6. Need to clarify procedural guidelines for 3 13%
removing a student from a classroom where
hp/she has been mainstreamed.

8. Need to provide easy accessibility to any 3 13%
available instructional materials and/or
AV equipment in the district that could
be used to assist mainstreamed students.

9. Need to obtain instructional materials 3 13%
and/or Ar equipment to assist mainstreamed
students.

13. Need.for volunteer services to assist 3 13%
mainstreamed studdnts.

Unnecess

(No items were indicated highly unnecessdry.)

P
_School C
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SCHbOL D
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Committee Members

John Townsend,
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Cecelia Robinson
Ella Benge ,

Maryjean Focht
Nancy Sabin
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John Rogalski
Mitchell\Levin
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Ron Dellecker
Ann Edlemen
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SCHOOL D

Demographic Data

School D is a suburban middle school with a total popu-
lation of 497. At the time of thepudy, there were 22
emotionally disturbed students and one visually, impaired
student. Eleven of the students were mainstreamed for art,
21 for physical education, 4 for music, 11 for industrial
arts, 12 for home economics, 12 for typing and 5 for_health,
In addition, 14 students were mainstreamed for other aca-
demic subjects. A total of 25 regular education teachers
were working with mainstreamed students.

Needs Assessment

Prior to the introduction of Project'IMPACT, all faCulty
members including regular education teachers, special edu-
cation teachers and special area teachers comitleted a need's
assessment instrument. The results of the needs assessment
were summarized as follows:'

- Five (5) items from the Project IIMPACT Needs Assessment
appeared to be necessary considerations at School D. NiliAty-
seven percent (97%) of the 36 respondents seemed to regard
staff inservice development as a priority. Ninety-four per-
cent (94%) indicated a need to clarify roles of various staff
members. Eighty-eight perCent (88%) expressed a need for:
(a) opportunities for the special educatioh teacher and the
regular education tea her to meet about mainstreamed students,
(b) clqification of pr.-4-dures for'keeping track of a main-
streamdd student's.,actAities, and (c) clarification of al-
ternatives for prese ing the district's curriculum to accom-
modate individual eds for mainstieamed students. For a
complete tally of responses, see pages 82, 83 and 84.

The mainstreaming committee discussed each pf the.areas
of need at the Project IMPACT workshop. Through a process
of diécussion and prieritizing, the committee decided to fo-,
cus on mainstreaming procedures and teacher inservice.

3
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HCommittee Decisions and Activities

The following procedures were established for the place-
ment of students into the mainstream:

1. Spatial education teacher consultsy principal
to review IEP.

2. Principal and special education teacher will re-
commend spatific teacher andtrusses for mamm-
streaming.

3. Special Iducation teacher will consult with recom-
mended teacher to discuss behavioral and academic
skills.

/a. /Vhavioral and emotional readiness:

1. ability to conform to regular classroom
behavior

2. ability to accept social responsibility

B. Academic skills readiness:

1. ability to handle work expected

2. ability to adjust to regular classroom
methods.

a

Learner needs

1. characteristics

2. physical setting.

. Placement is made and page 1 oe Project AIDE
(CommuniCation Form) is'to be given to the main-
streamed teacher for his/her information and
guidance.

The Communication'For'm to',be used in ncilitating the
transfer of information is reProdUced on the following page.

7



STUDENT'S NAME: DATE: 'SPECIAL ED. TEACHER:

Determine the learning styles, 'earning characteristics and behavioral characteris-
.tics the stildept displays.

Can

Can

sp Can

Can

Con

Learning Styles

work in a large group

work independently

work in small groups

work in a dyad

work on a one-to-one basis with teacher.

Lcarnsng *a al.r

Follows oral directions

Follows written directions

Retains information on a short-term basik

Retains information on o longs-term basis

Displays task commitment

Maintain4,attention

Behavioral Characteristics

Sits in seat/remains in appropriate position dur-
Ang classroom activities

Participates in group discussion appropriately

Adheres to classroom rules

Remains on task

Socializes appropriately with peers

Acts on feedliack from teacher

Organizes time and materials

Completes assignmenti with minimal assistance

Works independently

Responds appropriately to aLthority

Others

,

Develciped by Project AIDg
1-16-ao dlw.

Almost Some of Host of
Never the Time the Tice

11.1111110

"11111111101M1..

esall.,

"INIMCM21111

11=ms1
.a1Ww
MM.11.1=

A

Learning Modes

(Rank these Learning Modes in the order of which the student
learns best. However, if a Learning Mode is especially dif-
ficult for a student, also asterisk (19 it.)

Learns through information

Learns through information

Learns through information

presented orally

presented vitually

presented through movement and touch

Learns through concrete experience

Motivational Needs

Crades

Social reinforcement (peers)

Verbal reinforcement (teachers

Privileges

M.M...1711101MIS

Checkmarks

Tokens

Tangibles

Instructional Strategies Proven Successfut

(e.g., lots of repetitions, contracts, demonstrations)

.1111.1.116

..CMPINIMIOMINO

Instructional levels

Instruetional Ares

Level

Instructional Area

Level

Text

based upon the information githered, what modifications-need to be made to
'meet the studenewneeds?

Modification(s)

rt I
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The committee also 'addressed the issue of how to remove
tudent frpm the mainstream if the placement does not work

out.

°PROCEDURES FOR EXAMINATION'OF THE MAINSTREAMED

STUDENT'S STATUS AND/OR REMOVAL

1. Requests to review or evaluate .the mainstreamed student
Should go to the special education teachSr who relays
the request to the mental health team.

A. Requests can be made by:

teaChers (special and regular education)

2. parent

3. student

4. mental health team

5. guidance counselor_-

6. administrgtor..

2. ,Request for removal goes to meeting consisting of any
combination from the following groups:

A. Mainstream District

1. teachers (special and regular education)
2. mental health team

3. *anyone else deemed Inecessary.

B. r.U. District

1. teachers (special and regular educat on)

2. I.U. supervisor
A

3. anyone else deemed necessary

C. Types of Removal

/ 1. crisis basis (temporary),'-, will be accomplished
by cOnsultation between the teacher requesting
the femoval and the special education teacher

2. non-crisis ( long-term) - same procedure as
indicated above. (Definition of crisis: the
student is an immediate threat to himself and
those around him and his environment.)

a
School D



The -final issue relating to mainstreaming pTocedures that
the committee worked on was that,of grading and evaluating'
the mainstreamed student's progress.

1.

PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATING STUDENT PROGRESS

IN MAINSTREAMING CLASS

1. Report card - The student is subject to criteria and
grading system of mainstreaming-teacher:

2. Weekly informal meetings between mainstreaming and special
education reachers shouIla occur: Ihe schedule for their
weekly informal meetings is to be established in consurta--
tion with the principal.

3. Periodic IEP Review -'Spacial education teacher-and main-
stream teacher review IEP at least once a year.

*********

In the area of teacher inservice, the committee planned
and implemented two workshops. The first workshop wat pre-
sented onfy for the iaculty of School D and featured a num-
ber of films related to the characteristics of various ex-
ceptionalkties. The second workshop was attended by all
tegchers in the school district And featured a panel presenta-
tion by handicapped persons and special education personnel.
This was a replication'of a panel which was presented 6. the
committee at a Project IMPACT wOrkshop. Response was so
favorable that theoommittee felt others could benefit from a
similar panel.

-Evaluation and SumMary
0

The committee at'School D developed and implemented pro-
cedures for placing a student in the mainstream, removing a
student from an inappropriate mainstream placement and eval-
uating the progress Of mainstreamed students. They also
organized and implemented two inservice programs designed to
raise teacher iawareness an sensitivity to the needs of the
handicapped.

An exit interview willh the principal iji.dicated that parti-
cipation in Project IMPA T had raised th awareness of the
faculty to mainstreaming issues. The inservice programs were
well received.

9 2
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CEDARBROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

36 Respondents

Ri-ghky-Ne-c-es-sary

1. Need for staff inservice programs to 19 53%

develop skills for working with main-.
streamed students.

82

$--

3. Need to clarify the responsIbilities 19 53%
of various staff members in regard to
school mainstreaming practice (i.e.,
the guidance counselor's role, the
vice-principal's role, etc.)

4. Need to clarify procedural guidelines 17 47%

for placing a student into a classroom
for mainstreaming.

6. Need tp clatify procedural guidelines 17 47%

for removing a student from a class-
room where he/she has been mainstreamed.

7. Need to clarify alternatives for pre-
senting the district's regular curriculum
to accommodate individual needs of main-
streamed students (e.g., ways of present-
ing the existing social studies curriculum
to a student with written language
difficulti s).

16

School D.

44%



CEDARBROOK. MIDDLE SCHOOL

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

36 Respondents

Necessary

11. Need for In easy record-keeping system
of each student's mainstreaming program.

22 61%

ze. Need to clarify the role of various 22 " 61%
staff members in reporting mainstreamed
student's progress to their parents.

10. Need to clarify evaluation and grading
guidelines for reporting progress of
mainstreamed students.

21 58%

15. Need for opportunities for a classroom 19 2%
teacher and a special education teacher
to meet and discuss programming fo__
specific mainstreamed students.

2. Need to present workshops on the school's
mainstreaming practices for parents of
both regular education and special edu-
cation students.

17

83

47%

5. Need to clarify procedures for keeping 17' 47%
track of a mainstreamed student's
activities.

13. Need for volunteer services to assist
mainstreamed students.

Unnecessary

17 .47%

14. Need for the staff to meet as a whole 13
4 to discuss mainstreaming concerns.

13. Need for volunteer services to assist 9
mainstreamed students.

2. Need to present workshops on the school's 8
mainstreaming practices for parents of
both regular education and special educa-
tion studients.

36%

25%

22%

School" D



IV

CEDARBROOK MIDbLE STI

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

36 Respondents

Unnecessary (continUed)

84

8 Need to prAmid_e_easI a_c_cessibility_to_any 7 19X
available instructional Materials'and/or
AV equipment in the district'that could
be used to assist mainstreamed studentsi°

9. .Need to obtain inStructional 'materials
and/or AV equipment to assist mainstreamed
students.

Highly Unnecessary

4. ONeed to clarify procddural guidelines for
placing a student into a classroom for
mainstreaming.

a
15. Need for opportunities for a classroom

teacher and speciil education teacher to
meet and discuss programming for specific
mainstreamed students,

5. Need to clarify procedures for keeping
track of a mainstreamed.student's
activities.

(

6. Need to clarify procedural guidelines
for removing a student from a class-
room where he/she has been mainstreamed.

10. Need to clarify evaluation and grading
guidelines for reporting progress of
mainstreamed studants.

9 01.0.

R.)

19.Z-

3 87

3 8%

2 '5%

5`%

YY2 5%

School D
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APPENDIX II

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF PRE-AND POST-TEST

FERFORMANCE ON MAINSTREAMING NEEDS ASSESSMENN

Camdlebrook Elementary School

.

.
Pre-Test

.
It

Post-Test

.

Question 0 Mean Variance 50 Question 0 Mean Variance. SD

1:17 .15 .38
'

1 1,43
,

.26 .57

.2 1.61 .52 .72 2 2.07 .38 ,..-82-?

3.. 1.39 .43 .66 3 2.00 .62 (.78
1.44 .44 .66

.

4 1.86 .90 .95

. 1.61
.

.43 .66 5 2.00
.

.77 .88,
1.57 .53 .73 6

_
° 1.93 .84

7 1.35 .42 .65
.

7 1.57 .42 .65

8 1.70 .49 .70 8 1.93 .53 .73

9 1.52 .53- .73
,

9
.

2.15 .47 .69

10 1.30 .40 .64 10 1.79 .64 .80

11 . 1.35 .42 .65 11 ,1.93 .84

,

.92

12 1.52 .44 .67 12 2.00 .77 .88

13'' 1.68 .51
, .72 13 2.00 .50 .77

..

14 1.57 .66
,

14 1.79. .49 .70

15 1.48 ..44 .67 15 1.71 .68 .83

N = 23 .

,
b 14

.

w

86
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APPENDIX II

DESCRIPTIVE STATZSTICS'

,Cedarbrook Middle School

87

.

Pre-Test
_

Post-Test

Question # *an Variance 50 Question it Mean- Variance 50

1.50
0

.31 .56 1. 2.50 .73 .86

2 41.94
(

.53 .73 2 2.36 .71 .84

3
,

1.53 .37 .61 3 2.36 .86 .9j

:.

4 1.58 ..44 .66 4 1.77. .53 .73

5 1.62 .37 .60 5 2.,33.. .73 .86,

6 1.5? .43 .66 6 2(.23 .69 .83

7 1.59 .37 .61 7 2.36. .71 .84

8
1.

1.80
,t>

.58 .76 8 . 2.36 .71 .84

9 1.85 .55 .74 9 2.36 .56 .75

10 1.7 :35 .59 10 2%29 .68 .83

11

.

1.82 .28
.

.53 11 2-.50 ..58 .76

12 ' ' 1.91 .38
.

.61 12 2.43 .42 .65

13 2.09 .61 .78 13 2.31 .56 .75

14 2.08 .65 :81 14 2.50 .86 .94

15 1.64 .30 .54 ' 15 `.,, 2.14,, .75 ;86

W.- 33 N a 14
%

-



APPENDIX II

DESCRIPTI'VE STATI8TICS

( 6

Co11egevi114-Trappe Elementary,School

Pre-Test Post-Test

Question # Mean Variance
-.

SD
,

Question # Mean
-.

Variance 'SD
.

1 1.70
. .

.43 .66
-i _ 2,22 .65 .81

2 MO . .52 .72. . _2,00 .71 .84

3- 1.60 _ .38 .60 3 2.61 .61 .78

' 4 . 1.90. ,52 .72 4 2.67.' .59 .77

5
1

1.65 ,..24 ,.19
,

5 2.50 .62 .79

6 1.75 ..51
7ilb 6. .

2.56 .73 ,86

7 1.74
4

.43 ..65 7 2,18 .53 .73

8 2:15 . .56 ° .75 8 . 2.17 . \ .50 .71

9 1.84 .70 .83 9 2.83 .47 .69

10 1.85 , .35 .59 10 2.67 .82 .91

11
0

1.75 .41 .64 11 2.79 .54 .73

12 1.85 .35 .59 12 2.77. .571% .75

13 p.05
N

.47 .69 13 2.65 ..49 .70

14 2.05 .58 .76

.

14 2.47 . 2 .72'

15 1.55 .26 .51 15 2.35 .62 . .79

N = 20 \ N = 17 .
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'APPENDIX II

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Ridge Park Elemenry School

Pre-Test
,,0

ost-Test

,

Question # Mean Variance SO
, .

Question # Mean Variance SO

1 1.59 :25 * .50 1 2.07 .53 .73

.2 1.82 .35
\

.59, 2 2.13 .65. .81

0 - 1.55 .36, :60 3 2.07 .78 .88

4 1.59 .35 .59 4, 2.44 .80. .89

1.76 .39 .63 5 2.50 .93 .97

6 1,77 .37 .61 6 2:06 .86 r.93

7 1.55 .26 .51 7 1.86 .59 -77

a 3,14 .51 .71 8 1.94 .60 .77

9 2.36 .43 .66\ % 9 , , 2.06 .60 .77

10 1.59 ..25 .50 10 2.07 .64 .80

11 1.77 .57 .75- 11 2.33 1.10 1.05

12 2.05 - .52 .72 12
t

2.50 1.04 1.02
I'

13 2.33 .53 .73 . 11 . 2.54
,

..44 6

14 .
2.09 . .66

.

.81 14 2.25
,

.73 .86.

15 1.46 `'n.. .26

-

.51 15 2.07 .64 :80

,

N = 22

1

A = 15
0

.
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INTRODUCTION

Phase.II of Project IMRACT which Wss initiated in September,9-1980, differed from Phase I in only few administrative details;
The 'changes in design represepted refinements in the briginal
IMPACT mpdel and were derived from the input of Phase I ctommittee
members and IMPACT staff,.

\

As with Phase I, 'target and control echOols were selectedwith voluntary partizipation by the priPcipals. Target and control
schools for the 1980-82 cycle of project are listed below.:

School District

Lower, Merlon
Upper Moreland
Colonial

.Methacton

Target School

Bala Cynwyd Middle
Cold Spring Elementary
Whitemarsh Junior
Woodland Elementary

Control School
tl

Welsh Valley Middle
Round Meadow Elem,
Plymouth Junior
Eagleville Elem.r

Once"the target schools had been identified, the IMP4gT staffbegan Working toward their, goal of improving mainstreaming practices
through dOoperative planning aad traihing.

Phase II of the project accomplished three primary goals: 1)
mainstreaming needs were identified in each-target school; 2) each
sch-ool estOlished a Mainstreaming Planning Committee (MPC); and
3) under the-auspices of Project IMPACf, each MPC participateVin
four days of work seisions to prioritize needs'ind,develaffate-
gies for addressing them.

The IMPACT staff first revised the Needs'Issessment used inPhase I. The Needs Assessment and Mainstreaming Attitude Survey
were then administered to discover, the primary areas of concern re-
late4, to mainstreaming. The instruments and administration proce7
dureA will bevdescribed in greater detail in the section of this
report entitled DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES AND'INSTRUMENTATION.

After admin±stering the needs assessments and attitude surveys,
Project IMPACT staff asked the school principals'to set up MPCs in
accordance with the same gdidelines used in Phase I. The committees

,were comprised minimally oT: two regular education teachers, two
special education teachers a guidance counselor, other special area
personnel (i.e., reafling specialist, librarian, etc.).; two Arents
of regular education students, and two parents of Aandicapped stu-dents. The princtpal was also a committee member. Most committees
numbered around fou.rteen members.

es in Phse I, each MPC was provided with a facilitator from
1 the,Intermediate Unit whose.function was to: 1) assist the group
to identify the issues and plan strategies for chamge; 2) work
through any group process problems that arose; 3) keep the group
on task; and 4) provide information and resources as needed.

1 n



All MPC participated in an initial two-day'workshop in Octo-
ber, 1980 and two one-day follow-up'sessions during the eighteenv,\
months of IMPACT, Phase II: The initial workshops presented basiC
information about the nature of specific handicapping conditions
and the implications of mainstreaming. The workshops also pro-
vided MPCs with an approach for analyzing mainstreaming needs.and
generating strategies for addressing the needs. The content of the
workshops is,described in greater detail in the Project IMPACT pro-
cedures manual, Guide to Mainstreaming Plannin& Committeei.

After the workshops, the committees continued to plan' and
problem solve on their own. The principals were responsible for
implementing any procedures designed 13tthe committees. Inservice
programs, which were planned by the committees, were held for other
teachers in the schools. .

The committeeg'continued to meet and problem solve for eight-
een, months. They addressed mainstreaming needs related to proce- .

dures, inservice and curriculum.' A description of the accomplish-
ments of each MPC cal be found in Appendix 1.

At the end of eighteen months,,the Needs Assessment and Main-
streaming Survey were administered to both' target and control
schools as a post-test.

1



DATA COLLBCTION PROCEDURES AND .INSTRUMENTATION

The following typeo of data wore ollecto at.tho bozinning
of Phaoo Il and again ak.tor oightoon montho of working with the
project:

1. Individual ochOol noodo in relation to mainotroaming
procodureo, inoorvico tralning, curriculum modifica-
tion and mainotreaming mituagement wore moaoured by a
written fieodb abooaomont inotrumont which woo ,co6pletod
by all ochonl peroonnel.

2. Attitudeo of teachoro (opecial and rogular oducation)
towardo mainotroaming woro a000000d vio,a ourvoy in-
btrumont.

Needo A000boment

Phaoo II omplood baoically tho oamo noodo a00000ment inotru-
ment aa wao developed for Plpoe I. It,wao compriood_of itomo to
which oubjecto .reopondod on a-four-ppint Likort ocalo ranging from
otrongly.agTee (1) to otrongly dioagroo (4).

In an effort to refine tho original Moeda A00000mont itotrt
ment, IMPACT otaff.membero otroamlinod the four oub-ocano into
three general aroao oT need. The three aroao addre000d by the re-
viood Noodo Aooeoomont wore; operational noodo, curricular noodo,
and inoervice needo. Some minor rovioiono wore made in tho word-
ing of itomo which had raioed quootiono4whon thb origi al inotru-
moni had boon adminiotored.

Bocauoo khe area of curricdlar iooueo had boon avoided by
2,poot Phaoe I MPCo, the project otaff felt it nocepoary to provide
additional otructuro to onouro that thooe noodo would be addr0000d.
It wao decided that,each Phaoo I/ committee would addr000 at loaot
ono need in each of tho three needo ab0000ment oub-ocaleo, thereby
onouring the incldoion of curricular ioouoo. Theroforo, a number
of now itomo wore added ,to the noodo a00000ment in the area of
curricular neodo.

Ao with the initial.Noodo Aobeoomont, throe formo of the
Phaoe II inotrumont words-developed. The uoe of the formo, howover,
difforod. In nape /I of IMPACT, Form A of tho Neodo Aopeooment
wao adminiaterod to all elementary ochool regular education toachero.
Fnrm B woo adminiotered 'to all oecOndary ochool regular education
toachero. °Special education toachero and oupport peroonnel com-
pleted Form C. The three formO difforod only in the wouling of oome
itemo oo that they reflected iho viewpoint of the reopodVont.

Form A dif.fored only from Form B in thb area of curricular con-
corno. Since olemontary ochoolbteachero teach all oubject aroao.



they wore ankod to rate the curricula in each of tho content arean
in regard to their nuitability for two with mainntroamod otudento.
Secondary ochool toachorn, howover, rated only thoir own oubject
area curriculum.

Tho oub-ncalen entitled paoLajcl.i_ma-1Noodo addrenned innuen ro-
lated to procedurbo forapainntroaming and tho management of the
malnotreaming procenn. -"It contained the following itemn:

II. OPERATIONAL NEEDS

Diectionn: Connider each of the following
ochool'n mainotroaming practicon.

. .

ntatomonto in relation
Circle the number

Strongly

to your
which

Strongly

bent doncriben your opinion.

La_m_achool:

1. Proceduren for Alaska
ion otudont into a roular.(2,4:meat

Oppftronm.for mainotreeming are
-clearly defined.' 1 2

2. Proceduren for agaziwo.osi_.al

Rducationotudo

1 2

in the mainotroam are clearly
defined.

3. Proceduren for chançtmain-

1 3

otroained onvo.PAPSEamaJS
AittlaaValJNUI, are clearly
defined.

4. It in sanztoolree.9211.
of a npecial education ntudent,n
Eatimeolmall mainntreaming
program. 1 a 3 4

5. Lugar and'o ecial education

1 2 3 4

:troshbilitieo aro
clearly defined- in.regard to

of a mainotreamed otudent.

There are aartiammtaskAm
for the opocial oducatlon

1 2 3 4

the
teacher to communicate

about mainotroamed otudonto.

7. Pleaeo deecribe any other operational needn related to mainntreaming that
you would like,your nchoOl to addreno.

&Montgomery County Intormodiat6 Unit, 1980, Norrintown, PA 19403
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The Curricular Noodo oub-ocolo of Form A aohod toachoro to
rata each contont area curriculum (roilding/language arto, math-.
ometico, ocianco, oocial otudioo) in rolation to the following
itomo:

III. CURRICULAR NEEDS (orm A)

Directiono: It may bo necepoary to make curricular modificationo for main-
, otreamed otudonto with mpecial needo. The itemn belownpecify

oomo of tho idol= related to curricular modification. Conoi-
der xpar_rjasel,,o regular education curriculum, and,circle the
nuMbor that boot doocriboo your.opinion.

1. The READIVG/LANGUA0E ARTS program:

a. providoo alternativo
anigumento for mainotreamod
otudento with opecial noodo.

b. provide() alternative mothodo
IlLz_a_rorosoformeaou of

mainotreamed otudonto with
opecial needo.

c. provide() alternative methodo
gcs:_poonAl.sinsation to
mainotreamod otudonto with
opecial needo.

d. provideo otructure for main-
otreamad otudonto with
organizational difficultieo.

o. provideo for Meeting the needo
of otudonto who are .achieving
'at grade level, below Trade
level, and above grade level.

f. providoo RaimEgAll.for
ouppIemental materialo to
be mod with mainstroamod
otudonto with opocial peodo.,

Strongly Strongly

1

D

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

® Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norriotown, PA 19403



Vora
that the
oolicitod
regarding

8 ciked oecondary ochool teachero to rate the curriculum
yodh in relation to the aforementioned itomo. Foym C

re ponoeo prom opecial education and oupport peroannol
the curriculum 'in their achool.

Tho thi-rd aub-ocalo, Inoorvice Needo,
following item:

Woo compriood ofv.tho

Iv. INGERVICE/ITAININ0 NEEDS

Tirontionoi Circle the number which boat d000ribeo your, opinido'n.

Gtrongly

1. Teachero in thia building have
had formal opporttinitioa.to
diocuoo their mainotroaming
needa.

2. Teachero in thio building have
astiyazahanall their ideao
about'effectiVe techniqueo for
working with mainotreamed
otudento.

3. Thio ochool hao offered programa
to incrowe parento' awaren000
and knowledge about the mode of
opecial'education4otudento.

00,

Otrongly
ree Agree Dim roe Dioa_roo

1,

1

1 1 i

® Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norriotowu, PA' 19403



V. 1NBERVICE/TRAINI10 NEEDS (continued)

Directiono: If ypur ochool ps. provided inoorvice training on topico relOod
,t0 mainotreaming, pleam comPlete item A and'5. If your ochool
hao NOT been able to provide inoer*ico training on topicorelatod
to mainotroamlng, pleme okip to Atom 6.:

Strongly Strongly
A ree A roe Dioa roe \Aloe roe

4. Teachoro in thio building,have
had tho opportunity to offer

8
direct in ut tu planning worh-q
chop a on topic(o) related to
mainotreaming.

5. 'Thin ochool'o inoorvice training
on topico related to mainotroaming:

a. hao helped otaff membero to
atau_cUMtaraianin

'noodn
otudento.

b. hao helped teachero to more
111101._.voly.L_Nanethebo-
havior of otudonto with
opecial.needo.

c. hap provided mosg_ausear

I.L._nottlEadoe
education

for mainotreamed otudento.

d. Imo provided AuoefLogoor
,ILonoforluelo
of communication between
opecial education teachoro and
regular education toachero'in
thin bUilding.

1 a 3

2. 2

1 '2

1 2 3

D

1 3

.

2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

e. boo helped otaff'membero to
'better underotand thio ochool'

----1E-EPI---.iciee.mainetreamir 1

f.' hoz provided inTormation about
local reoourco oerviceo which
can anoint teachoro in working
with mainotreamod otudento.

g. hao provided information about
local oducatoro, who can offer
ouggeotiono for working with
mainotrlamod otudento.

6. Plow() deocribo any other inoervice/training needo related to mainotrodming
that you would like your ochool to addreao.

0 Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norriotowm, PA 19403
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An item and test analysis.was run on th$e Needs Asseasment for
both pre and post-test-vimples, target and contral. Becausec,the
instruMent could function differently in. different.contg.24-a-T-re- k
liability coefficients were-computed for each form of the instru-
ment and for vacfk sample population. Tables 1 - 3 reflect the
reliability coefficients for Forms A, B and C.

TABLE 1

RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS FOR

NEEDS ASSESSMENT, FORM A*

Subscale
o

Alpha Coefficient

Target Control

.,..yp

-

Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test
(

,

Operations .88 . .80 .80 .89

Curriculum ..,

Readin .84 .89 .96 .88

Mail .90 .89 .89 .89

Scien e .93 .93 .94 .80

Social Studies. - .87 .93 .94 .90

Inservice, , , .77 .89 .85 .90

The reliability of ForM A rained from .77 to .94 with the
majority of cases in the .80 - .90 range. This injcates that
Form A of the Needs Asse.ssment was highly reliable ad appro-
priate for use within this project.

a

* Form A - Elementary school, regular education teachers

113



TABLE.2

FOR

NEEDS ASSESSMENT,,FORM B*
d

a

Subacalo

Alpha Coofficiont
i'Targot Contra/

0,

Oporationa

Pxo-toat Poottootl

.93

Pro-toat Poet-toot

6

.84 I .83 .82

Curridulum .89 .91 I .88- ..88

Inaorvico

k

.83

.

.90 I .89 .96

Reliability coefficienta for Form B ranged from .82 to .96.
Thie indicatoe that Form B woe highly reliable in both target
and control groupe during pro and poet-tooting.

* Form - Secondary achool, regular education toachere

9
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4
TABLE 3

RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS FOR

NEEDS ASSESSMENT, FORM C*

Subocale

- , Alpha -doeffiAent

Targdt . Control

i.
.

Operationo

Pre-toot Pclet,*.b tect Proeteot Poot-toot

.81 .90 .76. .02

Curriculum /.06 .93 .94 .89

Inoorvico .72 .93 .95 . 8

With the majority of reliability coef-iilanto in the .80 -
.95 range, Form C aloo proved to be a highly roliablinotru-
ment-

There wao, however, one limitation in uoing data gehemato
by -the Nopd6 Aooeooment inotrumont. During the data analyoio
oogment of Phaoe I, it woo recognized that there woo no way to,
match participanto' pre and poot.btOot reoponoeo. In an, offoyt to
overcomo.thio limitation, a coding oyotem wao developed for Phapo
II whereby reopondento identifiedothemoelvoo by uoing the firot
three digito of their pocial oocurity number 'and the loot two di-
gito of their b*th year.

Pre and poot-teot ,data were to bp matched by roopondento.
Unfortunately,-(howover, uo will be diocu000d in the data analyoio
oection, there were irroufficient matched reopon000 to run the 'type
of oophioticatod otatiotical analyoio deoiri3d. Conoequently,.the
limitation of the Phaoe II data analyoio-otill remaino the lacIt'of,
matched reoponoeo which would have lent greater credibility tdAAni,
indicationo pf pro Verouo poot-toot change.

* Form C Special education toachero and oupport peroonnol

10
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Mainotraa*AMSUILWU

In ordpr to determine the degree to which ochool poroonnelfelt awptance towardo iooueo relating to inotroi4ng : Project
IMPACT 6ta2 f (ao part of Phaoe I) developed the Mai otreamingSurvey. Th$ip inotrument woo comprioed of 25 ite . Teachero were
aoked to ratO their degree of agreement with each otatement relat-
ing to mainoi,,reaming on a Likert ocale of otrongly agree (1) to
otrongly dioiree (4).

4
r.Three forMo of the Mainotroamifig Survey's were developed. Minorwording 4fferanceo were deeigned to accommodate the variouoclap000 of reavondento. Form A wao admiote4ed to all.,regular

education toactiero, Form B wao-admAniotered to all opoCial educa-
tion tgachero, ,ancq,bgrm C wao adminioteired ,fo opecial area teachero,(art, muoic, pl*1 education' otc.). For.a discuooion of opeci-
fie itemo and oubrocales in the Mainotreaming Survey, pleaoo refer
to page 8 of the Vhaoe I Technical Report.

0
No change() ulp,!re made in the original Mainotreaming Surve

uoe in Phaoo II.

4An itemand tOot analyoio woo performed on the Mainotreami
Survey for Phaoo Irj;pre dhd ppot-toot eamples,.target and cdttrol.Bcauoe the inotruM4t could conceivably have functioned different-

, ly in.. different co4Oto, reliability soefficiento ere computedfor each form of theAnotrument and or each oampli
Tableo 4 - 6 ohow thoAxeliabili

coefficients for F.1----mo A, B andC of the MainotreaminkSurvey.
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TABLE 4

RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS FOR

'MAINSTREAMING SURVEY FORM A*

Group h .

Alpha
Cofficic4t__

r

Target

-Pre-teot. .91

Poot-teot .94
,

Coitrol

, Pre-toot .95

Poot-teot - .95

The -reliability of Form A raniged from .91 to .95 which in-

dicateo that it woo highly reliable 'and appropriate for 'uric

within the reoearch component of IMPACT.

'TABU 5

RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS FOR

MAINSTREAMING SURVEY, FORM B**

Group Alpha
Coefficient

Target

' Pre-toot .88

Poot-teot .9.4-
%

Control

Pre-teot .88.

Poot-teilt .92

* Form A - regular education teachers
** brm B - special education teachers

f

1,2



Form B aloo proved to be a reliable inotrummt with alpha-
coefficiento ranging from ,88 to..94.

'TABLE 6

RELIABILITY -COEFFICrENTS FOR

MAINSTREAMING SURVEY FORM. C*

Group Alpha
_

Coefficient

Target', .

' Pie-teor .89

Fbot-tedl .9'5

Control ,,,

.--...-----.

Pro-toot :94
-i

Poot-teot .95

13

Like FoNve A and B, Form C of the Mainotreaming Survey had
exceptionally high reliability for nee in thio project.

Ao wit.h the Needo Aooeooment, howeer, the attemptp to mat,ch
pre and poot-teot reoponoeo via a coding of participanto' identi-
tieo wao not oucceooful. 'Thio, therefore, io a limitatioti. of, the

; inotrument in that it diminiohed.the otrength ol pro vereue poet-
toot change.

1

-LuVJUILkLajmaLn

The pre and poottebt data from the Needo ApoeodmenC and Mein-
otreaming Survey were analyzed by oub-ocale, individual ochsolo,
target ochoolo ao a group, and control ochoolo ao a group. '

The object of 't,he reooarch and, evaluation of ProjectIMPACT*
wao to determine whether or not there had been change from vre-teot.
to poot-teot. Aoouming tbat change could be meaoured via the needo
aooeoomeit and atIrliey inotrumento, it wao aooumed that target ochoolo
would ohow leoo need and EatLinattin attitudeo towardo mainotrehm-
tng on the pont-toot mbaaurea. /n order to otatiotically validate
theta() hypotheoeo, deocriptive otatiotico were computed and analyzed.
Th%reoulto of theoe data analyoeo are'reported in the following
oection.

* Form C oupport peroonnel

lii
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RESULTS AND INTERPTATION

(

OF

NEEDS ASSESSMENT DATA ANALYSIS,

Match Check

Ao mentioned in the inotrumentation oection of thio report,
eeopondento wore oohed tb code their identitieo oo that pre and,1',
poot-toot dat could'be matched. Tho inotructiono for coding
were ao follow :

Floc= ifrite the firot,three digito of'your Social Security number
fellowod by the laat_mumla -of your year d bir-th on the line
below. 'Thio code mill appear on overy IMPACT purvey diotributed
over the coyroe of the project. Uoe of thio code inoureb'andhymity
yet otill vrmito uo to match your reoponoeo on a variety of ourvoyo.

Year of
S.S. No: 2187 8250 Birth: 1942

218 -.42

Your Code

The firot otep in tho analyoio of Needo Amaeoo'mont data,
thorefpre,'wao )to check to Aetermine how many pre and poot-teot
matchod reopol000 wore available. The reoulto, unfortunately,
were r ther di appointing, and aib reflected in the ochematic fi-
guroo which follow. The number in the ohaded interoectiqv arqa
of the two circloo repreoento all the participetfito who capleted
both pre and poot-toot needo aooeoomonto, i.e., the pre-toot pur-
vey() for which there were matched poot-teot reopon000. The num-.
bero in the unohaded are-ao of the circleo reflect the numboro of_
pre-toot ourveyo for which there were no matched poot-toot re-
otion000 or the numboro of poot-toot ourveyo for which there were
no matched pre-tooto.
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FIGiRE 1
. .41

LTS OF MAT U C1CI FOR

ALL GROUPS ON NEEDS;ASSFSSMFNT

1"Noodo A00000ment Form A

Pro-too Foot-toot

34

Noodo A00000mont Form B

48,

Pro-teot Poot-toot

138

coda A00000MOnt Form C

Pro-toot

62

Foot-toot

^ 57 51

1
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As seen in Figure 1, tho numboro of.matched rooponsoh aro
vory low given the Aumpero of tdtfal. respondents. This to es-
pecialty true og NosolD.Aosbotoment, oriiiB whichyao administered
to secondary school rogular education to-achero. Out of 138-who ,
completed pro-toot ou'rveyo, only.37 of the oaØ individualo tom,-
ploted the 'poot-tesx.

Thero aro a numbor of oxiilanationo for the-poor match check
result's. It seems that any coMhination of the following factorm
couAdJuivo produce4 low matching.

1. The number of rospondonto completing poot-teot Form B
Sur4oyo docliod rather dramatically from the pro-tost.
One hundreds and thirty-eight comploted,pre-toot Noodo
-Asoeoomento while only 62 returned poot-toot. A higher
return rato on post-tests woald havo resulted in a-
highor probability of matching to pro,-teoto.

16

2. FacultY turz-over''io the moat logical explanaeion 'for
low matching. While all ttie schools experienced some
changes kri faculty or adminiotration, however, the num-
bercy'vore ot oufficlent to account for the, appearanco
that vlitually half the people who took the pro-toot
did not (aka rhd pootT,,toot.

3. It is possible that some respondento. did not trust tho
°anonymity of tho coding system and gavo difforont or
false codes on the poot-test which thoy did not use on
tho pre-test (or vice-Versa).

4. Some individualo %ay havo made errors in thoir ootial,
oocurity numbero. ")

A
5. Somo data were lost (although not very many) through

iirreconcilablo duplicatiend in coding (e.g., tho oamo
cede in tho same.ochool or troatmont group).

Tho low ,number of matched reoponseo'gave rise to a number'of
research problems. The sample numbers (using only matched responses)
were too -low to conduct statistical testcs of significance. However,
to use unmatched responses in significance tests would have weakened
the results. It wao sug.gested, therefore, by the projett's research
and 'evaluation consultant that only descriptive statistics based
*upon all r-esidnoeo bwanalyzed for trends toward oclinos in"main-
streaming needs.'-d This is recegnized as 4 limitation in the data

-

analysis. l

CX.

Descriptive Statistics

The moan responso and standard deviation wore computed for
targot and control,groups on all threo forms of tho Needs 4osass--
mente Data wore also.,analy2dd on a school by school basic.

I 9
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It should be noted_that a rating of 1 pn the Needs Assessment
meant that. the item was not a need, While a rating of.4 indicated
a very high need. Consecluently, as scores became lower, they re-
flected decreased need.

Table 4 displays the mean and standard deviation scores for
both target and control groups on Form F of the Needs Assessment.

TABLE 4

PRE AND POST-TEST PERFORMANCE

ON NEEDS ASSESSMENT, FORM A*

--Nllaan

Pre-Test Post-Test

Group Subscale S.D. Mean S.D.

Target Operational. 2.78 .64-- 2.18 .42

CurricUlar ,

Reading 2.61 .49 2.12 .45
Mathematics 2.68 .53 2.20 .52
Science 3.11 . .48 2.38 .60
SoCial Studies 3.04 .43 2.27 .59

Inservice 2.85 .51 2.07 .42

Control Operational 247 .51 2.59 .53

Curricular
Reading 2.35 .48 2.46 .51
Mathematics 2.34 .49 2.29 .47
Science 2.47 .55 2.52 .41
SOcial Studies 2.43 .54 2.60 .51

Inservice 2.48 .37 2.68 .43

* Form A - elementary school, regular education teachers

122



-These data show an interesting reversal in perceived needs.
The target school began the project with a higher degree of need
than the control school. Whereas the target schoolg' needs de-
clined over the course of the project, the control schools' needs
increased. This reversal is depicted rather dramatically in
Figure 2.

High Need

3.1

3.0

2.9

2.8

2.7

2.6

2.5

2.4

2.3

2.2

2.1

Low Need 2.0

I

FIGURE 2

PRE AND POST-TEST PERFORMANCE BY

TARGET AND CONTROL GROUPS ON

NEEDS ASSESSMENT, FORM A

1
o Pre-test

re-test
Post-test

Post-test

0

SUBSCALE

0 - Operational needs

R - Reading curriculum needs

M - Mathematics curriculum needs

S - Science curricului needs

SS - Social studies curriculum needs

IN - Inservice needs

SS IS .

*Form A - elementarYschool, regular education teachers

123

Target
Schools

Control
Schools
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The dramatic decrease in the perceived needs of the targetschools can most likely be attributed to the intervention of
Project IMPACT. Within target schools, operational, curricular
and inservice needs were addressed throughout the 18 months, and,
therefore, a decrease in need was expected. In the control
wchools, however, need a:ctually increased; this may be due to the
fact Shat the numbers ol.mainstreamed students probably increased
throuthout the period from pre-test to posttest. As teachers
became more aware of the implications of mainstreaming, they be-
gan to,see more needs in relation to procedures, communication,
curriculum and inservice.

The data analysis within the elementary schools (Form A)
shows not only that Ueeds will ddcline when mainstreaming issues
are adAressed, but may actually ritse if attempts are not made to
actively deal with mainstreaming concerns. This is not, by any
means, a criticism of the control schools. It is possible that
mainstreaming was being addressed in areas other than those sur-veyed on the needs assessment.

Secondary school teachers who responded to Form B of the
Needs Assessment did not reflect the dramatic decline in needs as
was indicated by elementary school teachers. However, as dis-
played in Table 5, the mean scores for Form B did decline in tar-
get schools. Control schools showed a similar decline.

TABLE 5

PRE AND POST-TEST PERFORMANCE

ON NEEDS ASSESSMENT, FORM B*

Pre-Test Post-Test
School :-Subscale Mean 1 S.D.

,

Mean S.D.

Target Operational 2.67 .64 2.53 .57

Curricular 2.50 .72 2.46 .74

Inservice: 2.77 .73 2.39 .52

Control Operational 2.60 .58 2.29 .58

Curricular 2.62 .70 2.52 .69

Inservice 2.75 .63 2.59 .74

*Form B - secondary school, regular education teachers

124
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Both target and control schools did show declines in needs re-
lated to mainstreaming. Target schools were working on these prob-
lems via IMPACT; control schools dealt with mainstreaming tangei-
tially via other activities. For example, one of the targetschools
and its matched control were working on a district-wide curriculum
revision which was to include provisions for mainstreamed students.
This was an intervening variable which could have affected both tar-
get and control school response on the Curricular Needs subscale.

;Nhile both groups showed a decline in needs, Figure 3 shows
that Lfor two of the three suVecales (curricular needs an( inservice
needs), the target group still had a lower perceived need on the
post-test than controls. This may suggest that IMPACT was a slight-
ly more effective way of dealing with mainstreaming issues than the

,

reliance on tangential gains through other intervening variables.

High Need

3.0

2.9

2.8

2.7

2.6
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Low Need 2.0

FIGURE 3

PRE AND POST-TEST PERFORMANCE ON

NEEDS ASSESSMENT, FORM B

Pre-test

Pre-test

Post-test

-
Post-test

0

SUBSCALE 4

0 - Operational needs

C - Curricular needs

IN - Inservice needs
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Target
Schools

Control
Schools
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Form C of the Needs Assessment was administ red to special
education teachers (elementary and secondary) and suppokt per-
sonnel (special subjects, reading teachers, libratrian, etc.).
.The mean scores and stalidard deviations for pre d post=test
performance are found in Table 6.

TABLE 6

PRE.AND POST-TEST PERFORMANCE

ON NEEDS ASSESSMENT, FORM C*

Pre-Test Post-Test

Group Subscale Mean S.D. Mealk S.D.
,e

Target Operational 2.59 ..53 2.09 .57

Curricular 2.46 .49. 2.28
. .59

Inservice 2.42 .45 2.14 .62

. 6 4 .
Control Operational 2.53 .54 2.46- .55

Curricular 2.51 .77 2.42' .61

Inservice 2.66 .67 2.52 .64

I

Target schools indicated a substantial decline in perceived
mainstreaming needs. Control schools showed minimal declines.
Figure 4 depicts the relationships a little more clearly.

re,

*Special educ,ation and support personnal
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FIGURE 4.

PRE AND POST7TEST PERFORMANCE ON

NEEDS ASSESSMENT, FORM C
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Post_
.

test

Pre-test
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0 - Operational needs
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Schools
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Schools

It can be seen here that the gains of the IMPACT schools in'
reducing mainstreaming needs were greater than gains of control
schools. This is perhaps due to the fact that target school gains
resulted from a direct approach to mainstreaming. IMPACT activi-
ties generated much discussion and publiFity within the school.
Control school gains were most likely the result of a variety of
ongoing school activities which may or may not have directly
addressed mainstreaming.

22



A comparison of target versus.control schools as groups
has indicated the effectivenesd of intervention versus non-
intervention. That is, what would have happened without Project
IMPACT. It is also important, however, to look at each ihdivid-,
ual school to determine the effects of IMPACT. That is, what
happened with IMPACT. Table 7 shows individual.target school
pe'rformance on Form A of the Needs Assessment, and Figure 5 dit-
rlays the same information in a graph.

TABLE 7

INDIVIDUAL TAROET SCHOOL PERFORMANCE

ON NEEDS ASSESSMENT, FORM A*

-100

Pre-Test Post-Test
School Subscale Mean S.D. Mean . S.D.

Woodland Operational 3.71 .23 2.19 .44

CUrricular
.

Readinf 2.54 .37
.

2.17 .42
Mathematics 2.67 .51 2.21 .42
Science 2.91 .32 2.46 .56
Social

Studies 2.91 .32 2.44. .56

Inservice 2.83 .43 2.04 .34

Cold
Spring Operational 2.85 .88 2.17 .42

Curricular
Reading . 2.68 .60 2.07 .52

, Mathematics 2.69 .58 2.19 .66
Science . 3.29 .54 2.29 .67
Social

Studies 3.15 .49 2.06 .60

Inservice 2.88 .60 2.10 .52

, R

*Form A - elementary school, regular education teachers
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The results here are. quite apparent. AUithe end of the 18
month period of 'Project IMPACT', Woodland ind, told Spring Elemen-
tary Schools showed large declines in mainstreaming needs acrossall subscales\ Cb.d Sprifig showed slightly Oeater declines thanWoodland in thla ourricylar areas. CurriculuW,adjustment was seenas an overwhelmingly important need by the cola Spring MPC. Con-sequently, they devoted more of their time to this issue than tothe others. As seen in Appendix A, Cola Springanalyzed their
existing curricula to determine just the essential competency re-quirements for madnstreamed students. This apprqach to curriculum
adjustment appears to have resulted in a substantial decline in-

, .perceived curricular needs on the post-test.

Simklarly, Woodland's sharp decline in operational needs ismost likely a function of the new mainstreaming procedures and
communication alternatives developed by their MPC.

The secondary target schools did not make quite as dramatic
declines in need as the elementary schools. Table 8 and Figure' 6
show the pre and post-test performance of the Bala Cynwyd and White-marsh Junios High Schools.

TABLE 8

INDIVIDUAL TARGET SCHOCIL PERMORMANCE

ON NEEDS ASSESSMENT, FORM 11*

Pre-Test Post--Test
School Subscale Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

fBala Cynwyd Operational
i

2.64 .63 2.27 .48
, Curricular 2.38 .70 2.19 .53

Inservice 2.83 .76 2.18 .37

Whitemarsh Operalional 2.71 .65 2.72 .58
Curricular 2.69 .72 2.69 .83
Inservice 2.67 .67 2.56 .57

8

*Form B - decondary school, regular, education teachers

13j
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Bala Cynwyd

Whitemarsh

As seen here, Bala Cynwyd showed declines in all three areas
of need. This is in keeping with the focus of its MPC. White-
marsh, however, remained fairly cop,stant in its leval of perceiyed

need. It is difficult to isolate 'the reason for their statistical
performance, because the MPC was extremely active in developing
mainstreaming procedures and curricular alternatives (see Appendii
l). The lack of numerical change in Whitemarsh may be related to

1.31
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the faculty size and diversity of any large junior high scho-ol.
It is possible'that tot all teachers have yet had an oppprtunity
to try the mainstreaming procedures. 'It is aleo more dif,ficult
to communicate and publicize new pro_sedures and ideas within a
d.lverse secondarytschool faculty than with a smaller, more homo-
genous;elementary school staff.

It is important to note that, despite their school's statis-
tical performance; the MPC at Whitemarsh felt very positive about
the outcomes of their work as a committee and believed that main-
streaming was proceeding more smoothly ati a result of their input.

Individual school performance on Form C of the Needs Assess-
ment' can be seen in Table 9 and Figure 7.

\fi

TABLE 9

IN IVIDUAL TARGET SCHOOL PERFORMAgCE

ON NEEDS ASSESSMENT, FORM,C*

, -
Pre-Test Post-Test

School Subale ,

Mean S.D. Mean
.

S.D.

Woodland
,

Operational
Curricular
Inservice

2.69
2.31
2.38

.59

.44

.45
,

1.72
1.96
1.77

.53

.23

.24

.7 Cold
Spring Operational

Curricular
Inservice

'2.54
2.61
2.52

.63

.54

.5fi

1.71
1.83
1.82 (

.67

.94

.74 -

-ThWhitemarsh /Operational
Curricular
Inservice

2.58
2.39
2.32

.41

.44

.78

2.45
2.66
2.60

.63

.71

Bala Cynwyd
s.,

Operational
Curricular
Inservice

,

NO

ON
#

.

RESPONSES

FDRM C

2.13
2.11
1.98

.42

.29

.27
.

,

*Foim C - spdcial education and support perionnel
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A;ong special education and support personnel at Woodland and
told'Spring, perceived mainstreaming needs decLined from ,pre-testto post-test. No one completed the pre-test at Bala Cynwyd, but

. post-test results show:relatively low needs. Whitemarsh, however,
indicated an increase in need from pre to post-test.

Again, there appears to be no concrete explanation for the per-formance of Whitemarsh. This is a situation in which having matched
responses would have been most helpful. It would have provided someindication as to whether there was one &pecific group of persons whofelt that their concerns had not been addressed. Since there wereonly eight matched responses across all,target schools to Form C, itis possible that none of the post-test Whitemarsh respondents had
even participated in the pre-test. The results on Form C, however,
were very encouraging overall.

134
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Conclusions of Needs Assessment Data Analysis
r

On the basis of the data just presente'd, the following con-
clusio s Can be drawn:

Project IMPACT was successful in bringing about reduced
AJ mainstreaming needs in target schools.

2. A direct approach to the...problems of ma nstteaging.appears
to be more effective in reducing needs hap the_tansential
effects of curricular or inservice activ-ties which are hot
speci%cally related to mainstreaming.

.1

3. In contrast to Phase I where curricular issues tended to be
avoided by MPCs, the additional structure placed on Phase
II MPCs resulted in effective: reductions in curficular need.

4. Individual school needs declined in accordance with the
amount of time spent and the number of activities conducted
in each need area.



Match Check

4=:z;

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION OF

MAINSTREAMING SURVEY DATA ANALYSIS

As with the Needs Assessment, a matc4 check was performed
with the Mainstreaming Survey to determine how many pre-test
respondents had also completed the*post-test. Since the match-
ing did not prove successful with the Needs Assessment, it was
understihdable that the results of the matching for the Main-
streaming Survey were equally disappointing.

Figure 8 displays the results ,of the matching graphically.
The shaded intersection of the circles representsthe.number of
individuala who responded to both pre and post-test surveys. The
jaumbers in'.the unshaded areas of the 1.rcles reflect the numbers
of pre-test surveys for which there were no matched post-test re-
sponses or the numbers of post-test surveys for which there were
no matched pre-tests.

As seen in Figure 8, the numbers of matched responses are.very
low given . the numbers of total respondents. This is especially
true of Form A which was administered to all regular education
teachers.1 G.11:k.,0of 152 who completed the pre-test, Only 71.of the
same individuals completed the post-test.

The possible explanations for the low number of 'matched re-
sponses include: fewer respondents on the post-test than on the

'prertest; faculty turn-over; incorrect,,coding; and.data lost due
to irreconcilable duplications.

0
4

As with.the Needs Assessment, the low numbef of matched re-
sponses of the Mainstreaming'Survey gave rise eo a number of
research problems. . In accordance with data analysis procedures
used for the Needs Assessment, only ddecriptive statistics for the
Mainstreaming Survey data were examined for trends toward improve-
ment in mainstreaming attitudes. This is recognized as a limi-
tation of the data analysis.

1 3 3

0
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FIGURE 8

RESULTS OF MATCH CHEdK FOR

ALL GROUPS ON MAINSTREAMING SURVEY

Mainstreaming Survey, Form A

Pre-test Post-test

158

MainstreamingVurvey, Form B

Prw-test Post-test

32

Mainstreaming Survey, Form C
A

Pre-test

21

Post-test

59 33

1 3 7

a
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Descriptive Statistics

The mean responses and standard deviation were computed for
target and control schools pn all three forms of the Maiwstream-
ing Survey. Data were also analyzed on a school by school basis.

It should be noted that a rating of 1 on the Mainstreaming
Survey indicated a more positive attitude toward mainstreaming
than a rating of 4. Consequently, as scores become lower from
pre-test to post-test,'they reflect change toward a more positive
attitude.

"Table 10 displays pre and post-test performance by control and
target schools on each iteth df the Survey.. Among target schools,
there was.a decline it score (or imOrovement in attitude) on all
items with changes ranging from .02'to .43.

Control schools performed a little less consistently. There
were someAxcreases in scores, indicating less positive attitudes,
ait' the majority of scores became lower reflectin% overall improve-
ment in attitude.
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TABLE 10

TARGET AND CONTROL GROUP PRE AND POST-TEST PERFORMANCE

ON MAINSTREAMING SURVEY, FORM A*

T ARGET CONTROL
,

Item it Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

1 1.47 .57 . 1.53 .56 1.51 .60 1.68 .59
2 1.61 .67._ 1.63 .71, 1.48 .65 1.55 .50
3 2.25 .74 2.09 .76%. 2.28 .95 2.15 .76
4 2.44 .84 2.07 .74 2.32 .91 2.27 .87
5 2.70 .85 2.46 .95 2.68 .95 2.54 .83
6 2.62 .76 2.41 .92 2.58 .92 2.43 .80
7 2.93 .69 2.59 .83 2.76 .84 2.71 .78
8 2.06 .72 1.96 .73 2.20 .99 2.05 .76
9 1.94 .59 1.83 .57 2.07 .82 1.97 .63

10 2.31 .75 2.15 .84 2.13 .79 2.18j .74
11 2.09 .76 1.91 .66 1.97 .80 2.04 .62
12 2.46 .77 2.33 .77 2.32 .92 2.38 .89
13 3.06 .80 3.02 .66 3.04 .91 3.11 .77
14 3.01 .75 2.93 .66 2.97 .78 2191 .74
15A 2.21 .81 1.83 .61 2.19 .84 2.07 .79
1513 2.47 .84 2.28 .78 2.69 .88 2.40 .87
15C 2.58 .90 .2.49 .91 2.85 .94 2.59- .89
15D 2.08 .72 1.87 .66 2.22 .88 2.05 .72
15E 2.08 .79 1.89 1..67 2.208 .90 2.15 .68
15F 2.05 .78 2.02 .72 2.38 .93 - 2.15 .73
16 1.79 .60 1.67 .65 1.95 .90 1.67 , .67
17 1.90 .65 1.88 .70 2.07 .87 1.79 .71
18 1.82 .63 1.67 .47 1.94 .75 1.70 .60
19 2.47 .84 2.14 .84 2.51 .81 2.20 .78
20 2.35, .78

..

2.16 .89 2.43 .91 2.09 .80

*Form-A Regular educaiJun teacheis
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Table 11 shows the scores for all items tOmbined in Form A.
As shown here, both target and control groups showed imprdvements
in their..attitudes toward mainstrea9Ang. The gain for target
schools was slightly greater for controls, but it is not large
enough to attribute all gains to work with IMPACT.

TABLE 11

PERFORMANCE ON MAINSTREAMING SURVET,-

FORM A (TOTAL SCALE)

Group Mean S.D.

.....-

Target

!re:teit 2.27 .42

Post-test. 2.11 .46

Control

Pre-test 2.31 .61
1

Post-test,, 2.21 .53

A.

It is safe to assume that Project IMPACT did play some role
in the improvement of attitudes toward mainstreaming (among regu-
lar education teachers) in target schools. The fact, however,
that control schools also showed improvement in attitudes indicates
the interaction of other factors within both sets of schools.

Time may have been instrumental in improving attitudes, be-
cause as teachers gain more experience.with mainstreaming (through
time), they may become more pbsitive about it.

Training may also have improved attitudes. Mainstreaming has
been an important inservice topic throughout Montgomery County, so
although control schools did not have IMPACT, they may ham.d'had a
number of mainstreaming inservice programs via the school district
or intermediate unit.
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Regardless of the souice .of attitude change - IMPACT, ex-
perience, or training-- it is important that there was change in a
positive direction. This is especially important if maidstreaming
is to be an effective way of dealing with exceptional students.

Form B was administered to special education teachers. Tables
12 and 13 which follow show the performance of target and control
schools on Form B for individual items is well as the overall sur-
vey.

36
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TABLE 12

TARGET AND CONTROL GROUP PRE AND POST-TEST PERFORMANCE

ON gAINSTREAMING SURVEY, FORM B*

TARGET CONTROL\
Item # Pre-test Post-test Pre-test

,

Post-test
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

N1 1.77 .56 , c 1.55 .52 1.50 .76 1. 5.Q .762 1.77 .44 ' 1. .52 1.50 .76 1.67 .873 2.00 .71 .64 .81 2.00 .96 1.88 .844 1.77 .56 .46 .52 1.50 .76 1.56 .735 1.35 ' .49 .46 .52 1.50 .76 1.78 1.096 1.94 .56 1 82 .60 1.50 .52 2.22 .677 2.00 .73 1.75 .75 1.50 .76 1.89 .788 2.20 .68 2.36 .67 1.93 .83 2.11 .609 1.86 .54 1 67 .50 1.64 .63 1.78 .6710 1.81 .54 .67 .71 1.50 .65 1.68 .7111 2.29 .69 .17 .58 1.86 .77 2.11 .6012 2.06 .50 .73 .47 1.57 .76 1.78 .6713 2.00 .50 1.50 .52 1.36 .50 1,.89 .6014 ' 2.06 .66 1.58 .52 1.50 .65 1.44 .5315 2.24 .75 1.82 .75 . 1.43 .65 1.78 .6716 2.35 .79 2.13 .84 1.86 .86 2.13 .6417 2.28 .96 1.73 .79 1.86 .86 2.22 . , .8318 1.56 .62 1.25 .45 1.29 .47 1.44 .5319 1.61 .61 1.33 .65 1.43 .51 1.67 .5020 1.56 .51 1.25 .45 1.29 .47 1.33 .50

,

_

*Form B - special education tesrae.Fs.
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TAELE 13

PERFORMANCE ON MAINSTREAMING SURVEY; FORM B

(TOTAL SCALE)

Group Mean S.D.

Targ,et

Pre-test 1.93 .33 '

Post-test 1.64 .41

r

Control,.
,

.,.,

Pre-tests) 1.61 .40

Post-test 1.81 .42

Target schools showed attitude improvement on all but one
item with gains ranging from .16 to .50. Control schools showed
some improvement but the Rredominant trend was toward more nega-
tive attitudes as reflected by a move from lowar to higher.sceres.
This same trend_is seen in the total item scores'(Table 13) where
target schools had a .29 improvement and controls had a .20 de-
cline.

On the basis of these data, it seems that IMPACT may have
had greater effects on the special edueation teachers than on
regular education teachers. On the contrary, in schools that did
not have the intervention of Project IMPACT, special education
teachers appear to have 'become less positive in their attitudes.

The reason that special education teachers may appear to
have reaped greater benefits from IMPACT than regular eddcators
is related to' the stze of the response group. Only 21 special edu-
cators responded to the post-test as compared to 109 regular educa-,
tors. Each of those 21, however, had direct expereince with main-
streaming while only those regular educators wlio happen to have
tagest mainstreamed students had direct knowledge of tha issues.
Special education- teachers, as a groUp, therefore, were more di-
rectly affected by changes in mainstreaming procedures.
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Much of what the Mainstrea4lng Planning Committeek accom-'
paished related to procedures Lor placement of special 'edxcation
studefirs-4m the mainstream. As the initiators of this Process;
the special education teachers had firsthand experiende,of how
much easier the process could be when yesponsibilities were delinr
eated and opportunities for Communication we're provided: -Conse-
quently, their attitudes towards mainstreaming may have improved.

The converse argument applies to the Control schools where
attitudes became less positive. Again; the special education
teacher was the initiator of mainstreaming procedures, but if-the
procedures wer.e,not-Vell defined, if'Other facult* members did not
understand the concept of mainstreaming or if curricula Were inap-
propriate for"the exCep:tional child's'needs, then theilprocess may
have become frustrating.', ProjeCt IMPACT helped schools address pro-
cedural, inservice and curricular needs, but control schools did' ,

not have this type of'intervention. Perhaps special 'aducation
teachers in control schools were reflecting disappointments and
difficulties with the mainstreaming process through/rheir decline
in positive attitudes.

, The results of the Form B data'analysia, therefore, are high-
ly indicative of a correlation between Project IMPACT and increas-
ingly positive attitudes toward mainstreaming among special educa-
tion teachers. N4

Form C of the Mainstreaming Survey was c mpleted by special
area personnel such as art, music and physic 1 education,teachers,
librarians and reading specialists. The pe formance of targe.t and
CAtrol schools on individual items as wel as'the overall survey
is displayed in Tables 14 and 15.

A
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TABLE lA

TARGET AND CONTROL GROUp PRE AND POST..-TEST PERFORMANCE

cm MAINSTREAMING SURVEY; FORM C*

TARGET . C ONTRO L

Item # Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Pdst-test

'Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
,

Mean S.N_ Mean S.D.'

1 1.70 .52 1.57 .65r 1.47 .61 1.31 48
2 1.80 .56 1.79 .58 l.74 .56 1.38 .50
3 2.36 :67 1.79 .70 2.11 .94 1.82 .64
4, 2.49 .64 1.86 .66 . 2.58 .96 2.06 . .75
5 2.85 .75 2.36 .50 2.58 - .77 2.18 .89
6 2.50 .68 2.14 .36 2.42 .84 2.35 .86
7 2.85 .62 2.21 .43 2.58 .77 2.60 .74
8 2.18 .50 1.93 .48 2.26 .99 2.18 .88
9 2.20 .46 1.71 .47 2.00 .75 1.94 .66

10 2.38 .54 2.00 .68 2.26 .811) 2.13 .89
11 2.18 .51 1.86 .54 2.33 .97 2.00 .76
12
13

2.68
3.03

.62

.66
2.00
2.57

.43

.76
2.74
2.95

.81

.78
2.44
2.56

.81
...1

.63
,14 3.13 .72 2.46 .78 2.79 .71 2.63 . .72
15A 2.13 .56 1.71 .47 2.05 .85 1.94 .75
15a 2.35 .66 2.08 .64 2.16 .83 2.12 J.78
15C 2.83 .75 2.71 .61 - 2.58 4, .96 2.35 .99
15D 2.23 .70 2.07 .92 1.84 .83 1.77 .83
15E 2.18 .68 2.07 .92 1.95 1.03 1.94 .75
15F 2,29 .73 2.14 .86 1.90 .94 2.00 .87
16 2.59 .72 2.18 .41 2.33 1.03 2.29 , .92
17 2.08 .70 1.79 .89 1.68 .67 1.44 .63
18 2.21 .66 2.00 .71 1.68 .58 1.56 .73
19 2.08 .62 1.77 .60 1.72 .67 1.50 .63
20 2.62 .75 2.08 .64 2.72 .83 2.13 1.02

A*Form -.support personnel
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PERFORMANCE ON MAINSTREAMING SURVEY, FORM C

(TOTAL SCALE)

Group Mean S.D. i

Target

Pre-test

''Post-test

2.39

2.03

1

t
.32

.46

Control

2.21

2.03

.57

.52
g

Pre-test

Post-test AIN

On all individual/items, target schools showed improvement
in attitudes toward 4iinstreaming. Gains ranged fromf.01 to .54.
Control schools showed a similar response pattern with improve-
ments on all items and gains ranging from .01 to .59. When all-
items\were combined, target schools° made a .36 gain and contials
gained. .18. (Table 151.

These results are similar to those for Form A. Where gains
were also made by target and control schools. The gain made by
Form C target schools, however, was twice that of control schools.

It is apparent that Project IMPACT was not the sole factor
in the improvement of attitudes towards mainstreaming. The varia-
bles mentioned previously - IMPACT,experience with mainsireaming,
inservice training and attitude of administrators - we're most
likely interrelated in bringing about attitude.changes. The fact
that the degree of change was higher in targetuschools may reflect
the increased awareness that IMPACT created regarding mainstream-
ing issues.

The.comparisons of attitude changes within target versus con-
trol schools as groups indicates that IMPACT was effective in con-
tributing.to positive attitUde shifts. It is also interesting,

14 9
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however, to Idol at efach individual school to examine theeffects
of IMPACT upon attitudes. Tables 16, 17, and 18 display pre and
post7test performance by target and control schools in the over-
all survey .

TABLE 16

INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL PERFORMANCE

ON MAINSTREAMING SURVEY, FORM A

(TOTAL SC#LE)

School , Pre-test Post-test' .

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Bala Cynwyd 2.08 .40 2.05 .51

Woodland 2.22 .42 1.87. .32

Cold .Spring 1 2.33 .43 2.14 1 .41

Whitemarsh 2.45 .39 2.27 .48

Welsh Valley 2.08 .65 .. 2.06 .62

Eagleville 2.24 .25 2.18 .32,

Round M dow 2.41 .58 2.15 .41

Plymo 2.5$ .61 2.53 .55

a
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TABLE 117

INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL PERFORMANCE

ON MAINSTREAMING SURVEY, FORM B

(TOTAL SCALE)

School Pre-test Post-test

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Bala Cylsryd 1.97 .33 1.54 .09

Wooaand 1.75 .17 1.39 .22

ColdSpring 1.89 .40 1.48 .61

Vhitemarsh 2.34 e2j 2.18 .20'

Welsh Valley 1.48 .35 1.59 0

Eagleville 1.58 .31 .1.59 .43

RounciMeactmc 1.61 .40 1.59 .32

Plymmmth 1.69 1.56 2.25 .11

. t
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TABLE 18

INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL PERFORMANCE

ON MAINSTREAMING SURVEY, FORM C

(TOTAL SCALE)

School Pre-test Post-test

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Bala Cannot 2.45 .32 1.91 .33

Woculland 2.13 .06 1.96 .08

Co1d Spring ' 2.25 .04 2.33 0

,Whitemarsh 2.43 .35 2.06 .62

Welsh Valley

,

2.16 .39 1.93 .45

Eagleville 2.04 .23 1.75 0

Round Meadow 1.52
,

'.23 1.94 .52

1

Plymmith 2.26 .89 2.23 .65

The individual school data indicate the same patterns as for

the schools combined.

Regular education teachers and special area personnel in all
control and target schools showed more positive.attitudes on the

post-test than on the pre-test. Special education teachers in all

four target schools and in one of the control groups showed improve-

ment in attitudes toward mainstreami g. In three of the control

schools, however, special education teachers showed more negative

attitudes on the post-test than on te. pre-test.
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-CONCLUSION

The research and evaluation component of Project IMPACT,
,Phase II was designed to determine ihe effectiveness of the
cooperative planning model. Pre and post-test data were collected
using a needs assessment instrument and an attitude survey, both
of which were developed by IMPACT staff and proved to be statis-
tically reliable.

On the basis of the data analysis, the schools which parti-
cipated in Project IMPACT for eighteen months perceived fewer needs
in relation to mainstreaming than the control schools. This re-
flects the hard work and cooperative efforts of the mginstreaming
planning committees in addressing the needs within their schools.

The effects of IMPACT also were reflected in teacher attitudes
toward mainstreaming. Teachers in all the IMPACT schpols showed
improvements in attitude over the duration of the project, but
special education teachers - who had more direct experience with
mainstreaming than other personnel groups - showed tvhe greatest
change in attitude. With new procedures, curricular changes and
inservice for teachers, the whole process of mainstreaming appears
to'have become much more acceptable.

The positive effects of having faculties work cooperatively
with parents and administrators to address mainstreaming issues
cannot be denied. The question might still be asked, however, as
to why a federally funded project was necessary. Why couldn't
schools have organized4their own committees? Now that the IMPACT
model has been validated, it is hoped that schools will pick up on
it independently. The Project IMPACT Guide to Mainstreaming
-Planning Committees is designed to fa'cilitate-this.

The ,major impediment to a school working through the process
independently, however, is time and organization. The school
principals and district administrators commented repeatedly that
without the time (inservice days) and organization (structured for-
mat, facilitators, outside resources) provided by IMPACT, ,the com-
mittees could not have accomplished what they did. The committees
worked very hard, but IMPACT provided necessary support without
which the committees would have been extremely frustrated and lesb
productive.

It is extremely rewarding to have the objective data support
the effectiveness of the project. While statistics are important,
the real outcomes of the project lie in the accomplishments of the
committees.

- The case studies which follow in Appendix I are the true data;
they describe the actual-results of the committees' work.
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.11ALA CYNWTD MIDDLE SCHOOL

Committee Members

Donald Cummings
Principal (1981-82)

Donald Eckert
Principal (1980-81)

Harold Wingerd
Assistant Principal

Judy Van Allen
Shirley Beatty
Rosalie,Breslin
Amy Ervin

Betty Barrack
Sally Nelson
William Dolton
Pauline Foster
Jane Cubberley
Jane Muir
Kenneth Trotter
Scott Leggett
Dennis Dool
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BALA CYNWYD MIDDLE SCHOOL

Demographic Data

Bala Cynwyd Mid School is a suburban middle school with a
total enrollment of 891 At the time of the study, there were 51
learning disabled, 14 educable mentally retarded, 1 hearing im-
paired and 25 emotionally disturbed students. Eighty-seven of
these students were mainstreamed for art, physical education, in-
dustrial arts, and home economics. Sixty-two were mainstreamed
for musiclj 25 for typing and 26 for health. In addition, a num-
ber of students were mainstreamed for genr-al academic subjects.

This,report describes the 1980-1981 activities of the Project
IMPACT committee at Bala Cynwyd.

Needs Assessment

. Prior to the introduction of Project IMPACT, all faculty mem-
bers il.Cluding regular education, special education and special
area tdrachers were asked to complete a needs assessment. The re-
sults of the needs assessment were summarized as follows:

Four -items from the Proje,ct IMPACT Needs Assessment appeared
to be necessary considerations at Bala Cynwyd. In the area of
operational needs, the following items were of high priority:

a. procedures for grading a mainstreamed student
b. opportunities for communication' between regular and

special education teachers.

44/
No items.in the area of curricular needs were rated as high pri-.
ority. In the area of inservice/training, the following items
appeared to be needed:

a. formal opportunities for teachers to discuss mainstream-
.ing issues

b. active sharing of techniques for accommodating mainstreamed
students.

A complete tally of responses is found on pages 60 - 64.

Through a discussion of each area of need, the,committee de-
cided to develop prlicedures for placing a child in the mainstream,
thereby addressing the issue ok4ommunication between regular and

'special education personnel.

fr
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*Committee Decisions and ACtivities

The committee spent a great_deal of tiMe generating,a compre-
hensive set of mainstreaming proCedures. These procedures were
-finalized in September, 1981.

The committee compiled an extensive listing of accommodative
strategies for mainstreamed students. The list was distributed
to all faculty members and is reproduced here.

**************

SUGGESTIONS FOR HELPING LEARNING DISABLED
-

STUDENTS IN THE REGULAR CLASSROOM

1. Let the learning disabled student know you are interested in
him/her and, willing to help them. They are unsure of thew,-
selve's and concerned about your reactions.

2. Set standards for work in concrete terms that can be under-.
stood. Know that error-free work might be beyond student's
grasp. Help the student worR on one area of improvement at a'
time.

3. You may want to seat the learning disabled student close to you,
for example, in the front row, so that they can see and hear you
clearly. Your proximity may lessen distractability s well. In
addition, you will be able to observe better to know when stu-
dent is inattentive and not understanding yothedirections or the
materials you are teaching.

4. Give individual attention ai frequently as possible. Let the
student know that they may ask questions about work they do not
understand.

5. Make sure the student understands assignments.. Students often
won't. Break'down the,lesson into its parts and check, step
by step, the understanding of it.

6, Because/of problems with distractability, memory and comprehen-
sion, new information must be grizen more than once. Often
they won't "get" information the first time around and even when
they "get" it, it may be forgotten until it has been repeated
several times. If they can tell it to you, they probably under-
stand it and will retain most of it.

7. Mastering a new skill may need more-practice than with the
usual student.

8. Because of conceptual problems, student will need help in re-
lating new concepts to past experiences.
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9. Give them time-to orgunize their thoughts,,to. complete work
and to answer quustions Orally. If the time preSsure iS off,
they will be less anxious -and better able to let you know what
they know.

10. If there is reading disability, a need to have someone read
pa.rt of the material to them, be certified for talking books,
and to take tests orally is necessary. When they read for in-
formation, they will have to read books thit are at their read-
ing level. Remember, they have a disability just as real as
the blind child who is not expected to receive information from
the usual printed page.

11. Consider testing on knowledge, without the mechanical handicaps
of 'Tor reading, writing, spelling and organizational ability.
They-,could be tested orally or dictate answers to a tape re-
corder or to a volunteer.

12. If the student has a language disability, oral and/or, written,
be more concerned about what they are expressing than the way
they are expressing it. In grading papers, you might consider
gsading for content and then grading separately for spelling,
frammar, sentence order and other language components.

13. Because of distractability and perceptual, conceptual and other
disabilities, it will take longer to complete homework assign-
ments than the rest of the class. Because time is needed to
develop social skills and to relax, perhapS a lighter homewo
load is in order.

14. Try to put positive comments on papers as well as correcting
ones when improvement is needed. The learning disabled stu-
dent, because of past failures, has a great need for positive
recognition (when warranted).

15. Be aware of the need,to buildiself-esteem. Give opportunities
to make contributions within the class.

16. Consider grading student on own effort and piogress rather than
rating with others in the class.-' Feelings of success often
lead to success;. failurd breeds failure.

17. Allow students to learn any way they canv, using any tools avail-
able; fact tables, matrix charts, small calculators, tape re-
corders. These tools to learning are just as important as
hearing aids and eye glasses.

18. When student can't use dictionary for assignment, allow him/
her to underline words they are not sure how to spell - student
recognized their errors and you, grade accordingly.

19. All written work be performed on lite paper - dittos, test, etc:
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20. PRINT all written work clearly or type.

21. Speak directly to the student.

22. Write,on-hlackboard- and talk at different- times,-

23: Write in outline form when using the board,

24. Make expectations clear - clear definition's.

25. Make oral directions one step at a time and write on board.

26. Give small and short writing assignments.

27. Testing - Please print or type.

a. Have test be taken one page at a time.
b. Give test in Guided Learning Resource Room.
c. Give extra time for tests.

Give re-tests. -

Give alternative tests.
..._/tive multiple choice or fill-in tests.

28. Student should have a homework assignment book or sheet.

29. Expectations must be realistic for each child.

a. Scrambled words may be confusing.
b. Too much prose on paper.
c. Print large enough
d. Project voice - clear, consice.
e. Dark ditto print.

/30. Present challenges whenever appropriate.

31. Give new vocabulary in context.

32. Double space all typing.

33. Proceed from dependence (developing trust) to independence;
reliance oh self and trust of others.

34. Provide "significant other" (usually an adult) for the child
to learn to trust.

35. For the withdrawn child, start with onlooking, par icipating
with "significant other", imitate group and s .activities,
'larger group and finally other.

kr'

36. For the impulsive and hyperactive - start with SIMPLE CLEAR
CHOICES and move to a variety of choices. Break down amount
of directions given at once.
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37. Give. five (5) minute warning before changa of activitye and
of class,- or test time. Set limits in advance to length of
report or.composition.

38. Try programmed materials; break tasks into small component
parts.

39. Teach importance of outlines, carefialy kept notebooks, lining
up xolumns of figures carefully. (In math - use graph paper
for multiplication; division, etc.),

40. Drill on what comes first, next, last.

41. Help devise crutches, menonic devices.

42. Try visUal, auditory approaches.

43. Give some opert.book tests.

44
r.

Use study carrel or other means of protecting student from
distracting sight's and sounds

45. Have him/her sit close to the teaCher.

46. Have him/her complete one task, put materials away before
.starting next task.

47. Permit him/her tb use card or frame to focus attention op single
line, problem.

48. Help him/her listen by pointing out the main ideas, illustra-
tions, examples, etc.

49. Help student plan specific steps in order.

50. Give a variety of.tasks -,of short duration. (Ex.'- math, do 0
one line of work or a few exercises and then check them.)

51. .Make liberal use of ipecific illustrations and examples, and
help him/her to devise their own.

52. Point out similarities and teach him/her to group things in
different ways. Where poseible, use doncrete materiale.

53. Break complicated jobs into small, carefully arranged squences,
going from easi to more difficult.

54. Tryta anticipate where the limits of frustration mill be
reached and change activity or offer help beforehand.

55. Plan assignments and tasks'at which he/she.can succeed,



o.

56.-: Make liberal use 'of deserved praise. Remember,-"N thing,
succeeds likeAuccess." f

57. -Do try to decipher the writing, kt was harder for him/her to
write it than for you to read it. Incourage typing, itinting,
or writing very big if that helps solve practical problems.

58. Allow student ample.time to copy matetial from the board; al-
low extre lime for tests, grtade on work completed, or giVe
test orally.

59. .Point In Oditiod to eying. '"Sttxt at the upper lefthand
side.of the paper.'

4e.e

60. Help the child vork out helpful devices (e.g., turning map up-
° side doWn follovkroad going. soutli).

PRIII-CIPLES- OF .RiNFORCEMENT

1. Take advantage of natural'drives for activity and.curiosity.

2. If a pupil_has had no previous-success in a subject, or grade,
the teacher must provide tim/her lOith experiences in which
he/she willbe successful.

3. Pupils should be to d or.should consider what to look'rfor be-
fore reading an assignment or before viewing a film or tele-

y vision program.
7

4. Teachers should help ,pupils interpret new materials,vodabu-
lary, or concepts.

5. Teachers should help pupils to notice place6 where errors are
commonly made. 6

\6. Children should be allowed to learn at their own rates.
A

7. Several short practices or drill activites are better than
one massive drill. -

)

8. Activities which involve reasonable competition enhance
learning.

9. Behaviors which are reinforced are EbTe likely to occur.

10. Reinforcement should follow the response closeLpe-

11. People aimid punishment or failure.

1 61
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12. People avoid punishment or failure.

13. Te'cli for transfer. Show child the values and applications
of what he/she is learning.

14. Relate new learning to old.

ii'

**************

As part of a school inservice day, the Project IMPACT commit-
tee presented)an overview of mainstreaming concerns. Through a
film and role7play, faculty received information regarding the
characteristics of handicapped students. A staff member from.leht
Regional Resource Center presented information regarding materials
and resources that are available for teachers of mainstreamed stu-
dents. A full agenda of the inservice program is found on the fol-
lowing page.

OM=



EALA CYNWYD M/DDLE SCHOOL

INSERVICE AGENDA

'Thursday, January 15, 1981

8:00 8:15 4 GENERAL STAFF MEETING - LIBRARY

8:20 - 11:00

1. Reporting Teacher Absence -

2. Transparencies

3, Commendation Notices

4. Parent Communications

5. Cleaning Erasers

6. Science Committee Report

PROJECT IMPACT

1. Introduction

2. How Present SYstem Works

3. Role Playing/Film

4.

5.

6.

i

i

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Eckert

Eckert

Eckert

Eckert

Eckert

Barger

- Mr. Eckert

- Dr. Wingert
- Mr. Leggett
- Mrs. Nelson
= Mr. DoXwd

- Mr. Trotter

P.R.I.Z.E. Presentation - Mr. Phil Juska

,Department Meetings Consult,handout.for
Team Meetings 'time and place.

11:15 - 12:00 *46EPARTMENT MEETINGS - Develop Planned Course
Descriptions

1. Introduction - Library - Mr. Eckert

1:00 - 3:00 DEPARTMENT MEETINGS

a
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BALA CYNWYD MIDDLE SCHOOL

PROCEDURES FOR MAINSTREAMING*

I. Pre-mainstreaming Evaluation

A. Special education teacher will:

1. Evaluate student's academic skills
a. Reading - administer IRI
b. Math - administer placement test
c. Other academic areas - recommendation through informal

assessment

2. Evaluate student's social skills (listening skills, work habits,
group interaction, etc.)

3. Make decision whether placement is feasible

4. Fill out Student Profile Sheet

Pre-placement Communication

A. Special education teacher will:

1. Communicate with regular education teachers concerning:
a. Schedulink
b. Teaching:techniques of regular education teacher:
c. Class or group characteristics
d. Special education student (Student Profile Sheet)
e. Purpose for mainstreaming

2. Communicate with principal concerning:
a. Scheduling
b. Teaching styles of individual classroo6 teachers
c. Characteristics of special education student
d. Purpose for mainstreaming

3. Communicate with reading specialist when applicable

4. Participate in decision for placement and provide Student Profile
Sheet to regular education teacher

5. Notify parents concerning placement

Prepare the child for icademic annehavioral expectations in
the regular classroom (

7. Introduce mainstreamed student to regular education.teacher
and classropm

*Support staff (art, music, library, phys.-ed.)'will.be notified by
principal regarding assignment of special education students to
classes.

164
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(
B. Regular education teacher will:

1. Meet with special education teacher to discuss the academic
demands that the mainstreamed student will encounter in the
regular education classroom.

2. Discuss scheduling, teaching techniques, class/group charac-
teristics, and curriculum content with special education
teacher.

3. Commuaicate concerns with principal, if necessary.,

4. Participate in decision for placement.

3. Prepare his/her students for the inclusion of the new main-
streamed student.

6. Requisition any needed materials for mainstreamed student and
provide the required materials to the special education teacher.

C. Reading specialist will:

1. Confer with special education teacher regarding results of IRI
to determine pzoper placement, when applicable.

2. Confer with special education teacher concerning dharacteristics
of the various reading groups.

3. Provide to regular education teacher those reading materials
that are most appropriate to the needs of the special edUdation
svIdent.

D. Principal will:

1. Meet with special education teacher to discuss scheduling,
teaching styles of regular education staff, characteristics of
special education student and purpose for mainstreaming.

2. Resolvetany.problems that may arise.

3Participate in decision for placement.

E. Guidance counselor will be available to confer with parties involved
concerning the placement of the mainstreamed child.

F. Parents will participate in decision for placement of mainstreamed
student.

III. Ongoing Responsibilities Following Placement

A. Special education teacher will:

1. Meet with regular education teacher periodically, at least monthly,
la discuss student's progress.

2. Communicate with parents concerning student's progress in the
regular education classroom.

414
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(3. Meet with the mainstreamed student to assess his-/her feelings
about the events in the regular classroom.

4. Be available to'all school personnel to help develop effective
strategies fer'dealing with the behavioral academic heeds of
the mainstreamed student.

5. Alert appropriate sChool personnel concerning any recent events
which may affect Child's performance or behavior.

6. Meet with regular education teadher to discuss method of report-
aing/recotding pupil progress to parents.

7. Maintain the Record of Mainstreaming Activities for individual Child.
8. Meet at the end of the year.with the regular education teacher to

discuss the student's annual progress and give recommendations for
the following year.

B. Regular education teacher and support personnel (art, music, physical
education, library ) will:

Meet with special education teacher periodically, at least monthly,
to discuss student's progress.

Be available for conferenCe with special education teacher and/or
parents concerning the mainstreamed child.

3. Meet with mainstreamed student to assess his/her feelings about
the events in the regular classroom.

4. Help develop and implement effective strategies for dealing with
mainstreamed student.

5. Meet with special education teacher to discuss method of reporting/
recording pupil progreps to parents..

6. Immediately bring problems and outstanding achievements to the
attention of the special education teacher.

7. Meet at the end of the year with the special education teache to
discuss the student's annual progress and the best possible
situation ior the following year.

8. Confer withrprincipal concerning unresolved problems, if necessary.

9. Notify reading specialist of any changes in the reading program of
the mainstreamed-student.

C. Reading specialist will be available for conference with any school
personnel concerning the ongoing program of the mainstreamed child.

D. Principal will be available to address unresolved problems.

E. Guidance-counselor will be available to parties involved to discuss
ongoing program of mainstreamed students.

_I 6 a
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F. Parents will:

1. Promptly notify special education teacher (if I.U. class,
social worker) of any concerr6 and'probleme involved with
student's program.

. Notify special education teacher of any recent events which may
affect child's performance/behavior.

3. Provide academic and emotional support to child.

4. Be available for conference.

5. Discuss student's feelings concerning events in the regular
classroom.

IV. Procedures for Withdrawing Mainstreamed Student

A. Withdrawal procedures may be initiated by either regular education
teather, special education teather, or support personnel when
mainstreaming has been ineffective and varidus strategies to make
it effective haVe failed.

B. A conference will be held with school personnel to document
reasons for withdrawal. Such documentation may include:

1. Samples of classwork.

2. Anecdotal records.

3. Teacher observation.

C. A decision will be made by the special education teacher and
regular education teacher. If a problem arises, the principal
will intervene. (1.p. classes will involve Mental Health Team.)

D. After decision has been made to withdraw student, the special
education teacher will notify parents, student, and principal.

E. The special education teacher will set up a conference if requested.

167
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1111COUNTY SPECIAL EDUCAIION CENTER 16043 WEST MAIN ST. NORRISTOWN. PA. 19403 215-539-8550

MONTGOMERY

/ND

Needs Assessment Tally

Bala Cynwyd Middle School

INTERMEDIATE
UNIT

Dear Project IMPACT Committee Member:

Attached please find tallied data for the needs Assessment completed
by your faculty. Form A or B was completed hy all regular education
teachers; Fora C was completed by special education teachers, counselors,
librarians, administrators dad other support personnel. The total numbers
of people responding to the Needs Assessment are as follo4s:

Bala CynWyd

Form B 58
Form C , 7

65

Cold Spring

Form A - 14
Form C - 12.

. 26

Whitemarsh Woodland

Form B - 24
Form C - 9

33 re

Form A - 19
Form C 8

27

In order to facilitate your interpretation of the s Assessment re- 1

sults, data have been tallied and recorded as percent es of the total number
of respondents. Percentage figures for "Strongly.Agree" and "Agree" have
been combined end boxed Elm to represent the total numbers of people agree-
ing. Percentage figures for "Strongly Disagree" and "Disagree" have also been
coMbined.

Asterisks (*) identify statements with which 50% or more of those
surveyed disagreed. These items should be viewed by the committee as high
priority needs. -

We hope that the results of this Needs Assessment will be meaningful to
you as a committee in planning mainstreaming activities.
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II OPERATIONAL NEEDS Total number of reapondents; 65

Directions: Consider each of the follawing statements in relation to zail
school's mainstreaming practices. Circle-the number which
best describes your opinion.

Strongly
In my school:

1..Procedures for placing a special
education student into a regular
classroom for mainstreaming are
clearly defined.

*2. Procedures for grading a special
education student's performance
in.the mainstream are'clearly
defined.

3. Procedures for changing a main-
streamed student's program, if
difficulties arise are clearly
defined.

4. It is easy to obtain records of
a special education student's
past and present mainstreaming
program.

5. RegulaT and special education
teachers' responsibilitied are
clearly defined in regard to
communicating with the parents
of a mainstreamed student.

*6. There are ample opportunities for
the special education teacher and
the regular education teacher to
communicate about mainstreamed
students.

8%

3%

14%

6%

6%

42%

18%

43%

63%

35%

61

Strongly--41516ar"Nit

15% 46% 26% 9%

49% 18% 8%. 11%

34% 28% 20% 11%

9

.387. 34% 11%

48%

72%

46%

26%

.45%

32% 31% 15% 11%

29% 402 12% 12%

52%

7. Please describe any other operational needs related to maindtreaming that you
would like your school to address.

*5 % or more of those surveyed disagreed with this statement. It should,
therefore, be considered ehigh priority need.,

163
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III . CURRICULAR NEEDS

Directions: It may be necessary to make curricular modifications for main-
streamed students with special needs. The items.belcv specify
some of the issues related to curricular modification. Consider?
your school's regular education curriculum, and cirdle the nun-
ber that best describes your opinion.

4.

1. The regular ducation curriculum
used in this school provides
alternative assignments for main-
streamed students with special
needs.

2. The regular education curriculum
used in this school provides
alternative methods for measuring
2Fogress of mainstreamed students
with special needs,

3.. The regular education curriculum
used in this school provides
alternative methods for present-
ing information to mainstreamed
students, with special needs.

4. The regular education curriculum
used in this school provides
structure for mainstreamed stu-
dents with organizational
difficulties.

5. The regular education curriculum
used in this school provides for
meeting the needs of students who
are achieving at grade level, be-
low grade level, and above grade
level.

*6. The regular education curriculum
used in this school provides pa
gestions for supplemental *materials
to be used with mainstreamed stu-
dents with special needs.

Strongly
Agree

14%

51%

50%

54%

66%

38%

62

Agree
Strongly

Disagree Disagree NR

37% 26% 14% 9%

40%

38% 31% 8% 11%

39%

45%. 28% 11% 12%

39%

43% 23% 11% 11%

34%

381 17% 6% 11%

237.

35% 31% 20% 11%

517

7. Please describe any other curricular needs related to mainstreaming that you
would like your school to address.

*50% or more of those surveyed disagxeed with this statement.
therefore, be considered a high priority need;

17o

It should,

® Montgomery County Iniermtediate Unit, 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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IV. INSERVICE/TRAINING NEEDS

Directions: 'Circle the number which best describes your opinion.

-Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

*1. Teachers in this building have 2% 26% 25% 35%
had formal opportunities to
discuss their mainstreaming 28% 60%
needs.

*2. Teachers in this building have 3% 25% 29% 29%
actively shared their ideas
about effective techniques for 28% 58%
working with mainstreamed
students.

3. This school has offered programs 6% 40% 28% 11%
to increase parents' awareness
and knowledge about the needs of 46% 39%
special education studenAs.

*50% or more of those surveyed disagreed with this statement. It should,
therefore, be considered a high priority need.
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IV. INSERVICE/TRAINING NEEDS (continued)

Directions: If your school AAS provided inservice training on topics related
to.mainstreaming, please complete items 4 and 5. If your school
has NOT been able to provide inservice training on topics related
to mainstreaming, please skip to item 6.

Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

4. TeaChers in this building have had
the opportunity to offer direct .

input in planning workshop(s) on
topic(s) relatetn mainstreaming.

5. This school's inservice training on
topics related to mainstreaming:

a. has helped staff members to
gain a better understanding
of the needs of handicapped
students.

has helped teachers to more
effectively manage the be-
havior of students with
special needs.

c. hasjzovided useful suggestions
for adapting the regular educa-
tion curriculum for mainstreamed
students.

b.

d. has provided useful suggestions
for improving channels of com-
munication between special edu-
cation teachers and regular'

A education teachers in this
building.

e, has helped staff members to
better understand this school's
mainstreaming policies.

f. has provided information about
local resource services, which
can/assist teachers in working
with mainstreamed Students.

g has provided information about
local educators, who can offer
suggestions for working with
mainstreamed students.

Forty-four out of sixty-five (68%)
people did not respond to items 4
and 5. This should be considered as
indicative of a need for inservice
training. Items 5 a-g should be dis-
cussed as topics for training.

6. Please describe any other inservice/training
that you would like your school to address.

needs related to mainstreaming

1 72
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BALA CYNWYD MIDDLE SCHOOL

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON THE NEEDS ASSESSMENT

, Operations ,

The building doesn't seem geared to physically handicapped.

A system of reporting, the speCial education child's needs is
lacking.

A class into which some special education students are placed
should be made smaller.

Better selection of materials.

Do not agree with mainstreaming

More time to communicate with special education teacher

'Smaller groups

More cooperation between regular and special education teachers

. Need meetings to clarify mainsteaming procedures

Curriculum

Inservice help for teachers of, mainstreamed students

Need greater variety.bf curriculum:which is applicable to this
type of student in all areas

In English, variety can be provided for in separate reading lists,
separate spelling/vocabulary tests, etc. q

It is necessary to have special equipment to teach typing to main-
streamed students

Materials appropriate for students below grade level and/or learn-
ing disabled

Individual or programmed.learning

Discussions of grading and curricular neeUs

Inservice

Special education teachers have worked closely with regular
education teachers to help them

Information thdt would help the staff understand the special
needs of handicapped students

Would fike to share ideas with other English,teachers about main-
streaming

Inservice has been at such an elementary level that it has been
useless



Bala Cynwyd Middle Scht50.1

Summary of Comments oh the'Needs Assessment

,

Inservice (continued)

HoW to reach these students, with materials and approaches best
suited to individUal abilities

Psychological needs, abilities, characteristics of mainstreamed
students.

We ne'ed any type of in4ormation possible. We have had, no train-
ing in the past.

We do not even know who is in special education for physical
education classes

Items 5 a-g seem to be a good list of needs

We need Co be made more aware of mainstreaming procedures
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COLD SPRING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Committee Metbers,

Jam // s Stephenson
;rincipal

Sandi Herbst
Ardis Brookshire-
Maria Mallon
Dorathy. Magaziner
Jane Tucker
Eileen Lipski

Henrietta Dotterer
Sue Ritinski
Joseph Waters
Lois Hamilton
James Kilmer
Rosemarie Novack
Edith:Spitzer
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COLD.SPRIN6 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Demographic

Cold Spring Elementary School is a Suburban elementary school
w/th a total enrollment of 604. At the time of the study, there
were 28 learning disabled and 18 emotionally disturbed students.
Three students were mainstreamed for art and physical education.
Two were mainstreamed for music, and two for general academic sub-
jects. This report describes the 1980-1982 activities of the
Project IMPACT committee at Cold Spring.

Needs Assessment

Prior to the introduCtion of Project IMPACT, all faculty mem-
bers including regular education teacheTs, special education and
special area teachers were asked to complete a needs assessment.
The results of the needs assessme were summarized as follows:

Eight items from the Project IM CT Needs Assessment appeared
to be nec'essary considerations at Cold pring. In the area of
operational needs, the following items we of high priority:

a. procedures for grading students in the mainstream
b. proCedures for changing a mainstreamed student's program
c. regular and special education teachers' responsibilities

for parent communication
d. opportunities for teachers to communicate.

In the area of curricular needs the following items were high
in priority:

a. need for alternative assignments within regular curriculum
for mainstreamed students

A b. need for alternative methods for measuring progress.

In he area of insdrvice/training needs, there was a need for
teachetp to actively share ideas about effective mainstreaming
techniq es. Opportunities for parent training were also desired.

A complete tally of responses is found on pages 94 - 101.

The mainstreaming committee discussed each of the areas of ned
at the Project IMPACT workshops. Through a process of discussion
and prioritizing, it was decided that their objectives would focus on
procedural andcurricular needs.

II
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Committee Decisions and Activities

In the area of operational concerns, the committee accomplished
the following:

a. developed guidelines to facilitatg communication.
b.. established guidelines for placement decisions.
c. clarified responsibilities in the mainstreaming process.
d. established policy for the preparation of students.
e. establishea guidelines for measuring the progress of

mainstreamed students.

The procedures and guidelines are reproduced on the following
pages.

cr.:=3
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COLD SPRING

PRObEDURES FOR MAINSTREAMING

I. Guidelines to facilitate Cämmunication:
,a

1. Special education teachers and support personnel will be available to
discuss concerns and/or placement decisiong on Thursday at 8:15 AM in
the Conference Room.

2. The special education teacher will initiate the placement procedures
by completing Form A and by inviting prospective grade-level teachers
to AU meeting.

-

3. Teacher of regularclass will use Form B (Progress Report) to inform.,,,_
special education (sending) teacher of + and - progress as needed.°

4. SPecial education teacher-will inform principal and parents of content
of Form B as needed.

5. All communication to parents of mainstreamed students should go through
the special education teacher.

Guidelines for Placement and Withdrawal Decisions:

A. ftiteria and Procedures for Placement:

1. Placement procedures may be initiated by any of the following:
0special education-teacher

regular education teacher
special area teacher
parents
counselor
psychologist
child. -

2. Special education teacher assesses student's progress and readi-
ness for mainstreaming through formal (i.e., IRI, Math placement
test, etc.) and informal (anecdotal records, samples of classroom
work) evaluative tools.

3. The special education teacher completes Form A in preparation for '

the me ting with regular education teactiers. The special education
teacher will obtain Information about the regularpeducation class-
room; c rriculum and requirements, and will obsgrve the.regular
étucation classroom whenever possible or necessary.

4. Special educaticin teacher and regular education teacher meet to
evaluate the mainstreamed student's atademic, behavioral and social
capabilitits in terms of the demands of the regular education
classroom (i.e., class size, class composition, teacher methods,
structdre of classroom).

Special education teacher contacts principal to inform him of
mainstreaming pos§ibility for a specific student.

.1 .e..3
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Procedure for Mainstreamin%

7 3.

6. Special education teacher contacts parents to discuss the
possibility of mainstreaming.

.7. Special education teacher coordinatds specific text(s) and curric-
ula of both regular education and special.education.

6. Special education teacher introduces the special education child
to the regular education teacher.

9. Special education teacher completes all required record-keepini
informing Director of Special, Education up-dating IEP, etc.).

B. Criteria and Procedures for Withdrawal:

1. When mainstreaming has been ineffective and various strategies to
make it effective have sra.iled, the following peopl may initiate
withdrawal procedures: N

special education Eeacher counselor
regular education teacher psychologist
special area teachers child.
parents

A conference will be held with school personnel to document reasons
for withdrawa1- Such documentation may inelude:

samples of classworkr Form,B
anecdotal records H report card.
teacher observation '

3. A decision will be made by the-spicial education teacher, regular
edutation teacher, principal and parents. If A problem arises,
the principal will contact the Director of Special Education.

4. Aftet detision has been made to withdraw the,student from the
regular education class, the special education teacher and the
regular education teacher will discuss the present situation and

e, future options or alternatives with the student.

5. The special education teacher will notify the Director of Special
Education and the parents of the change in mainstreaming and the
date the change.will occur.

6. The special education teacher will complete necessary record
keeping procedures and change the IEP.

III. A. Policy for Preparing Students for Mainstreaming (both'regular education

and spdpial education students):

1. Coordinate texts.
7

2. Review expectations (academic and behavioral) with the student.

3. Discuss the q'ossibility of mainstreaming with= the child and
discuss the consequences of inappropriate behavior

j



Procedures for Maingtreaming

4. Introduce the student to the regular education teacher.

5. Keep daily informal contact with the chilift.

B. Preparing kegular Education Students for Mainstreamed Student

1. Utilize filmstrips and available reference materials for "inservic-
ing".students (develop awareness, sensitivity, understanding, etc.).
Encourage understanatng and acceptance of an students

2. Encoura'ge acceptance of child as a class member. Don't use place-
ment in a special education classroom as a threat to regular
education child. Don't point out the special education child as
being different but instread stress similarities.

3. Teacher should be prepared to answIr questions about disabilities.

v. Guidelines for Measuring Progress:

1. Regular education teacher should measure the skills for which the
student is being mainstreamed (i.e., math computation, not word prob-
lem, reading).

2. Implement adaptations that may be necessary (written.vs. oral, reports
. vs. projects, optional projects).

3. Spectal education student receives name report card as regular education
students with an asterisk (*) next to mainstreamed subjects.

4. Regular education teacher uses
shares with special education t

5. Special education teacher will
with parents.

AC

5

grade level form at report time and
eacher.

be responsible for all communicItions

7 2



PORN A STUDENT LEARNING STYLES AND CHARACTERISTICS

STUDENT'S Ng: DATE:. SPECIAL ED. TEACHER:

AGE: SIZE:

Determine the learning otyles, Laming characteristics and behavioral characteris-
ics the student displa9e.

Learning Styleo

Can woe: in a larkelloup

Can worh independently

Can worh in mpall groups

Can worh in a dyad

Can work on a one-to-one heals with coacher

Learning Characteriotics

Fallow, oral directions

Follows written directiono

Denim information on a ahort-ierm hods

Retains information on a long-term basis

Displayo task commitment

Maintains attention

Dehavioral Characteristics

SitG in ceat/remains in appropriate position dur-
ing claccroom activities

Participates in group discusaion appropriately,

Adheres to classroom rules

Remains on task

Socializes 4propr tiely with peers

Acts on feedback fro teacher

Organizes time and meter' s

Completes assignments with minimal assistance

Works independently

Responds appropriately to authority

Others

Developed by Project AIDE
1-16-80 dim 1gi

Almost Seme.of Most of
Never the Time the Time

,11

.

AO.

Learning Modes

(Ronk theon Learning Nodes in the order of which the student
learns best. However, if a Learning Mode is especially dif-
ficult for a student, also asterisk (k) it.)

Learda

Learns

Learns

learns

through information presented orally

through information presented visually

through information presented through movement and touch

through concrete experience

Notivational Meth,

Grades

Social reinforcement (peers)

Verbal reinforcement (teachers

Privileges

:
Chechmarhs

Tokens

Tangibles

InatructIonal Strategies Proven Successful

(Ae.g.0 lots of rep9Oltions, contracts, demonstrations)

s, -

Instructional Area

Level.

Text

Instructional Levels

Instructional Area

Level

Text

Based upon the information gatheraa, what modificationo need to be made to
meet the student's needs?

Modification(s)



TO:

FROM:

, DATE:

BAHAVIOR: 1. Ezcellent

2. Good

3. Fair

4. Poor

C0141ENT:

(COLD SPRING -
For regular education
teachers Re: mainstreamed

FORM B
special education students)

PROGRESS REPORT

, STUDENT:

PRESENT GRADE:

'SUBJECT:°

a

csf

1 8

.0
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COLD SPRING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

WAYS TO IMPROVE SCHEDULING

Negatives:

1. schedUling specials

.2. scheduling mainstream subjects

3. students return in the middle,
of the. lesson and no adult
available to with the
student,

4. beeping track of the student's
movement from classroom to
classroom (Time In/Time Out)

,

Ways to Eliminate Iss e #3:

need screening for assistants

41 volunteer

student tutors

Buddy System in special education,:,

listen to taped stories, music
read-along

work study students

Future Teachers of America

* * * * * * * * * * * * * A * * * * * * * * * *^* * * *'*.* * * * * * * * *
I

0

In Ihe area of curricular concerns, the committee developed a modification

of the,regularadUcation social studies and scienCe curricula. The-"essential,

curriculum" is to,be used by special educatd:on

for the mainstream. The "essential curriculum

Is reproduced as follows.

c;=

teaChers in-preparing students

for social atudies and science'

1
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COLD SPRING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

ESSENTIAL SOZIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM

GRADES 3 - 5

The "essentiar'social studies curriculum which-fanews-waz desigue-417--

to ease the special,education teacher's job in preparing his/her students

for-the-painstream.

Teachers in each grade reviewed our district Social Studies Curricu-

lum Guide, and tha materials they are presently using (Ginn Series and

Weekly Reader Map and Globe Skills Workbook).

An effort was made to include the basic skills necessary fo'r survival

in the social studies class as well as specific examples of typical assign-
\
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ESSENTIAL CURRICULUM FOR SOCIAL STUDIES GRADES 3-4-5

COLD SPRING SCHOOL, UPPER MORELAND TOWNSHIP

SOCIAL STUDIES

determined for mainstreaming students) ;

GRADE 3

IiStans
listen to oral reading
follow oral directiOns

identifying map
identifying 1obe
basic map symbols
use map key

Typical Assaignment (examples)

Map Skills

1-;

Reference SkiILi

7 7

alphabetizing
using atlas, dictionary,
encyclopedia
using guide words
sentence building

knowing directionality
locating places on a map
drawing simple maps

write to governor or Chamber of Commerce for:

- pictures and infortation

write report of a state including:
- basic map - (two important 'cthings

- state flower - climate -

- state bird - products

*

Terms

make a glossary of terms

that happened i your state)

S.

state
county
city, San Francisco, Waih.
D.C., Chicago

mayor
problem
career awareness (related
to house construction)

natural resources
globe

0
fo. senator

representative

map Congress

larban laws

suburban
tax .

ocea

Ljk
citizen , coast

continent north pole

* equator south pole

1 cJj
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SOCIAL'STUDIES

GRADE 4

Reading, Organizational and Reference Skills

making observations from pictures

locatimg ipformatilmm_(raad to find
out who )

use of index, contents, glossary

writing summaries

taking notes

Map Skills

know four basic directions

identify Continents and oceans

interpret a

4

map legend

Typical Long-term Assignment (examples)

individual projects or activities

report on a city

biographical report

Terms

Unit I Land forms
indians

Unit 2 .Explorers
Christopher Columbus

Unit 3 Colonies
life in colonial America

outlining

keeping folders

organizing information and
materials

using encyclopedia

basic library skills

locate main latitude lines

locate hemispheree

locate north and south poles

(

Unit *4 Cities (US)
N.Y. Pittsburgh, Atlanta,
Dallas

Unit *5 Cities (Foreign)
Djakarta, Lima, Stockholm

Unit *6 People

Margaret Mead, John Muir,
Marion'Anderson, Dr. Bravo,
Margaret Chase Smith, Dr.
Charles Drew

* Book covers all these topics -- teachers use discretion in selection.

,



GRADE 5

Raiding, Organizational and

SOCIAL STUDIES

Reference Skills

use,an index, co ents

find informati by:

scanning'-
using key words
main ideas
key sentences

making comparisions

locating places

using a map key

using a map scile

Units Covered

1. Land forms
explorers

2. Colonies

3. Pioneers
westward

Map Skills

working independently or in a
group

xming-dietionary, raferenee-books

outlining, preparing charts

sequencing, summarizing

knowing kinds of maps

(political, relief, route,

population, climate, rainfall,

population)

4. America from Civil War to
fifty States

5. Transportation and Co,munication

America as 7 Geogralinic Regions

America's Neighbors: Mexico,
Canada, Central and South America

0
6.

ansion 7.

Typical Projects or Long Term Assirnments

7 9

1

malwtime line

written reports - presidents, states

individual projects and activities

*TM suggestions are good

Suggestions oftered at end of each chapter.

a

*********************************************************************************

Inservice needs will be addressed during, the 1981-1982 school year.



COLD SPRING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

ESSENTIAL 'SCIENCE CURRICULUM'

.GRADES 1 - 5

r
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COLD SPRING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

GRADE 1.- Listening Skills

1. Should be able to listen to oral presentations.
2. Should be able to follow oral directions.

GRADE 1 - Investigative Skills

Unii 1 - Plants

1. Grow plants from seeds, cuttlaga_aact_tuhprs

gait i Aniials

1. Classify animals as hatche4 or live birth

.Unit 3 - Living and Growing

81

1. Awareness that water and food are essential to survival
of living things.

Unit 4 - Growing and Changing

1. Compare individual heights and weights
2. Identify main food groups.':;)

Unit 5 - Cloudy or SUnny?

1. Ideatify three forms of matter.
2. Observe evaporation of water-
3. Observe clouds.

Unit 6 - Hot and Cold

1. _Observê melting of ice.

Unit 7 - Dark and Light

1. Observe daily changes on earth.
2. Demonstrate'knowledge of a shadow.

Unit 8 - Push and Pull

1. Inv. push and pull required to set objects in motion

Unit 9 - Down and Up

1. Demonstrate falling objects
2. Observe action and reaction.

Unit 10 - Harder or Easier?

1. Observe slowing and stopping motion.
2. Inv. rolling and sliding friction.
3. Observe uphill and downhill motion.
4. Observe rough and smooth surfaces.

1 3



Unit 11 - Earth Long Ago

1. Name and describe several dinosaurs

Unit 12 - Earth, Our Home

1. Observe living things are affected by their environment.

Vocabulary

soil born heat
plant male light
seed female rotate
sprout weigh shadow
grow energy .reflect
stem steam puch
leaves cloud pull
roots water vapor move
animal ,evaporate friction

ell& .

melt gravity
hdtch freeze fossil

extinct

45
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COLD SPRING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

GRADE 2 - Listeniiig Skills

1. Should be able to follow oral directions
2. Should be able to.licten to oral prose tations.

,GRADE 2 - Writing Skill6

1. Should be able to complete a itto liased on observatio

,GRADE 2 - Investi Gtive Skills

Unit 1 - Silence and Sourd

1. Construct and use a simple sou d-produci f device.
2. Demonstrate that sound waves travel in all directions

and.through solid, liquid, gas.

Unit 2 - Darkess a d tight
-

1. Awareness of different fuels ad their behaviou when
burned.

2. Demonstrate how a bulb lights.
3. Demonstrate that light travels in straight lines a

may be reflected.
A

Utlit - Earth and its-Space

1. Demonstrate that the earth revolves around the sun.
2. Demonstrate that the earth rotates.
3. Demonstrate that the moon revolves around the earth.
4. Identify,three constellations (gig Dipper, Little

Dipper., Orion).
5. Identify tne North Star.
6. Show an awareness of what a observatory and telescope are.

Unit 4 - Plants, Alive and Growing

1. Identify basic needs of a growing plant.
2. Identify besic plantparts (roots, stems, leaves, flowers).
3. Identify the seed of plant-se
4. Investigate growth of mold plants on rood.
5. Classify food plants on the basis of plant parts.

Unit 5,6 7 -1 Animaas, Alive and Growing

1. Show an awareness of how a d why animals secure food.
2. Show an ability tooclassify animals.

Such as: a. - born or hatched.
b. - according to environment
c. - according to body covering

3. Show an awareness of interdependence of living'things.
4. Demonstrate understanding that all animals depend on food

from plants for energy and growth.

19,2
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Unit 8 - The Energy You Use

1. Investigate relationship between'food and body heat.

Unit 9 - The Hatter You Use

1. InvoStigate how a change in the state of matter is due

to molecular motion
-2. Observe and describe sugar going into a polution.

3. -Identify solid, liquid and gaseous states of water.

Unit 10 - Heat and Change

1. Headure differeaces'in tetperature.
1. Observe expansion of matter due Ea beat..

21.2crAL__zlar .

vibration
investieation
fuel
electricity
dry ceIl '

switch-
bulb
energy
star
shadow

.."

-image
orbit
revolves
rotation
planet
satellite
(moon is not a
planet)

compass
telescope
Galileo
meteor

comet
stems
roots
leaves
flowers
seeds
mold
desert
cactus
extinct*

193

thermoMeter
temperature .

muscle
matter'
molecule
evaporation
salad
liquid
gas
expand

84



GRADE 3 SCIENCE OBJECTIVES

Unit I- - Earth'e Livin Thi si Animals

1. -Di.stinguish between living and non-living ,things.

2. Observe that livAng things are dependent on their
environment.

0

3. Categorise animals into five classes: fish, amphibians,
reptilas, birds, matnals.

lavstigate structure of bacpone.

Uni.t 2 - Earth's Living_illazoi karats

1. Describe needs Of plants.(1120, soil, light)

2. Grow mold on bread

3. Observe different kinds of seeds

Unit 3 - Earth's Treasure: Soil

1. Collect soil samOles. Observe for rock and.living
content.

2. Investigate how soils differ in capacity to hold water.

3. Grow seeds in difkffrent kinds of soil.

Unit., 4 - At Work on Earth

1. Observe effects of moving hir and'watei

2. Observe an'electro-magne\t model.

3. Observe waz dandle burning - transfer of energy to
heat and light.

4. Describe stored energy.

5. Icleptify living creatures as source of petroleum and gas.

6. Observe a radioment. Refinft solar c011ector.

Unit 5 - Earth in Space

1. Construct model:of sole; system (i.e., on oaktag)

Differences and,likenesses of Earth and Mars.

3. Investigate revolution and.rotation of earth.

Unit 6 - Earth's ghanging Forms

1. Observe three states of matter.

2. Observe dissolving of sugar in H20

3. Observe heating of sugar.

4. Define pollution.

19
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Unit 7 - P'itness to Live

1. Observe living things and how adapted to. their
environments.

2: What 5.6 ajfood chain?

3. Identify plants in immediate environment.

4. Ideptify plant pests0,,

5. 'Distinguish-between forestdesert, grassland.

vocabukary

amphibian
CLAMS
baCkbone

\arbp.,p
ell (electric)

'chemical change
chlorophyll
class
coal
conserve
decay
dissolve
dry cell
electric-endrgy
electromagnet
energy
environment
evaporate
fitness

fossil
fuel
gas
tumus
jungle
kingdom
liquid
mammal
miseral
mixture
model'
mold
mojecule
natural gas
orbit
petroleum
physical change.

_

pollen
pollinate
pollute
radiometer
reproduce
reptile
.root hairs
satellite
solar cell
solar energy
solar system
soXid
spore
stored energy
substance
theory .

vertebrate
water vapor-

e"
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tSSENTIAL SC1ENCECURRICULUM'

Concepts in Science - Grade 4

Cold Sprinv School

Basic Skiqls!.

Students should be able to:

1. identify vocabulary
2. interpret graphs, models and diagrams
3. -follow experimental procedure
4. organize writLen material
5. record resOlts of investigations and observations

CONCEPT 1 - A loss or gain of energy affects molecular motion

Unit I: Sound and Moiecules

The student will be able to: .

demonstrate how olnds are made
o observe and describe the vibrations of objects

demonstrate sounds of high and low pitch
construct a model to describe sound waves
constrUct a model to describe molecular motion of sound

is observe diffe en ,in sounds traveling 'through a gas and a solid
lo compare the ction of sound waves from different surfaces. .

,Vocabulary

iresearch energy echos i nference
'vibration sound waves reflected 4aodel
pitch molecules absorb
hypothesis theory pollution

? .

Unit II: The Behavtor of Light
.

The student will be able to:

compare \the visibility of various objects
observe and explain the path which light travels A

observe and explain the path which sound travels
explain the focus of light through a lens
observe and describe the bending of light from air to water
explain how light travels using polarizing materials.

Vdcabulary

energy lens focuses polarizing lens
retina convex concave reflex

1 9
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Umit XII: The Water Cycle

The student will be able to:

observe and explain the changing of water to a gas
observe and explain the condensation of water on cool and warm surfaces

, recognize different types of cloudS
make and describe-a model about the formation a rain

r observe and explain the action of cool water meeting warm water
measure water content of food
explain sources of drinking water
construct a model to explain water purification.

Vocabulary

evaporati n contracts -resevoirevaporate
water vapor condensation currents bacteria

condenses expands watershed water table

cycle
water cycle
dew .

CONCEPT 2 - In chemical change° atoms react to produce change in molec6les.

Unit XV: Oxygen-Carbon Dioxide Cycle

The student will be able to':

collect air using the displacement method
observe and explain the rusting of iron in a water-sealed tube
construct models of molecules
identify ways in which oxygen from the air is used
build and explain a balanced aquarium or terrarium

Vocabulary

pressure compound oxygen element

combines chemical change carbon-dioxide
atoms oxygen cycle matter

CONCEPT 3 - The earth's matter is in continuous change

Unit V: The Changing Earth

The Student will.be able lo:

demons'trate and explain the fotce of freezing water
demonstrate and explain the force of growing plants
construct and explain a model of a river
explain how grass can prevent soil erosion
use a model to explain_ the formation of.mountains by changes in pressure

Vdcabulary

force sediment mouth
cover matter physical change

4
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CONCEPT'4 - Living things are adapted to particular environments

Unit 6: The Living Thing in its Eyvironment

The student will fie able to:

demonstrate the.'conditions necessary for growing plants
explain how sugar and light are used by green plants

(II. chart and explain the growth of a plant
record the growth of mold and bacteria
define the term environment

Vocabulla

minerals proteins chlorophyll ecologist
_ environment cell division decaying adapted .

starches cells humus gills
carbohydrates fungi decay bacteria prediction
control dissolved furtilizer

CONCEPT 5 - A living thing reproduces itself and develops in a given environmerq.

Unit 7: Adaptation to Environment

The student will be able to:
1

list and explain the stages of the life cycle of salmon
.41 describe adaptation of fishes to their environment during the stages of

their life cycles
investi§ate the adaptation of various birds ti) the environments
chart the migration patterns of ducks'
observe and record the growth pattern of bean plants under various
condition.

Vocabulary

spawn feAilize structure inborn
eggs life cycle embryo 'stimulus
sperm habitat migration behavior

'response

CONCEPT 6 - Living things capture matter and energy from the environment and re-
turn them to the environment

,unft 8: The Ecosystem

4

The student will_be able to:

investigate plants and animals living in pond water
describe changes observed in growth of microscopic plants and animals in
water environment

. 193



distinguish between pond water aad salt water organisms
mmke a model of aa ecosystem
Aefine a food chain
identify ways in which an environment can be saved or destroyed.

Vocabulary

protozoans plankton
-teproduce system
algae ecosystem
fi.ssion interdpendence
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GRADE 5 - SCIENCE: ESSENTIAL CURRICULUM

'Book - Concepts.in Science (Curie Ed.)
4

7.

Chapter r- We Probe 'the Earth

1.. wearing away a.mountain
a. er6Okon, weathering, plant a)ction

2. sedimen't, sedimentary rock, fossils
3. earthquakes, earthquake waves
4. eaph's layer
5. lava and magma

,6. volcanos, parts of a volcano
7. .earth's heat from radioactivity
8. ways a mountain forms

,9. 'making of volcanic islallidkr
10. types of rock

a. igneous, metamorphic. sedimentary, petrified wood
b. examples of each

Chapter II - We Searth for Hidden Likenesses

1. atoms and molecules, elements and comPounds
a. -know ple differences

2. term "property"
3. chemical changes and physical 'changes
4. how molecules build up and break down
5._ chemical tests .

a. acid or base (litmus paper)
4

'b. zest for CO2 (lime water)
6. 12 important elements (pp 86-87)
7. inow what,a periodic chart is

-

Chapter III. The Earth's Living Things - Ridden Likenesses

1. the cell'as basic unit of life
2. parts of.an animal cell -

3, parts of a plant cell (green and non-green)
4. diffusion rhroagh a membrane
5. cell reproduction .(fission and budding)
6. chromosemes'and DNA - theiF job
7. life develops from one cell,
8. examples of single-celled animals

V Chapter IV - Fitness to the Environment

1. pulse and heartbeat/breathing rate
\'6 2.. air we breathe ,r

y a. compare inhaled and exhaled air
3. nutrients

- a. proteins carbohydrates, fats, vitamins, minerals
4. digestion

a. enzymes part of.digestive juices

20 J
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5. important cells and their job

a. blood cells, covering cells, iupporting cells
muscle cells, nerve cells

. 6. organ systems
a. digestive, respiratoryt circulatory, muscular,

skeletal, nervous

Cha ter We Probe Storied in the Earth

i. structure of modern '4nd. ancient .iliMals similar .

/. changes in animals 0

a. dawn horse to modern horse
b. adaptation

3., datN rocks and fossils
4 theor of evolution ,

a. know major steps, examples of each, and why each
advancement allowed better survival (animal life only)

b. steps; single celled, invertebrate, vertebrate, am-

phibian, reptile, bird, mammal

Chapter VI - Journeys in Space

1. gravitation
2. weight and mass
3. Newton's Laws

a. action and ragaction
b. motion and inertia
c. ufiiversal grdvitation

4. our solar system
a. as it exists today
b. one theory of its formation

5. orbits - earth's and moon's

6. our exploration of space

Cha ter VII - The Ea;th and the Stars:,

1. telescopes - how they work

a. refleoting and refracting telescope

2. light
a. how it travels

spectrum
c. ultra violet and infraced light

3 light acting as a wave
4. light acting as a.pdrticle

how a spectrascope 411ks
6. :concept of a light-year

Hidden Likenesses

21J I
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KITS - ESS kits currentl used in 5th rade

\_

1. Batteries and Bulbs'
ja. build a basic circuit (use bulb, wire, cell)

, series and parallel.* rcuits
C. .building a circuit *om schematic diagram

2. Small Things
a. proper use of a.micr scO0e

.b. know names of Microscope parts
properly prepare Microsoope slide

d. ,proper use of sta' ns

3. Chemical Chang%
a. observe and record chemicnl changes
b. know difference between chemical and physic al change
c. eccurate measureMent of chemicals

,d. accurate following of directions
6. proper handling of chemicals

4.
fi

Gasses and Airs
a. changes in air pretsures cause certain results
b. effects of air pressure on water and water pressure

on air.

5. Mapping
a. reading of a.lpap

.

b. creating and using a scale
c. accurate measurement of large distances

6. Peas and Particles
a. counting and accurate estiiation

7. Other Things
a. experiment write-up method

hypothesis
materkals
procedure .

observatio s ;
conclusion?
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NIONTGOMERY
COUNTY sPECIAI EIXICMION CENTER 1606.8 WEST MAIN ST 0 NORRISTOWN, A. 19403 2415-339-8550

Needs Assessment TalrY,

Cold Spring Lem. School

94

INTERMEDIATE
uNrr

Dear Proje IMPACT Committee Member:

Attadhed please find tallied data for the'needs Assessment completed

-bY your faculty. Form A or kwas completid by all regular educatiOn

teaChersi Form. C was completed.by,special education-teadhers, counselors,..

librarians, administrators and other suppoit personnel.- Thertotal numbers

Ofl'?eople responding to- the Needs Assessment Are as folloWs:c-

1
)i

J,., Bala Cynwyd Cold'Spring

For)* B 7 58 Form A 14
;

Form C - 7 FOrm C - 12

-

65 0,1

Whitemarsh Woodland

Form B - 24.
Form C - 9

26

Form A - 19
Form C 4, 8 '

0.33 27

.111 In order to facilitate your interpretation of Ole Needs Assessment re-

sate, data have been tallied and recorded as perentagee of the total number .

of TespOndents. Percentage figures for "Strongly Agree" and 'three" have,

been,combinetiand bolted to represent the total numbers of people agree-

ing;' Percentage figures for "Strongly Disagree",and "Disagree" have also been

co*Ined.
,

.

Asterisks (*) identify statements with which 50% or more of those

surveyed disagreed. ,,These items.should beviewed by the committee as high

priority needs.

'We hope that the resUlts of this Needs Assessment will be meaningful to

you* a committee in planning mainstreaming activities.

2 u



II. OPERATIONAL NEEDS Total number of respondents: 26

Directions: Consider each of the following statements in relation to your
schools ,mainstreaming practices. Circle the:number:which
best dedcribes yohr opinion.

In my school:

1. Procedures for placing a special
education studezt into a regular
classroom for mainstreaming are

\ clearly defined.

.*2. Procedures for grading a special
'education student's performance
lu the mainstream are clearly
defined.

*3. Procedures for Changing la main-
streamed student's program, if
difficulties arise, are clearly
defined.

,D

4. It is easy to obtain:records of
aspecial education student's
past and present matastreAming
program.

*5 Regular and special educatian
. teachers' responsibilities are
clearly defined in regard to
communicaticn with the parents
of'a mainstreamed student.

*6. There are ample opportunities
for the special education
teacher and the regulal educa-
tion teachutr to communicate
about mainstreamed students.

Strongly
Agree

OZ

58%

4%

31Z

4%

39%

12%

70%

8%

39%

15%

50%

Agree
Strongly

Disagree Disagree NR

58% 19Z 19%

38%

27% 38% 27% 4Z

65%

35% 35% 19% 8%

54%

58Z 12% 15%

27%

31% 42% 19% ,OZ

61%

35% 31? 50% . 0%

7. Please describe any other operational needs related to mainstreaming that you
would like your school to address.

*50% or more of those surveyed disagreed with this statement. It should,
therefore, be considered a high priority need.

4

ED Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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IX. CORICULAR NEEDS

Directio s: It may be necessary to make curricular odificatione 'for main-

-streamed students with special needs. The items below specify

acme of pe issues related to curricular modification. Consider

ylass school7s regular education curriculum, and circle the number

thet.best describes your opinion.

Strongly Strongly

'12. The regular education curriculum 0%

use in this school provides
alternative assignments for main-
streamed students with sRecial
needs.

*Reading/Language Arts

Mathecogltics

*Science

*Social Studies

k

dik

30% 50% 132

50%

0% 50% 36%

50%

OZ 43% 29%

0% 7% 43%

7%

OZ 14% 50%

14%

50%

50%

43%

1'79%

71%

*50% or more of those surveyed disagreed with this statement. It should,

therefore, be considered a high priority need.

® Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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14% 14%

362 14%
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CURRICULAR HEEDS (continued)

*2. The regular education curriculum
used in this school provides
alternative methods for measuring
rwps_ of maipstreamed students

with special ndeds.

*Reading/Language Ar7..ts

*Mathematics

*Science

*Social Studies

3. The regular education curriculum
used in this school provides
alternative methods for present-
ing information to mainstreamed
students with special needs.

*Reading/Language Arts

*Mathematics

*Science

*Social Studies

97

Strongly St-rongly
Agiee Agree Disagree Disagree MR

.0% 17Z- 67% 8% 8%

17%

0% 36%

75%

,36% 29%. .0%

65%

OZ 21% 43% 21% 14%

21% A4%

0% 0% 50% 36% 14%

0%

0% 0% 50% 21% 14%

0% 5100

58%

OZ 36%

36%

0% 36%

36%

0%

I.14%

OZ

7%

33%

41%

.8% 0%

36% 29%

43% 7%

50%

0%.

14%

14% 36% 36% 14% .

72%

7% 50% 29% 14%

79%

*50% or more of those surveyed disagreed with this statement. It
should, therefore, be considered a high priority need.

© Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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CURRICULAM NEEDS (continued)

*4. The regular education curriculum
-used in this school provides
structure for mainstreamed
students withorganizational

*difficulties.

*Reading/Language Arts

. *Mathematics

*Science
.

*SoCial studies

Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

98

NR

0% 33% 67% OZ 0%.

33%

0% 36% 3.6% 29%

0% 36%

36%

0 Z

0%

36% 14% 14%

50% 36% 14%

33%

86%

OZ 7% 50%. 29% d'

3. The regular education curriculum used 8%

in this school provides for meeting:
the needs of students who are achiev-'
ing at grade level, below grade level,
and above grade level.

Reading/Language Arts

Mathematics

*Science

*Social Studies

7%

50% 33%

58%

14% 64% 14%

78%

0% 57% 21%

37%

0% 14% 50%

14%

0% 21% 50%

79%

33%

217

28%

71%

64%

*50% or more of those surveyed disagreed with this statement. It should,

,therefore, be considered a high priority need.

e Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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7.% 14%
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CURRICULAR NEEDS (continued)

6. The regular education curriculum
used in this school provides sug-
2estions for supplemental materials
to be used with mainstreamed students
with special needs.

*Reading/Language Arts

kInthematics

*Science

*Social Studie's

Strongly . Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree, Disagree NR

0% 50% 422, 0% 8%

50%

0% 50% 43% 7% 0%

50%

36%

50%

36% 43% 7% IT

50%

0% 7% -50% 29% 14%

7% 79%

0% 14% 50% 21% 14%

14% 71%

*50% or mote of those surveyed disagreed with this statement.
It should, therefore, be considered a high priority need.:

9.

© Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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IV. INSERVICEZTRAINING REEDS

Directions: DCircle the number which'best describes yomr opinio

+-
Teachers in thib building have
had formal opportunities to
discuss their mainstreaming
needs.

*2. Teadhers in this building have
attively shared their ideas
about effective tedhniqUes for
working with mainstreamed
students. .

*3. This school has offered programs
to increase parents awareness
and knowledge about:the needs of
special edycation students.

Strongly Strongly

8%

0%

42%

0%

38%

465%

42%

38%

*30% or more of those syr7eyed disagreed witl. this statement.

should, therefore, be cOnsidered a high priority need.

1.00

31%. 12% 4%

/I

43%

38% 13% 4%

53%

38% 12% 12%

30%

It

© Montgomery County Intermediate Unit', 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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IV. INSERVICE/TRAINING NEEDS (continued)

.birections:

101.

If yourschool HAS provided inservice training on topics related
to m4nstreauing, please couplete iteup 4 and 5. If your school
ha 112.1 been able-to provideinservice training on-:topics related
to mainstreaking, please skip to item 6.

Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree .Disagree °Disagree UR

4.* - Teadher in this building have
had the\opportunity to offer
direct input in planning work-
shop(s) on.topic(s) related to
mainstreaming.

a. This school's inservice training
on topics relatd to mainstreaming:

a. has helped staff meubers to
gain a better understanding
of the needs of handicapped
students.

b. has helped teachers to more
effectively manage the
behavior of students with
,special needs.

c. has provided useful sugkes- 0%
tions for aappti_g the
regular education curriculum
for mainstreamed students.

-d. has provided useful sugges-.
tions for Lmproving channels
of communi ation between
special ed cation teacher.s and
regular ed.cation teadhers 4n
this building.

0%

4%

0%

0%

e. has helped taff members to 0%
better unde 'stand this school's

'mainstIMs2IALIOISLEE.?,

*f. has provided informatinon abdut 411t3
local reiource services which
can assist teachers-in working
with mainstreamed students.

*g. has provided information'about 0%
'local educators who can offer

J suggestions for working with
mainitreamed students.

42% 23%

42%

62%< 15%

66%

- 35% 42%

35%

33%

35%

Saz

587,

58% 19%

58%

12% 65%

12%

19% 54%

19%

F%

157

46%

46%

paN,

23%

19%

42 31%

0%

4%

8%

4%

0%

.4%

697

62

8%

.6. Please describe any.other inservive/training needs related to mainstreAming
that.you would like your school to address.

*50% or more of those surveyed disagreed with this statement. should,,
herefore4 be considered a high priority need.

6 Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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COLD SPRING

SUMMARY OF C MENTS ON THE NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Operations

Priorities in deciding to mainstream a child

go There are district policies in regard to mainstreaming '7

Time for communication between special and regular education

Criteria for mainstreaming

Effect of child's behavior on mainstreaming

Forms for simplifying communication

Class siit problems

Curriculum 2

Alternative methods; measuring progress; alternative
assignment; adapting regular education curriculum

Testing children who canhot read questions

(a Scheduling problems

Curriculum/Ives not provide for,differencee"within regular
classroom

More kigh interest/low skills reading Material:

Inservice

Understanding specific children and their special needs

Settingupconsisteatstandards to minimize student's
confusion

How to program for mainstreamed children

do Responsibilities Of regulee education 'teacher versus
special education

I would welcome training in all areas related to mainstreaming.
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WHITENARSH JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Committee NemWerz

Rick DiSerafino
rincipa lel

ra Tschopp
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Carol Getz
Esther Thomas
Alma Robinson
Edward Swetkowski

4

Linda Prim
Robert Brandt
Sdsan Duncan
Alfred Letrinko
Jame% Catagdus
Kenneth NcNelis
Harriet Poland

4
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tHITEMARSH JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Demographic'. Data

Whitemaish Junior High School is a suburban school with a
tptal population of 635.. At the time of the study, there ware 44
learning disabled students and one hearing impaired student. All
44 learning disabled students were mainstreamed for art, music and
physical education. Thirty students were mainstreamed for indus-.
trial arts, 22 for hope econemics 3 for hyping and 11 for health.
'Thirty-seven regular education teachers were working with the
handicapped students.

This report details the 1980-82 activitles of the Project
IMPACT committee at Whitemarsh Junior High School.

Ne'eds Assessment

Prior to the introduction 6.f Profect IMPACT, all faculty mem-
7 bers incliOing regular education teachers, special education

teachers and special area teachers were asked to complete a needs
assesement. The results of the needs assessment were summarized
as follows:

o-

Seven of the needs assessmedt items were found to be df high ,

priority to the WhiteMarsh committee. In the area of Operational
Needs, the following needs were of greatest importance:

a. procedures for grading a mainstreamed student
b. special and regular education teachers responsibilities

in regard to parent communication
add

c. opportunities for special and regular education teachers to
communicate.

In the area of Aqrricular Needs, the following need%, were con-
sidered to be of hiilest priority:

a:. alternative methods of measuring progress for mainstreamed
students

b. alternative methods of presenting information
c. methods for helping students who have organizational diffi-

culties, and
d. supplemental materials for mainstreamed students.

No needs were identified in Insarvice/Training. A .complete
'tally of responses is found on pages 133 - 140.

213 c_J
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Committee Dedisions and Activities

The booklet which was developed by the committee and which is
°reproduced here addresses all of the neskis, bot operational and
curricular° that Were identified via the'needs as essment. The
booklet was distributed to all faculty members.

a

fl
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A MAINSTREAMING
GUIDE FOR. WJHS



0

MAINSTREAMING PROCEDURES
4

t

AT

WHITEMARSH JUNIOR HIGH

Tamara fschopp

,

This bookldt has been prepared through the cooperative
,efforts of parents and staff members of Whitemarsh Junior
High School.

4
The parents group .included Mrs. Carol Getz, Mrs. Esther

Thomas, Mrs. Tamara Tschopp and Mrs. Robin Heschl.

Staff members include& Mr. Robert Brandt, Health and
Physical Education; Mr. James Catagnus,\Science; Mrs. Susan
Duncan, Home Economics; Mr. Alfred Letrinko, Industrial Arts;
Mr. Kenneth McNelis, Reading; Ms. Harriet Poland, Guidance
Department; Mrsl. Lindy Prim, Art; Mrs. Alma Robinson, Special
Education; and Mr. Edward Swetkowski, Special Education.

Special thanks to Mr. Rick F.DiSerafino, Principal of
the Whitemarsh Junior High School, and to Dr. Marianne Price
of the Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, for their kind

`assistance.

^
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:kWHITEMARSH 'JUNIOR HIGH SCHO
N

PROJECT IMPACT COMMITTEE

Procedural Goals -

.1. TuproTide for increased communication between the learning disabilities
teachers and the regular education teachers. _

1;iecific Needs

.1. Student needs to be mainstreamed
as soon as the school year begins.

Regular education teachers need to
know which students in their class-
rooms are mainstreaMed students.

.

This information_shoUld be avail-.
able on the first day of school.

- 3. Regular education teachers need
specific information about main-
streamed students - academic
levels, learning styles, charac-

,

teristics, etc.

4. Need time to communicate.

5. Eleme4ary and secondary learning
disabilities teachers need oppor-
tunity to communicate about sixth
grade students entering seventh
grade.

Recommended Solutions

1. Hand scheduling. Set a target date
for psychologists to complete test-
ing for new referrals. ..

2... Guidance counselor of special ed.
"0:students wilifprepare and distribute
a list of mainstreamed learning .

disabilities student.

3. A form will be completed for each-
A

mainstreamed student anedistributed
to receiving regular education
teachers. Whitemarsh learning dis-
abilities teachers will complete the
form for eighth .and ninth iradeobtu-
dents. Elementary learning dis-
abilitiell tea4iets will complete the
form for sixt grade students.

4. During a ivity perioda,)cover learn-
ing dis iiities teachers and the
reguJ. r education teachers while they
c.onference about a specific'student(p)
This meeting should be held prior,to
..youngster's being mainstreamed during.
the 'course of the school year.

5. Teachers could use sixth grade orien-
tation day to meet. Free special
education teadhersi schedules so that
they den meet with the alementary
teachers.

. To develop a procedures for grading mainstreamed stude

To develop procedures for placing students into the mainst,ream and withdrawing
students from the mainstream..

5-



1
TO:

FROU:

SUBJECT:

DATE:

WHITEMARSH JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

GUIDANCE DEpARTMENT

41

After careful and due consideration by the School Psychologist and

the Learning Disabilities teacher,

has been sCheduled (mainstreamed) for the following courses in the

Regular Academic Program.

109

Student Course Name CS# Sect. Sem. Period Root'

TEACHER.- PLEASE NOTE

The assignment of this student to your class is made with the conviction that be/she

is ready to participate in the Learning Activities Characteristic of the Regular

Academic Program. However, in some instances the eRpected adjustments may not be

achieved as anticipated. Recognizing this, it would be appreciated and certainly in

the best interest of the student if, after a reasonable'period of time (two or three

weeks) 4should you have any doubts or misgiving about this placenent, you would let

me know immediately.

Thank you, ,

Counselor

210-D



STUDENT'S NAME

STUDENT PnoriLE SHEET*

EATS

To determine the learning stylesp learning characteristics and
behavioral characteriotica the student displays,' please
complete the followingo

Learning Styles

Can work in a large group
Can work independently
Can work in small groBlups

Can work with ahether
Can work on a one-to-one basic)
with teacher

Learning Characterieticd

Falcw oral directions
Follows written directione
Retains information on a
short-term basis
Retains information on a
long-term basis
Displays task committment
Maintains attention

Almost Some of Most of
Never the Time Ehe Time

=22

Behavioral Charabterlities

Sits 16 seat/remaini in appto-
priate position during olasstooM
activities
Participates in group diecud-
sion appropriately
Adheres to clasoroom 111100
Remains on task

Socializes appropriately with
'peers

Acts on feedback from teacher
Organizes time and materials
Completes asOignments with
minimal assistance
Works.independently
.Responds,appropriately to
authority

Developed by Project AIDE
1-16-80 dbi

21

....ammt ,.

0a,
6.11=

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER

Learning Modeo

(Rank these Learning Modes in the order of which the
student learns beet. On a scale of 1 - 4 ()little ql;
to very (4) IS.

erns through
L no through
Lea ns through
and touch

. Learns through

Automation presented orally
information presented visually
information presented through movement

concrete experience

Motiliational Needs

Grades Privileges
Social reinforcements
(peers)

Verbal reinforcement
(teachers) .

instrUctiOndi Strategied Proven Successful

tote Of repatitiohe and demonstrations)

inbtrUctional AreA
Level
Text

,

Based upon the information githeredWhat modifications-need to
be made to meet the -Student's needs?

inottUctional Levele

instructional Area
Level
Text

Modification (6 )/Commentb

NOTE: Placement tent is to be attached. 2-2T-



. .

Operational Goal: To develop a procedure for placing students into the main-
stream and withdrawing students from the mainstream.

It is recommended diet:

1. The attitude of the receiving teadher be taken into consideration when
the regular classroom is selected for the mainstreamed student.

2. A Regular Classroom Analysis Form will be completed by 41 major subject
,area teachers and placed on Mein the guidance office to assist the
guidance co calor in making mninstream placetent decisions.

The following procedurea are general framework for mainstreaming special educa-
tion students.

Placement Procedures:

Step 1. Evaluation

The special education teacher will assess the student's acaedmic and
cosial readiness for mainstream placement.

The evaluation may include, but need not be limited to:

a. student profile sheet
b. classvoom observatlon
c. a trial ariod during which time the student uses re ular

education textbook for instruction in the special education
class. This period should include homework, tests, assignments,
other criteria based on regular education teacher's standards.

Step 2. Staff Conference

The special education teadhers, the receiving regular education teacher,
counselor; administrator, and, if possible psychologist will meet to
discuss placement. lourpose. of the meeting will be to review the class- .

room analysis form, to discuss the student, and to establish a starting
date.

Step 3. Parent Contact

A contact, usually by phone, will be made with the parent to discuss the
interim mainstreaming placement. This contact must be noted on the IEP

. Case Contact Log which is already in the student's IEP folder.

Step 4. Student Conference

The regular education teacher will hold a conference th the student to
establish expectations for the student's performan

290,0.4



Operational Goal: (continued)

Step 5. Trial Placement

There should be periodic follaw-up between special education teachers and
the regular education teadhers regarding specific mainstreamed students.
This follow-up may be initiated by either the special education teacher
or regular education teadher. If the student is having a problem in the
regular classroom, the regular education teacher is responsible for con-
tacting the special education teadher.

Step 6. Final Placement

After a full marking period, if the placement is successful, an IEP revi-
sion meeting will be held to include the team and the parent. At that
time, a new Due Process Form as well as a new IEP will be issued.

c.

222
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Teacher's Name:

ANALYSIS OF REGULAR EDUCATION CLASSROOM

M as Moot of the time F Frequently

Grade: Date:

S ag Seldom H al, Hardly Tred

Instructional Practices Frequency Additional Considerations'

1. Information/instruction pre-
sanded through:

a. printed i formation (books,
chalkboard, etc.)

b. verbal presentations

c. classroom discussions

d. demonstrations

2. Information/skills reinforced
through:

a,

b.

C.

d.

e.

reading

listening

observing

speaking

writing

3. Learning/competence
demonstrated through:

a. writing

b. speaking

c. doing

4. Instruction provi d in:

a. large groups

b. small groups

c, buddy/tutorial with peers

d. instruaor/tutorial

e. student self-directed/
corrected (i.e. program
instruction)

5. Participation required is:'

a. passive

b. active (student/teacher)

c. interactive (student-
student)

,Developed by Project
AIDE 1-16-80 dlw

cr;

1. Number of 1 structional
level within class?

2. Number.of special education
student currently mainstreamed
in class?

3. Class size?

4. Skills required within the regular
classroom for the instruction area
of:

2 9 L.
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Withdrawal Procedures - (When mainstreaming is unsuccessful)

Step 1. Withdrawal procedures may be initiated by either.regular education
teacher, opecial educatiim teacher, or supporrperormel when main-
streaming has been ineffective and various strategies to make it
effective have failed.

Step 2. A conference will be held with school personnel to document the reasons
for withdrawal. Such documentation may include:

a. samples of classowrk
b. anecdotal records
c. teacber observation
d. test results.

Step 3. A decision will be made by the special education teadher and regular
education teacher. If a problem arises,,the principal will intervene.

Step 4. After a dedision has been made to withdraw the student, the special
education'teacher will notify parents, student, and principal.

Step 5. The special education teadher will set up a conference if requested.

CY'

22
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Operational Goal: To develop a procedure/guidelines for grading mainstreamed
students.

Philosoph of Gradiaa:

The grade which a mainstreamed student receives should take into considers-
tion the student's particular learning disability and be based upon the degree
to which the student is working up to his/her potential.

Information concerning learning disabilities, academic levels, learning
styles, characteristics, etc., are kept on file'in the Office of the school
guidance counselor.. These files can be reviewed by the classroom teacher at any

time.

It is recommended that the following factore be taken into consideration
when assigning a grade to a mainstreamed student.

1. Attitude and behavior
2. Quality of homework
3. Attendance
4. Preparedness
5. Participation in class
6. Extra credit assignments
7. Test grades
8. Staff member's subjective opinion regarding student's mastery of-

skills/concepts. .

In addition, teachers would consider the following suggestions.

1. Mainstreamed students need frequent feedback regarding their performance.

2. Mainstreamed students should be informed about the grading system used
in a regular classroom prior%to their entry into that classroom. They

need to be reassured that they w1,11 not be graded solely upon test per-

formance.

3. Teachers should consider utilizing alternative methods for testing main-
. streamed students who are unable to perform satisfactorily on a written

test as a result of their disability. These include:

a. reading the test to the student (rephrasing questions if necessary) °

and permitting the student to respond orally
b. permitting the student to take the tests in the learning disabilities

sclassroom or in the guidance counselor's office
c. permitting a pe'er to read the test to the student

d. permitting the stRdent to take an open book test

e. providing the student with a list of vocabulary words pertinent to

the information on which he/she is being tested to assist the stu-

dent who cannot spell -

f. in MEM instances, students may be able to take a test which requires

a grapbic response as opposed to a written response

g. reducing the reading level of tests

h. taping tests and allowing student to listen to the,pre-recorded tape

of the test and respond on an answer sheet or on a tape
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Operational Goal (continued)

1. giving the student model tests ,

j. having student administer tests. A competent peer administers
test orally and can either write down student responses or have
the student write their own responses.

Curricular Goal: To develop lists of suggestions which can be helpful to
teachers in meeting the needs of mainstreamed studemts.

Philosophy:

Teachers need not radically adjust their curriculum for the mainstreamed
student. All students,'' not just mainstreamed students, can benefit from a
variety of approaches to learning. Good teaching practices help all students
capitalize on their learning strengths and compensate for their learning weak-
nesies.

V

Suggesti;I:

The Whitemarsh Junior High School IMPACT committee has compiled a list of
alternative ways of presenting content to meet a variety of learner needs and
suggestions for providing structure for students who are amble to structure
their use of time. Manx of the modifications suggested below can easily bp in-
corporated into's teacher's repertoire of skills and require minimum changes in
ezisting programs. Certainly, there are many students, not just mainstreamed
'students, who can benefit from these practices.

Content Presentation:

1. Lecture/discussion approach. Develop a brief outline of planned materials,
and present it to the class before the lecture so the lesson can be more
easily followed.

/

2. Audio-visual presentation. Use movies, slides, filmstrips, video, radio,
transparencies, records, etc.
Guest-speakers.
Small group discussion. Group mainstreamed student(s) with compatible re-
gular education student(s).

5. 'Individual discussion with instructor. Can be teacher or student initiateck.
6. Programmed learning. Could be ieading or a combination of audio-visual

reading.
.

7. Reading. Silently, simultaneously with taped version, listening to teacher
or other student read aloud, listening to a paraphrased version of the
material and following with charts, diagrams, or printed material.

8. Field trips.
9. Project. Hands-on approach,to making a model or other art project that

would help establish academic conceptS, facts, etc.
10. Peer tutoring. To be used during the activity periods.
11. Buddy system. To be used in the classroom, e.g., getting assignments after

absences.



Curricular Goal (continued)

Content Presentation:

12. Independent study. Established won agreement between teicher and student.
could be an alternative assignment or an extra credit.assignment.

13. Minicourses. Content units are broken into smaller learning components.
student is tested following the teaching of each component.

14. Learning centers. Smaller area of classroom where individual concepts are
taught through self-motivating materials (possibly.audio-visual).,

15. Note-taking. Orient students to note-taking by placing a general outline
on the board foT students to fill in. Have high schievers take notes with
carbon paper to be given to low achievers.

16. Supplementary texts and other written material. Use high interest and low
vocabulary reading materiels.

17. Panel discussion.
18. Teacher demonstrations to help student visualize the process involved in

building models, carrying out experimenis, etc.
19. Syllabus for semester and/Or units of instruction. Provide overview pf

material to be covered.
20. Tape step-by-step instructions for complicated multi-step addignments

(e.g., art, home economics).

Providing Structure:

1. Provide students with very structured directionb, both writeer and oral.
2. Provide students with study guides.
3. Cut up worksheets. Reddt6 the amount of information on worksheets.
4. Break up lar& assignments, e.g., reports are broken into a series of steps

whicH are monitored by the teacher. Time limits are provided for each step.
5. Grade separate parts of an assignment rather than giving one overall grade.
6. Request folders, notebooks, eCc. to help students organize their papers.

Mention various kinds of materials t4t could be purchased to assist the
students, i.e., folders with pockets; one side could be used for in-class
assignments; one side could be for homework.

7. Give the student a schedule of expected assignments, tests, reporti, etc. atke
the beginning of a unit of study, to help the student structure his/her time.

5 Provide contracts or rewards for students who are working on specific organi-
zational skills.

9. Provide students with a checklist so they can check off assignments as they
,complete their work.

10. Request students have a homework book so that all assignments are recorded
in one book. This is particularly useful in junior high school and up,
since students are going to so many different teachers.
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Needs Assessment Tally

118

MONTGONIERY 0

Whitamarsh Junior High0 CouNTY SPEOIAL EDUaTION CENTER 1685-8 WEST KkIN ST. NORRISTOWN. OA, 19403 215-539-8550111

s.

INTERMEDIATE
UNIT

Dear Project WACT Committee Member:

Attached please find tallied data for the needs Assessment completed
by your faculty. Form A or B was completed by all regular education
teachers, Form C was completed by special education teachers, counselors,
'librarians, administrators and-other support personnel. The total numbers
of people responding to the Needl Assessment are as follows,:

Bala Cynwyd Cold Spring

Form B 58 Form A - 14
Form C - 7 ' Form'C

65 26 ,

Whitemarsh Woodland

Form B. 24
Form C - 9

Form A..- 19
Form C 8

33 27

In ordet to facilitate your interpretation of the Needs Assessment re-
. sults, data have been tallied and recorded as percentages of the total number
of respondents. Percentage figures for "Strongly. Agree" and "Agree" have
been combined and boxed mom fo represent.the total numbers of people agree-
ing. Percentage figures for "Strongly Didagree" and "Disagree" have also been
combined.

Asterisks (*) identify statements with which 50% or more of those
surveyed disagreed. These items should be viewed by the committee as high
priority ,rieeds.

We hope that the results of this Needs Assessment will be meaningful to
you as a committee in planning mainstreaming activities.

223
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II. OPERATIONAL NEEDS Total number of respondents: 33'

,
Directions: Consider each of the fon:Ling statements in relation to your

, 9

school's Mainstreaming practices./Cirae the number.which
best,describes your opinion.

Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree NRIn my school:

1. Procedures for klacing a special
. education student into a regular

tlassoom for mainstreaming are
clearly defined. k

*2. Procedures for adi.g_LL...._a_gesiA

edUcation student:s performance
in ttvg"Ilainstream are clearly

defined.

3. .Procedures for dhanging a main-
streamed student's program, if
difficulties arise, are'clearly
defined. ,

4. It is easy.to obtain records
of a special education student's
past and present mainstreaming
program.

*5. Regular and special education
teachers' responsibilities are
clearly defined in regard to
'communicating with the parents
of a mainstreamed student.

*6. There are ample opportunities
for the apecial education
teacher and the regular educa-
tion teacher to communicate
about mainstreimed students.

6% 58% 24% 12% 0%-

64% 36%

3% 15% 392 39% .3%

18% 78%

6% 36% 27% 21% 9%

42% 48%

6% 52% 18% 9% 15%

58%

6% 27%

33%

48%

60%

12% 6%

9% 30% 33% 18% 92

39% 51%

7. Please describe any other operational needs related to mainstreaming that you
would like your school to address.

*50% or more of those syrveyed disagreed with this statement. It should,
therefore, be considered a high priority need.

® Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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CURRICULAR NEEDS

DirectiOns: It may-be necessary to make curricula modifications for main-
streamed students with special needs. The items below specify
some of the issues related to curricular modification. Consider
your school's regular education curriculum, and circle the num-
ber that best describes your"opinion.

Strongly Stronly

1. The regular education curriculum /
used in this scho 1 provides
alternative assi ents for main-
streamed students with special
needs.

*2. The regular education curriculum° 0%
used in this school provides
alternative methods for measur-
ing progress of mainstreamed
students with special needs.

*3. The regular education curriculhm
used in this school provides
alternative methods for present=
ing information to mainstreamed
students with special needs.

*4. The regular education curriculum
used in this school provides
structure for nainstreamed
students with ofganizational
difficulties,

5. The regular education curriculum'
used in this sChool provides for .

meeting the needs of students who
are achieving at grade level, be-
low grade level, and above grade
level.

* . The regular education curriculum
used in this school provides sug7
gestions for supplemental-materials
to be used with mainstreamed stu0
dents with special needs.

36%

42%

18%

18%

3% 33%

36-%

24%

27%

48%

45%

69%

33%

54%

45%

667.

120

21% 9%

24% 12%

21% 9%

21%' 9%

9% 48% 24%. 12% 6%

9% 18; 39% 18%) 15%

27% 57%

7. Please describe any Other curricular needs related to mainstreaming that you
would like your school to address.

*50% or mdirOf those surveyed disagreed with this statement. It should,
therefore, be considered a high priority need.

® Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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IV. INSERVICS/TRAINING NEEDS

0

Directions:. Circle the number which best describes your opinion.

1. Teachers in this building have
had formal opportunitiesto
discuss their mainstreaming
needs.

2. Teachers # this building have
actively shared their ideas
about effective techniques for
working with mainstreamed
students.

3. This sch9o1 has offered programs
to increas parents' awareness
and knowledge about the needs of
special education students.

.121

Strongly - Strongl

15% 48% 21% 6% 9%
. 0

63% 27%

6% 48% 27%. 21% 92

54%

0%

24%

24%

48%

33% 3% 39%

36%

*50% or more of those surveyed disagreed with tIlis statement. It should,
therefore, be -onsidered a high priority need.

231
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Iv.

s,

INSERNiICE/TRAINING

Directions: If your school HAS provided-inservice training on topics related
to mainstreaming, please iomplete items 4,and 5. If your school
'has NOT been able to provide iiservice training on topics related
to mainstreaming, please skip uo item 6;

Strongly Strongly
Agree. Agree Disagree Disagree

. Teadhers in this building have
had the opportunity to offer
diiect input in planning work-
shop(s) on topic(s) related to;.
Mainstreaming

5. This school's inservice training
on topics related to mainstreaming:

a. has helped staff members to
gain a batter understanding
of the needs of handicapped
students.

b. has helped teachers to more
effectively manage the be-
havior of students with
special needs.

c. has provided useful sugges-
tions fez adapting the
regular education curriculuth
for mainstreamed students.

d. has provided useful sugges-
tiont for improving channels
of communication between
special education teachers and
regular education teachers in
this building.

has helped staff meMbers to
better understand this school's
mainstreaming policies.

f. has provided information about
local resource services, which
can assist teachers in working
with mainstreamed students.

has provided information about
local educators who can offer
suggestions for working with
mainstreamed students.

g.

Fourteen out of thirty-three (42%)
people did not respond to items 4 and
5. This should be considered as in-
dicative-of need for inservice traiff
Jug. Items 5 a-g should be discussed
as possible topics for taining.

0

6. Please describe 0iny-other inservice/training needs related to mainstreaming
that you would like your school to address.

© Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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Operations

WHITEMARSH JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON THE NEEDS ASSESSMENT

1

The subject teacher's opinions on placement of mainstreamed
students

Grading, curriculum modification

How many students are being mainstreamed?

Better communications

No availahle time for teachers to meet to discuss minstreamed
students

Css size

Grading the mailoxreamed student

Curritulum

Mainstreamed students have to perform same as others in a
level 4 class

Concrete aids and materials; more time

Inservice

Help with all of the above (Items 5 a-g)

Team meetings °on mainstreaming

I]

o

-
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WOODLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Committee Members

William S yder Lynda Morley
Principal Nancy Richey

Roseann Russo Carol.Goldberg
,Myra Weisseberger Joyce Bustard
'Lorraine Berry Frances Giamo
Mary Lou Mercer Patricia.Rittenhouse
John Rochowits Margaret Donmoyer

Selma Tolins



WOODLAND ELEMENTARY SCiOOL

Demographic Data

Woodland Eleme tary School is a suburban elementary school with
a total population of 333. At the time of the study, there were 17
learning disabled, nine educable mentally retarded, one hearing im-
paired, 15 emotiO ally disturbed, three physically handicapped and
one visually imPaired student. Of these handicapped students, One
was mainstreamed for art, three for physical education, gad six fot
music. Five emotionally disturbed students were mainstreamed for
general academic subjects. Eight regular education teathers were
working with the speCial education students.

This report describes the 1980-81 activities of the Project
IMPACT committee at Woodland.

Needs Assessment

Prior to the introduction of Project IMPACT, all faculty members
including regular education teachers, special education and special
area teachers were asked to complete a needs assessment. The results
of the needs assessment were summarized as follows:

Seven items from the Project IMPACT Needs Assessment appeared to
be necessary considerations at Woodland. In the area of operational
needs, the following items were high in priority:

a. procedures for placing a special education student into the
regular classroom

b. procedures for grading the mainstreamed student

c. procedures for changing a mainstreamed student's program

d. teachers responsibilities in regard to parent communication.

In the area of curricular needs, the following items were of high
priority:

a. need for alternative assignments for mainstreamed student's
within the regular curriculum

b. need for alternative methods for measuring progress.

In the,area of inservice/training needs, there was a strong indi-
cation that teacher inservice programs were needed.

A complete tally of responses is found on pages 133 - 140.
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The mainstreaming committee discussed each of. the areas of need
at the Project IMPACT workshops: Through a process of discussion
and prioritizing, it was decided their objectives would focus on
procedural and curricular needs.

Committee Decisions and Activ ties

In the area of Procedural Needs, the committee'developed:

1. procedures for placing a special education student in the
mainstream

2. guidelines for withdrawing students from the mainstream, and

3. guidelines for monitoring progress of the mainstreamed
student.

The procedures are reproduced an the following pages.



WOODLAMD'IMPACT COMMITfiE

PROCEDURES FOR PLACING SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENT IN THE MAINSTREAM

1. Placement procedures may be initiated by any of the following:

a. special education teacher
b. regular.education teacher
c. special area teacher ,

d. parent.

2. Student's progress in spedial education claes is discQ,sed by
,the special education team to evaluate academic and social-
emotional readiness for mainstreaming.

3. Special education teacher meets with regular education teacher
to discusS "needs" of special education student and demands of
regular class environment: Time frame for mainstreaming is de-
termined.

k. Special education teacher informs principal of placement
decision.

B
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5. Special education tec?.m members discuss possibility of mainstream- °

ing with parents.

6. Special education teacher prepares special education student for
inclusion in regular education class (familiarFzes student with
text, classroom rules, etc.).

If appropriate, regular education teacher is to prepare his/her
students for inclusion of "mainstream" student.

7. Continuous communication occurs between regular education and
special education teachers to develop systema for monitoring
class work and behavior.
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WOODLAND IMPACT COMMITTEE

GUIDELINES FOR WITHDRAWING

SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS TROM THE MAINSTREAM

1. When problems/concerns occur in the area of classroom Aiik or
behavior, the following will occur:

a. regular educatiiron teacher conaults with special education
teacher to determine the magnitude of probl.em.

b. regular education teacher consults with special education
teacher to generate strategies for reinforcement and sup
port'.

2. When mainstreaming is still unsuccessful after having explored
various strategies, special education team or child study team
will meet to reevaluate mainstream placement. Withdrawal of
special education student from mainstream may occur.

3. Team member(s) will discuss withdrawal With the parents.

23



WOODLAND IMPACT COMMITTEE

GUIDELINES raR MONITORING FROGRESS

OF MAINSTREAM STUDENT

1. Responsibility of grading should,be decided by special
education teacher,and regular education teacher or
special.areateacher.:

2. Criteria for g ading should be decided by special educa-
tion teacher a d regular education teacher or special
area teacher.

3. Any uiodificatio4 of grading system should be noted/re-
corded on repor card or porgress report.

4. Regular educat on teacher and/or special education
teacher will c nference with parents regarding progress
in respective classrooms.

239
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In an effort to address ourricular needs, the committee de-
.

veloped-the following list of stratugies for modifying the regu-
lar education classroom.

VOODLAND IMPACT COMMITTEE

ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES FOR ,CLASSROOM TEACHERS

1. 13ovide flexible time required to complete an assignment
2. Reading materials (tests) to students
3. Structure assignments well
4. Behavior modification techniques
5. Select essential program needed
6. Learning centers
7. Rewards and awards
8. Limiting assignmants

if9. Seating in classroom A

10. Visual aids
11. Change and adapting materials
12. Physical aids
13. Verbal praise
14. Parental help
15. RISE/PRISE resources
16. Assign one sheet at a time
17, Contracts
18. Organizers. (pouch on side of desk for completed work)
19. Tracking systems - self-checking box
20. Assignment books -

checked by.teacher; signed by parent
21. Change instructional groups
22. Morning work chart
23. Time-out area
24. Chan'ge of pace Vitivity
25. Varying physical position of child
26. Provide opportunities for movement
27. Timer
28. Set up successful experience (play, puppets)
29. Visit other q.assrooms
30.. Resource list for people (materials, people)
31. Programmed learning (System 80)
32. Films, cassettes
33. Skeleton outlines
34. Work -with buddy
35. Direct teacher instruction
36. Field trips
37. SSR
38. Multi-media preseetation
39. Resource file

24
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Ways of modifying the regular education classroom to meet the
needs of special education students.

40. Art as a means of expression
1,41. Give alternative choices of assignment; extra credit options
42. Oral test
43. Tape recorded - response
44. Retest option
45. Mark things right - not wrong answers
46. Diorama
47. Extra credit holliework
48. Child make-test and evaluation
49. Take-home test
50. Open book test
51. Peer evaluation of assignment
52. Study current events
53. Class project
54. Personal experience stories (taped)
55. Game format
56. Experience stories and charts
57. Video tape actilqties - movie filmstrip
t8. 'Use of other teachers
59. Study carrels
60. Presentation to another class
61. Have student repeat directions
62. Give directions in written and oral form
63. Do examples with children
64. Mini teachers
65. Teacher position next to student when giving directions
66. Visual listing cues
67. Set purpose for listening
68. Student generated class rules
69. Suggestion/thought box.
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"WEEK OF THE HANDICAPPED CHILD"

As its inservice component, the Woodland committee planned
and implemented a week-long series of activities designed to in-
crease awareness among faculty and students towards the nature
oi handicapping conditions. A different program was planned for
each day of the week and included a choral presentation by blind
students, films, and a ppppet show, "The Kids'on the Block". The
agenda for the week follows.

October 1

October 2

October 5

October 6

WOODLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

WEEK. OF THE HANDICAPPED CHILD

The Kids on the Brock Assembly 45 minutes

K - 3 10:00 AM
4 - 5 1:15 PM
Facultr 3:00 PM (library)

RoyeF-Greaves School for the Blind/Mentally
Retaided

10:15 AM Music Progtam

"The Truly Exceptional" - Film

1:45 PM

9:30 - 11:00 AM Small Group Activities

Mr. Momerelld - Principal of the Marshall
Street Scftool

Pennsylvania School for the Deaf

Pennsylvania Materials Center for the Hear-
ing Impaired - Learning Devices for the
Handicapped

October 7 1:30 - 2:40 PM K-2 "Special Friends'
Filmstrip/Simulation Activities

3-5 "Matt" '

N$ Filmstrip/Simulation Activities

2
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MONTGOMERY

Needs Assessment Tally

Woodland Eletentary School

.COUNTY SPECIAL EDUCATION CENTER 16054 WEST MAIN ST. NORRISTOWN. PA. 19403 215-519-85SO

INTERMEDIATE
UNIT

Dear Project EMPACT Committee Member:

Attached please find tallied data for the needs Assessment completed

by your faculty. Form A or B was completed by all regular education
teachers, Form,C was completed by special education teachers, counselors,

librarians, administrators and other suppOrt personnel. The total numbers

of...people responding to the Neede Assessment are as folloWs:

Bala Cynwva

Form - 38
Form C 7

65

Cold Sorine

Form A - 14
Form C - 12

0' 26

Whitemarsh Woodland

-Form - 24
Form C - 9

FOrm'A - 19
Form C 8

33 27
a

133

In order to facilitate your interpretation of the Needs Assessment re-

sults, data have been tallied and recorded. as,Oercentages of the total number

of respondents. Percentage figures for "Strongly Agree" aad "Agree" have

been combined andhoxed tom to represent the total ntmbeis of people agree-

ing: Percentage figures fnr "Strongly Disagree". and "Disagree" have also been

combined.

Asterisks (*) identify statements with which 50% or tore of those

surveyed disagreed. These items should be viewed by the committee as high

priority needs.

We hoPe that the results of this Needs Assessment will be meaningful to

yowas a committee in planning mainstreaming activities.

-.1.=Th
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II OPERATIONAL NEEDS Total nimber of iespondents: 27

Directions: Consider.each of the following statements in relation to your
school's mainstreaming pradtices. , Circle the number which
best describes your opinion.

Strongly
Agree Agree DisagreeIn my school:

*1. Procedures for'blacing a sfecial
education student into a regular
classroom for mainstreaming rare
clearly defined..

*2. Procedures for grading a special
education student's performance
intthe mainstream are clearly
defined.

*3. Procedures for changing a main-
streamed student's prcgram, if
difficulties arise,\ are clearly
defined.

\,

4. It is easy to obtain records of
a special education student's
past and present mainstreaming
program.

Regular and special education
teachers' responsibilities are

0 clearly defined in regard to
communicatin with the parents
of a mainstreamed student.

6. There are ample opportunities
for the special education
teacher and the regular educa-
tion teacher to/communicate
about mainstreamed students.

Strongly
Disagree NR

7% 19% ,

c--)52% 7% 22%.

26% 59%

0% 0% 70% 7% 22%

0%. 77%

0% 19% .52% 7% 22%

19% 59%

0% 37% 37% 0% 26%

37% 37%

'4% 22% 52% 4% 19%

26% 56%

4% .33%. 33% 7% 22%

37% 40%

7. Please describe any other operational needs related to mainstreaming that
you would like your school to address.

*50% or more.of those surveyed disagreed with this statement. It should,

therefore, be consfdered a higkx!riority need.

-0 Montgomery County Intermediate Unii.-9-;0, Norristown, PA 19403
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III CURRICULAR NEEDS

- Directions: /t may be necesElary to

streamed students with
some .of the issues related
der rur school's regular

make curricular modifications for main-
special needs. 'The items below specify

to curricular modificatiOn. Consi-
education curriculum, and circle the
your opinion.

Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree NR

number that best describes

1. The regular education cur-
riculum used in this school
provides alternative

13% 13% 37% 0% 37%°

assignments for mainstreamed [26% 37%
students with special ileeds.

'*Reading/Linguage Arts 0% 27% 52% OZ -21%

27% 52%

*Mathematics' 0% 21% 47% 5% ,- 27%

21% 52%

*Science 0% 5% 57% OZ 37%

5% 57%1..

*Social Studies 0% 5% 57% 0% 37%

5% 57%

*50% or more of those surveyed disagreed with this statement.
It should, therefore, be considered a high priority need.

Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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CURRICULAR NEEDS (continued)

*2. The regular education curriculum
used in this'ichool provides
alternative methods for measur-
ing progress of mainstreamed
students With special eeds.

*Reading/LanguFtge Arts

*Mathematics

*Science

*Social Studies

3. The regular education curriculum
used in this school provides
alternative methods for present-
ing information to mainstreamed
students with special needs.

Reading/Language Arts

Mathetatios

*Science

*Social Studies

Strongly Strongly
A ree A ree Disa ree Disaree NR

136

0% 13% 50% 0% 37%.

50%

0% 21% 57% Oi 21%

57%

0% 17% 52% 5% 27%

57%

0% 5% 57% 0% 37%

5%

5%

5% 57%

0% 37% 13%

37%

0

0%

32%

0%

0%

32%

5%

sa.

0% 37%

57%

0% 50%

32% 47% 0% 21%

47%

32% 37% 37 27Z'

5% 57%

42%

57%

0% '37%

5% 57% 0% 37%

*50% or more of those surveyed disagreed with this,statemento
It should, therefore, be considered a high priority need.

57%

(E) Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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CURRICULAR NREDS (continued

4. The regular education curriculum
used in this'school provides
structure for mainstreamed
students with organizational

Reading/Language Arts

Mathematics

*Science

*5o4a1 Studies

5. The regular edUcation curriculum.
used in this school provides fdr
meeting the needs of students who
are achieving at grade level,
below grade level, and above grade
level.

Reading/Language Arts

Mathematics

*Science

*Social Studies

Strongly Strongly

137

A ree A ree Disa rea Dios ree NR

0%

37%

0%

0%

0%

0%

37%

32%

11%

11%

13%

76%

5%

5%

0%

0%

42%

11%

5%

37% 37%

37% 32%

32% 32%

11% 37%

11% 37%

630 25%

52% 21%

)17% 32%

11% 52%

5% 57%

*50% or more qf those surveyed disagreed with this statement.
It should, therefore, be considered a high priority need.

54%

54%

25%

21%

32%

52%

57%

© Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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0% 25%

11% 21%

11% 27%

17% 37%

17% 37%

t'
0% .0%

0% 21%

0% 27%

0% 37%

0% 37%
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CURRICULAR NEEDS (continued)

6. The regular educatio curriculum
used in this school provides
suggestions for supplemental

Strongly

0% 37% 37%

materials to be used with min- 37%
streamed students with special
'needs.

*Reading/Language Arts 5% 212 52%

26%

*Nathematics 02 21% 47%

212

*Science 0% 5% 572

5%

*Social Studies 0% 5% 57%

5%

0

*50% or more of those surveyed disagreed with this statement.
It should, therefore, be considered a high priority need.

2 4

Strongly

52%

57%

57%

© Montgomery CountY Intermedi.tte Unit, 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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0% 25%

02 21%

5% 27%

0% 37%

0% 37%



IV INSERVICE/TBAINING NEtliS

Directions: 'Circle the number which best describes your opinion.

1. Teadhers in this building have
had formal opportunities to

scuss thsir mainstreaming
needs.

2. Teadhers in this building have
actively their ideas
about effective teChniques for
working with mainstreamed
students.

3. This school has offered programs
to increase parents° awareness
and knowledge about the needs
of special education students

Strongly
Agree

4%

[J.

52%

02

11%

139

Strongly
Agree Disagree Disagree NR

11% 63% 7% 15%

L70%

41% 30%

3G%

11% 56%

63%

Montgomery County Intermediate Units 1980, Norristown, PA 19403
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INSERVICE/TRAINING NEEDS (continued)

Directions: 'If you school DAS provided inservice training on topics related
4to mainstreaming, please complete items 4 and 5. If your school
has NOT been able to provide inservice training on topics re-

. lated to mainstreaming, please skip to item 6.

4. Teachers in this building have
bad the opportunity to offer
direct in ut in planning work-
shags) on topic(s) related to
mainstreaming.

5. This school's inservice training
on topics related to mainstreaming:

Strongly Strongly

er® out of nineteen people responded
to these items. Ineervice training
is, therefore, an existing need. Items

5a g may be considered as topics for
training.

a. has helped staff members to-
ain a better understsndinA
of the needs of handicapped
students.

b. has helped teachers to more

effectittlY 1.121.822121.Ih.q.h.9.7
havior of students with
special nebds.

c. has provided useful sugges-
tions for adapting the
regular education curriculum
for mainstreamed students.

d. has ptovided useful sugges-
tions for improving channels
of communication between
speclal education teachers and
regular education teachers in

e. has helped staff members to
better understand this school's
mainstreaming policies.

f. has provided information about
local resource services, which
can assist teachers in working
with mainstreamed students.

has provided information about
local educators, who can offer
suggestions for working with
mainstreamed students.

g.

6. Please describe any other inservice/training needs related to mainstreaming
_Opt you would like your school to address.

(E) Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, 1980, Norristown, PA '19403
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(
WOODLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

'SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON THE NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Operations

Special awareness of needs of an arts (mUsic, art, etc.)/
teacher

Would be helpful to know which mainstrea.5pd students are
in ,"specials"

Th e are agreements but not absolutely defined statements
0 policy regarding mainstreaming

Grading

Communication needs to be set up between regular and special
education teachers

Scheduling

Emotional needs of children who fail to do well in the class-
room

Curriculum

Inservice

Consider concepts involved in art instruction when mainstream-
ing child for art

Be made aware of specific Vroblems and special techniques
Anything we can get to help us

Specifications for mainstreaming - How? Why? When?

Evaluation Of mainstreamed students

.1)


